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This study examined Jade ornamentation, Jaguar imagery and the Maize origin to delineate 

differences observed between “Living Images” of Tikal rulers and their interment. Following a 

survey of the cultural context and ancestors, it focuses on the Classic Maya and their 

consumption of jade. A brief sketch of Tikal then sets the stage for the data collected from 

excavations at the city. Those are then contrasted among both the monuments for the “Living 

Images,” and the burials. Results among the living rulers confirm developments in the 

paraphernalia and the general absence of the K’awil scepter when the “double-headed” serpent 

bar, and vise-versa, was present. Comparison between “Living images” and burials demonstrated 

that the most important symbols of worldly power were consistently missing, and instead, the 

dead ruler was transmuted back to the maize origin of Maya mythology or religion. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

The Why of the Journey 

This study examines differences and similarities, using jade ornamentation, jaguar 

imagery, and the concept of maize origin between the living image of Maya Rulers, as depicted 

on Stelae and other media, and how they were buried. As will be seen over time there were 

changes in the representation of the rulers in the “Living Images.” Paraphernalia will lose its 

prominent place, and reappear in changed forms. That means that there was development of 

thought and traditions over time. It also shows, because of occasional reappearance of older 

symbols that, there are different interpretations of the underlying thought processes. In contrast, 

much of the burial practices remain unchanged, however, in one case, necessity in the form of 

turbulent times shows a pragmatism that was astonishing. It permits the tentative assertion that 

ancient people understood the symbolic nature of their believe systems. If that can be 

substantiated in further studies it would make the actors seem to be firmly cognizant of the 

difference between the ideals of their world and the reality of what is possible. It would also 

mean that ancient people created their world and were aware that they did so.  In a broader 

perspective, this study will also substantiate the thought that in order to understand the workings 

of a society, it is necessary to combine t imagery and burial rituals (Arroyo 2006:xii; Tiesler and 

Cucina 2006:4). They are two sides of the same coin, and as will be demonstrated, carry the 

same underlying theme that permeated the Maya cosmos. In that sense, the journey of the ruler 

through Xibalba, as explained below, started at birth and before. If we are to understand the 

Maya thought-process, we shall have to take that voyage, as best as we can, with the rulers. 

Key questions are:  

• Research question 1: Were all of the paraphernalia shown in the living imagery 
accompanying them in burials, or were essential pieces missing?  
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• Research question 2: Did funeral goods include items that were not part of the living 
imagery, or, perhaps, were used in a different manner? 

• Research question 3: What purpose, if any, other then being a part of the imagery of 
rulers, did jaguars fulfill in the burial ritual? 

Using both imagery and burial data from Tikal, Guatemala, I shall address the posed 

inquiries. Jade, will be used as a social term here, and involves not only jadeite, but also other 

greenstones that are part of the regalia displayed. Although the Maya were certainly aware of 

difference in materials, they used them in a similar manner (Bishop et al. 1993: 32-33, 59). As 

demonstrated by the mask recovered from Tikal Burial 160 that includes materials other than 

pure jadeite (Figure 1-1; Coe 1975:793). 

Only special tests can determine if an artifact is true jadeite, and because of difficulties in 

analysis presented by most jades (Bishop et al. 1993:37-58, Curtiss 1993:75), the cost and, for 

some methods, the nature of the invasive procedure, whereby some material has to be scrapped 

from the artifact (West, 1963:3, 5), only relatively few pieces have been tested. 

Jade and jaguars had very special meaning for the Maya.  Jade was used mainly to adorn 

their rulers both in life and death, but it was also carried by and buried with common people 

(Haviland 1985:Table 122; Marcus 1999:Figures 4, 5; Willey et al. 1994:252-255). Jaguar 

imagery and pelts, on the other hand, seem to have been reserved for rulers alone.  

The Maya did not develop in a vacuum they are part of the development of cultures in a 

specific area, and a short survey of the larger region to set the stage will be given. In addition, a 

short essay on the Olmec will led into a discussion of the Maya in general, but with greater 

emphasis on the Classic period, and leads into a closer look at the use of jade during the Classic 

Period. The spotlight will than turn to Tikal, the site from which the data used in this study come, 

and will continue with an explanation and reasoning for the data collection. In the last section, 
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the results will be documented and discussed, and finally, a few ideas for further research are 

highlighted.  

Mesoamerica 

Place and its People 

In this chapter, the stage for the Maya will be set. As stated above, cultures develop within 

a broader setting, so it is necessary first to discuss the larger region and some of the cultural 

developments taking place within it. 

Mesoamerica is a cultural term introduced by anthropologist Paul Kirchhoff (Coe et al. 

1980:85) to distinguish the area from just south of the Tropic of Capricorn in Mexico to the 

Nicoya Peninsula in Costa Rica from either North America or Central America (Figure 1-2). 

Within this area, certain cultural trades are shared to, among them use of jade, greater or lesser 

prevalence.  

Three bodies of water, the Gulf of Mexico, the Caribbean Sea to the east and the Pacific 

Ocean to the west, border this area. Within this area, vast arrays of landscapes are encountered, 

from deserts to high mountains. However, the most “basic contrast is between highlands and 

lowlands” (Coe et al. 1980:84). Since the area is south of the temperate zone, it has generally 

only two seasons, wet and dry. It has huge valleys, such as the valleys of Mexico, Oaxaca, or 

Tehuacán. Its regions, and for that matter its cultural areas, are dissected by large mountain 

ranges, particularly the western edge that is sharply divided into the Pacific slopes and the 

interior that is only broken by important rivers including Sinaloa, Balsas, and Verde, until it 

temporarily flattens into the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, and resumes its march to the Maya 

Highlands, and ultimately, with other breaks, to the Andes. Most of the important rivers, 

however, start in the highlands and flow towards the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean. Naming 

the most significant, starting from the north, they are the Panuco, Papaloapan, Coatzacoalcos, 
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Tonala, Gijalva, Usumacinta, and Motagua. However, a few more rivers that are in the heartland 

of the Maya should be mentioned, and including the Chixoy and Pasion that join the Usumacinta, 

Rio Hondo, Azul and Belize.  

Although the northern part of the region is rather dry, at its heart was a huge shallow lake 

system that supported the Aztec civilization at its capitol Tenochtitlan, modern Mexico City. 

There were also many swamps, such as Pulltrouser in Belize, that were used by the ancient 

people of each region for raised field agriculture, and, probably, the waterways supplied protein 

in the form of fish. Mountains with volcanic peaks supplied the very important resource, used 

throughout the region and by all ancient peoples, obsidian. The most important sources of this 

are Ucareo, Pachuca, both in Central Mexico, and Rio Pixcaya, El Chayal, and Ixtepeque in the 

Maya Highlands (McKillop 2005:42). Obsidian, volcanic glass, can be traced to this origin, and 

it is now known that obsidian from all sources was widely traded, for example, from sources 

close to Mexico City with the Peten, Guatemala (Hoopes 1985:149; McKillop 2005:43-44). As 

mountainous and relatively dry as some areas are, especially the northern parts, others are as flat 

and humid or dry. A band of tropical forest stretches the entire length of costal Veracruz, to the 

Isthmus of Tehuantepec, where it broadens from the Maya Highlands to cover most of Yucatan, 

except the almost arid tip. Tropical forest is also prevalent from Honduras to the southern border 

in low areas, interspersed with grasslands and savannas (Coe et al. 1980:84).  

Not surprisingly, the oldest evidence for human occupation in Mesoamerica comes from 

the northern part, which may simply be a function of preservation, favored in drier areas. 

Materials, considered stone tools, have been found in various areas, but dating is still debated 

(Adams 1991:25-28). Although there are some problems, it seems that Tepex “man”, really the 

skeletal remains of a female, lived around 8000 BC in the Valley of Mexico (Porter Weaver 
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1972:19; Adams 1991:29).  Solid evidence for hunting and gathering societies comes from the 

earliest phases, ca. 7200 BC, in the Tehuacan Valley, Puebla, a sequence excavated by 

MacNeish (Adams 1991:31-33). It is located between the Valley of Mexico and Oaxaca, and is 

semiarid. Later phases show the gradual change to a settled existence and cultivation of maize 

[Zea mays] (Adams 1991:33-37; Coe et al. 1980:89-90). Certainly, evidence for the Archaic 

Period circa 8,000 to 2,000 BC (MacNeish 2001:30), particularly as life became settled, and 

present from all regions, for example, the site of Santa Marta Cave in the highlands of Chiapas, 

and the Southern Maritime tradition of Belize (MacNeish 2001:31); however, here it is only 

mentioned fleetingly. Guila Naquitz Cave and Gheo Shih, an open-air site in the Valley of 

Oaxaca, are slightly later, but show equal seasonal occupation (Flannery 1983:27; Flannery and 

Spores 1983:21-25).  

For the Formative Period from about 1600 BC to AD 250 (Clark 2001:278-282), a short 

overview with the most important regional sites is be given, but excludes the Olmec and Maya 

region, which is be documented in more detail later. It is important to realize that Period dates 

given are fluid, and that not all regions developed at the same time and rate. Some stable 

villages, such as San Jose Mogote, fluctuated in size through time (Flannery 1976), while other 

places saw an intensity that resulted in flowering and decline of state-level cultures and all the 

facets between. Many aspects of the interrelationships with the entire region are still debated and 

not included in this discussion. During this period, and into the Early Classic Period, 

Teotihuacán, Valley of Mexico, was immensely powerful, as at one time was Cholula, Puebla 

Mexico, while the Valley of Oaxaca supported its own flourishing center in Monte Alban 

(Adams 1991:202, 224-225, 235-253).   
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Ceremonial centers are part of the landscape all the way south, for example Santa Leticia 

in El Salvador, to the border of Mesoamerica. One thing that is common to most of 

Mesoamerica, no matter the different expressions in worldview and division of space, is that the 

basic design for the ceremonial centers in particular, and most other as well, is square and 

roughly rectangular in layout. Only one region in Mesoamerica does not adhere to this 

arrangement of space. West Mexico is designed in a circular world image.  Not just individual 

platforms are circular, but they are also arranged concentrically (Weigand 2001:738).  

The ebb and flow of cultural highpoints, and the shift from one region being more 

prominent and then less, continued until the Aztec empire, at least in part the inheritor of more 

than 9,000 -year- old tradition, to shatter abruptly un-mendable with the arrival of the Spanish 

Conquistadors. 

Jade: General Background on Material 

Jade and Mesoamerica go together the same way as China and Jade do, the skill in working 

this hard and durable material was equal and possibly achieved at the same time (Foshag 

1957:3). However, the two materials are not the same. Chinese Jade is almost exclusively 

Nephrite, a member of the amphibole family, and is a different mineral from Jadeite, or jadeitite 

that belongs to the pyroxene minerals (Harlow 1993:10). The former is unknown in 

Mesoamerica. The name jade is a Portuguese or Spanish language creation. It seems that the 

Chinese believed that the green stone had urinary healing powers, and so it was known, in 

Europe, as “pedra de yjada, stone of the loins”  (West 1963:3).  When the conquistadors sent 

artifacts of a similar green stone back to Spain, both materials became known by the shortened 

form jade (Luzzatto-Bilitz 1984:21, Petar 1936:2).  

Jadeite is a very hard and durable material. On a scale of hardness up to 10, diamonds, 

jadeite scores 6.5 to 7, while obsidian ranges from 5 to 6.5, pearls from 2.5 to 4.5, and coral at 
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3.5 (Shipley 1948:104).  Jadeite sources are very rare in the world; only seven locations are 

known (Lange 1993:2) due to the very involved and rare process to create it.  It forms only 

“under geologic conditions of unusually high pressure and low temperature, regimes that are 

rarely preserved in the geologic record”  (Harlow 1993:13).  

Efforts to find the source, or sources, of Mesoamerican jade started to make headway when 

mines where found in the Motagua River Valley in Guatemala, and different mines where 

explored in further studies (Harlow 1991:6; Taube et al. 2004).  However, the source for the 

exquisite blue jade, mostly known from the Olmec culture (Figures 1-3, 1-4), eluded researchers 

until it was found in the  “wilds of Guatemala – a mountainous region strewn with huge jade 

boulders, other rocky treasures and signs of ancient mining” (Broad 2002:1). The exact location 

is kept secret to protect it from looting.  

Considering the toughness of the stone and the available tools, sand, water, string saws and 

string drills (Digby 1972:14-21; Kennedy-Easby 1968:16-26; Proskouriakoff 1974:8-10), the 

quality of the artifacts document a very sophisticated and skilled tradition of artisans creating 

these masterpieces.  

The importance of jade to Mesoamerican people can not be overemphasized, and can be 

traced back in space and time, starting with the Spanish chroniclers that mentioned that 

chalchihuites, the Nahuatl word for jade, had a special place in Montezuma’s esteem (Foshag 

1957:5; Mason 1927:47-48; Rands 1965:561; Vaillant 1973:75-76). Today, the Aztec, or more 

correctly the Mexica ruler Motecuhzoma Xocoyotzin is referred to by his Nahuatl name (Smith 

1996:51), rather than by the European version of it.   

If ancient Mesoamerican artifacts are mentioned jade occupies a prominent place among 

the portable art (Miller 1996). We do know that other materials, such as shell, were equally 
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worked (Figure 1-5), but because of its durability, jade survived better through the ages. We look 

at these pieces as art and artifacts. To the creators and their contemporaries, the meanings they 

had are only partly understood. For instance, under the Templo Major in Tenochtitlan, today 

Mexico City, a jaguar skeleton with a jade ball in its mouth was discovered (Figure 1-6A), as 

were an Olmec mask, probably jade, and a Teotihuacan mask (Figure 1-6B). It is very possible 

that they are treasured heirlooms, possibly signaling that the Aztec, are the inheritors of 

Mesoamerica’s ancient tradition (Meskell 2003; see also Joyce 2003). That would imply that the 

Aztec where aware of such an ancient culture as the Olmec. Since only fragments of history have 

survived, it seems very possible that “historical” codices existed. The time elapsed between the 

Olmec and Aztec, is no longer than the duration of Pharonic Egypt, or Imperial China.  

From the Monte Alban II era, circa 200 BC – 200 AD, comes a beautiful bat mask made 

from pieces of jade and shell (Figure 1-7), and burials at Teotihucan had offerings made from 

jade (Sugiyama 1989:91-103).  Equally, burials at San Jose Mogote, Oaxaca, as early as 1200 

BC, show male occupants with jade bead necklaces, a bead in the mouth, and women with a bead 

in the mouth (Marcus 1999:Figures 4, 5). As rank became more established, additional jade 

artifacts were found in graves (Marcus 1999:83, 94). One other tradition has to be mentioned, the 

Costa Rica jades. In part, they are unique, but some have “Olmecoid” features (Kennedy-

Easby:Figure 4, 93), which ties them to the greater Mesoamerican tradition. As Kennedy-Easby 

(1968:81-82) says:  

Even in the earliest times, interrelationships were too wide-spread [sic] for the tradition of 
jade working to have arisen in Costa Rica independently. Lacking Maya elements [the 
jades], it can only have come from an earlier source: directly or indirectly from the Olmec.  

She concludes by pointing to analogous traits between the two styles (Kennedy-Easby 1968:81-

82). 
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This short survey of both Mesoamerica and jade is by no means inclusive; on the one hand, 

it simply sets the stage for the subsequent discussion of the Olmec and Maya in general before 

turning to the specifics of the case study, the subject of this thesis, that presents data pertaining to 

the living and dead rulers of Tikal. On the other hand, it acts as reminders that the Maya are one 

of many cultural highpoints that developed over time in the region, and sets the geographical 

parameters that bound and define the region. The jade discussion serves a similar purpose. 

Besides several facts on jade, it shows that the history of jade was tightly interwoven with that of 

Mesoamerica. 
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Figure 1-1.  Jade funeral mask from Tikal Burial 160. A) Actual Mask (Coe 1995;793). B) Tile, 

with numbers, mask ws made from (Curtiss 1993;80). C) Mineral composition of 
some of the tiles (adapted from Curtis 1993; Table 5.2). 
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Figure 1-2.  Map of Mesoamerica. With some sites mentioned in the text. 
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.  
 
Figure 1-4.  Olmec Jades. A) La Venta Offering 4 (Pina Chan 1989). B) Incised 16 cm long 

Canoe from Cero de la Mesa (Pina Chan 1989). C) “Kunz” Axe, Possibly from 
Oaxaca (SKIRA 1964;21) 
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Figure 1-5.  Carved shell pendants. A Seated personage (de la Fuente et al. 1998;Figure 131). B) 

Bead neclace with shell disk (Schmidt et al. 1998). C) Animal with incised face 
(Schmidt et al. 1998). D) Person and Glyphs (Clancy et al. 1985). E) Rabbit (Mingei 
International Museum 1990) 
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Figure 1-6.  Offerings from Aztec Templo Mayor, Tenochititlan. A) Jaguar skeleton with 

jadeball in mouth (Miller and Taube 1993:103). B) Masks, Olmec (left). Teotihuacan 
(right)(Townsend 1992:154) 
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Figure 1-7.  Mask from Monte Iban. Oaxaca (Bernal 1969:Figure 50) 
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CHAPTER 2   
THE OLMEC 

In almost all discussions of the Maya, at least one reference to the Olmec is included, 

particularly when jade is also a subject. As will be shown, there are reasons to believe that strong 

affinities exist between select aspects of Olmec and Maya culture. Therefore, a short essay on the 

Olmec was deemed necessary. It includes all types of data, ranging from a description of the 

homeland, to a timeline of the development from small villages to centers containing 

monumental architecture. It touches on the different views in which Mexican and US 

archeologists hold the Olmec. A large part of this chapter is devoted to what is known or 

believed about the Olmec Cosmos, their jade use, and how it interrelates between their own 

cosmos and that of the Maya. 

The sequence of Olmec culture was long a matter of disagreement, but we know that it 

preceded the Maya (Coe et al. 1980:94). What is agreed on is that its “heartland” lies in the 

Mexican states of Veracruz and Tabasco, generously defined between the San Juan and Gijavlva 

River, in the coastal plain (Coe 1966:5; Coe et al. 1980:94-95). 

In Mexico, the Olmec are considered the Mother Culture of Mesoamerica (Piña Chan 

1989), meaning that all other cultural manifestations, including the Aztec, developed from them. 

North American archaeologists are rather restrained following that line of thought, particularly as 

it is not derived from excavations (Grove 1997:72, 87).  

However, we do not know what the people called themselves (Piña Chan 1989:9). All we 

had are monuments, of different materials, and jades they left behind; until recently, when a 

stone slab believed to be 3,000 years old, with what the researchers called “to be that of a true 

writing system [the symbols] and that it had characteristics strikingly similar to imagery of the 

Olmec civilization,”  (Noble Wilford 2006) was discovered in Veracruz. If it is the first writing 
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of the Olmec found, and more will come to light, and if it can be deciphered, a new chapter in 

Olmec archaeology would certainly have to be written.  

The arguably most important centers are San Lorenzo, La Venta, Tres Zapotes, and 

Laguna de los Cerros (Adams 1991:55). They are concentrated in what is called the “Olmec 

heartland”, located on the Gulf of Mexico coast and reaching about midway across the Isthmus 

of Tehuantepec in parts of Veracruz and Tabasco (Coe et al. 1980:94).  

There is evidence for villages as early as 1500 BC beneath San Lorenzo and La Venta 

(Adams 1991:45), and as early as 1350 BC San Lorenz started to evolve into a power center, 

reaching its apex between 1150 to 900 BC, when power shifted to La Venta and lasted until 400 

BC (Adams 1991:49-50).  Probably the most famous aspect of this culture is the huge stone 

heads (Figure 2-1), thought to be sculptures of individual leaders (Grove 1997:77). Other 

amazing aspects came to light during excavations, and at La Venta, an astonishing amount of 

worked jade among them (Figures 1-3, -4; Drucker 1952). Considering the refined carvings, the 

tradition must have started long before to create such masterpiece.  

Offering 4 from La Venta needs special mentioning (Figure 1-4A). It is a circle formed 

by celts, some of jade, surrounding jade and serpentine “men” that are grouped in such a way 

that four face one, while ten others stand at a right angle most facing the one, but some turned 

more toward the group of four. It may be that the difference in stone signifies a difference in 

status, but since not all of the celts, although most are green, are made from jadeite, it was the 

color that was desired and important, and the material was secondary, hence the social term of 

jade.  

Many other sites of varying sizes have been added in the heartland, and outside it, for 

example, Chalcatzingo, Morelos (Grove 1997:77), and Oxtotitlan Cave, Guerrero, both Mexico 
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(Grove 1970). The cave has several murals; here I shall mention only two, Mural I and Painting 

I-d, because they are, possibly, antecedents to practices seen in the Maya, and are therefore 

explained in greater detail (Grove 1970:Frontispiece, Figure 13). Mural I ‘s predominant colors, 

reddish/orange and green/blue (Figure 2-2), display a personage “seated upon the head of a 

jaguar monster” Grove (1970:9).  Besides wearing an owl headdress, and, possibly partial or full 

feather costume, he is also adorned with many pieces of jade jewelry (Grove 1970:9-10; 

Joralemon 1971:Figure 150). It is probable that also parts of the headdress and the costume are 

made of jade. Wearing a costume, and becoming or symbolizing a particular animal, seem to be 

a tradition that endured through the Maya, where it was called the uay, or alter ego (de la Garza 

1999:135; Houston and Stuart 1998:81; Miller and Taube 1993:103) and found its most elaborate 

expression, in the sense that it was not only the ruler who transformed, in Aztec times, where 

some warriors belonged to either the jaguar or eagle society (Townsend 1992:196), going into 

battle dressed as such (Figure 2-3) and probably in the spirit of the two most powerful animal of 

the realm. 

Painting I-d (Figure 2-4) shows a man and jaguar standing in what may be considered an 

interrelated composition (Grove 1969:Figure 3, 1970:17-18). Here all that needs to be noted is 

that the association of men with jaguars has a very long tradition in Mesoamerica. Possibly there 

is another tie. From the vicinity of San Lorenzo comes monument Potrero Nuevo 1 that may 

show the union of a jaguar with a human female, leading to a basic tenant of Olmec ideology the 

were-jaguars (Coe and Diehl 1980:369-370; Davis 1978; but see Miller and Taube 1993:158-159 

for a different view). 

Only a few of the aspects of Olmec Culture are mentioned here, and even of those traits 

that conceivably can be traced to the Maya, only the three most important are discussed. There is 
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the main theme of maize, being of such importance that it is part of the features of Gods (Figure 

2-5; Mathews and Garber 2004:50). On the Chalcatzingo Relief IV, jaguar and maize are related 

(Figure 2-6; Grove 1968:Figure 5; Joralemon 1971:Figure 261).  One other item of Olmec 

iconography, most likely, survived and became part of Maya iconography. Joralemon 

(1971:Motif 85, Figures 141, 142, 258, 266; Grove 1968:Figure 7) identifies it as “Vegetation 

Sprouting from the Corners of the Mouth” (Figure 2-7). As Schele (1995:118-119, citing Fields, 

Joralemon, and Reilly) explains, the Olmec equated the ruler, as the Worldtree, symbolized by 

sprouting maze, and in what she calls “Reilly’s cast shadows” shows how the ruler is the center 

with four maize plants marking the corner of the mouth, or world (Figure 2-8). It takes on even 

more importance in Maya worldview (Miller and Taube 1993:108 -110; Schele 1995:125).  

One thing seems certain, Olmec associations and, perhaps, symbolism retained some of 

its meaning in the succeeding cultures (Coe 1966:16; Rice 2004:72; Sabloff 1998:60). As 

mentioned above, an Olmec jade mask was found in the most sacred place in the Aztec world, 

the Templo Major. Olmec jade masks were also found in Maya contexts. For example, there is 

the Olmec pectoral, made from quartzite, which on the reverse side is incised with what seems to 

be an early Maya king  (Figure 2-9; Coe 1966). To the left side of the head are glyphs thought to 

spell his name, and to the right of the seated king are two blocks of six lines of two glyphs, 

making it a text of twenty-four glyphs (Coe 1966:15). Interestingly, the text combines features 

that are Maya, Monte Alban and some that are unknown (Coe 1966:16). It would be very 

important to see if they are similar to the newly discovered writing mentioned above. We know 

that the king’s portrait is very early in the sequence of Maya history because he wears a 

headband similar to the one on the mask found in Burial 85 from Tikal that is dated to the Cauac 

Preclassic phase, AD 1-150, at Tikal (Harrison 1999:62; Martin and Grube 2000:26-27). 
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According to Fields (cited in Schele 1995:118), this headband has its roots in Olmec 

iconography and can be traced via Cerros, a Late Preclassic Maya site in Belize, into the Classic 

Maya jade “Jester God” headband (Freidel and Schele 1988). 

An Olmec “were-jaguar” figurine was found by Teobald Maler in 1887 in the Yucatan 

peninsula, possibly Campeche, and examined by Metcalf and Flannery (1967). Another cache of 

Olmec jades came from Chacsinkin, Yucatan, Mexico, and the author suggested that the contact 

between Maya and Olmec was much more intense than previously believed (Andrews 1986:11). 

However, in a later publication, the author revised this proposal (Andrews 1987).  Instead, he 

agreed with Grove (1993 [1986]:84), who argues that there are two meanings to the word Olmec 

itself; one is an archaeological culture confined to the “heartland”; the other is an “art style,” a 

part of a rather widespread early Formative style (Andrews 1987:79). Still, he states: “The jades 

must have been brought into the northern Lowlands in the Formative Period.” (Andrews 

1987:80). It seems clear, no matter the controversy about being an archaeological culture, and/or 

art style, that the beliefs or symbols of those early times in some form endured and had meaning 

to the Maya and other Mesoamerican people.  

In an almost surreal twist, the artistic value of Olmec jades found its admirers in Europe, 

as documented by the  “bib pendant, apparently recarved by an Aztec lapidary … It was made 

the centerpiece of an elaborate concoction” (Figure 2-10; Benson 1996:133). Here, aspects of the 

Olmec culture were discussed, with heavy emphasis how these may relate to the Maya and the 

“flowering” of their cultural achievements later in time. 
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Figure 2-1.  The Olmec colossal heads. A “El Rey” San Lorenzo Monument 1 (Coe and Diel;22); 

B) Comparison of heads from different sites (Stuart 1993). 
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Figure 2-2.  Mural I from Oxtotitlan Cave (Grove 1970:Frontipiece). 
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Figure 2-3.  Aztec Warriors. A) Jaguar society member (Townsend 1992:93). B) Eagle society member (Townsend 1992:199). 
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Figure 2-4.  Painting I-d from Oxtotitlan cave (Grove 1970:17, Drawings by Felipe Davalos). 
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Figure 2-5.  Olmec gods and Maize. Select symbols identified as Maize and Olmec gods that 

display those in their headdresses (Joralemon 1971:motifs 82-84, 91-93, figures 170-
197) 
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Figure 2-6.  Jaguars and Maize. Symbols identified as Maize, and two jaguars that show those on 

their heads (Joralemon 1971:Motifs 82-84, 88-89, 91-93, Figures 170-197). 
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Figure 2-7.  Olmec God I-B.  A) Mouth with vegetation in corners (joralemon 1971:Motif 85).  B) Frontal view from Chalcatzingo 

Relief IX (Joralemon 1971:Figure 141). C) Personage inside of mouth from Calcarzingo Relief I (Joralemon 1971: Figure 
142). 
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Figure 2-8.  Olmec ruler and Maize Ruler as the center maize plant of the world maked by maize 

plants at the four corners (Schele 1995: Figure 62). 
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Figure 2-9.  Olmec-Maya connection.  Olmec pectoral with Maya ruler incised on its back 

(Chase Coggins 1998:250-251), and drawing of the early Maya king (Schele and 
Miller 1986:119). 
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Figure 2-10. Olmec jade as part of a European Jewel (Benson 1996:134). 
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CHAPTER 3  
THE MAYA  

A view of the Maya is the concern of this chapter. It explains the natural setting, divisions 

in the cultural sequence, and gives a narrative of what distinctions characterizes the Maya. The 

focus is on the Classic Maya, however, and it is their world that is explained more thoroughly. 

Aspects of their worldview are discussed, ranging from territorial and internal organization to 

some of the major gods in various forms and their influence on political and other decisions. 

Most importantly, it will be shown how spirituality infused all areas of their world. Some 

comments are included on problems regarding the reading and interpreting of glyphs, and finally, 

as in the Olmec chapter, some references are made to the possibility of a connection between the 

Olmec and the Maya. 

The Maya are a civilization that developed in part of Mesoamerica that is today southern 

Mexico, Guatemala, Belize, and northern Honduras, and their descendants are still part of the 

people living there today (Demarest 2004; Sharer 1994). Researchers further subdivided this area 

according to differences in Maya languages, ecological, geographical and cultural traits 

(Demarest 2004; Sharer 1994). These are the Coastal Plains and Piedmont adjacent to the Pacific 

Ocean, the Southern Highlands, the Northern Highlands, and the Southern, Central, and Northern 

Lowlands surrounded by both the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea (Figure 3-1; Demarest 

2004:Figure 1.2; Sharer 1994:Figure 1.1). 

Maya archaeology has its own terminology to mark stages of development after the 

Archaic closed at 2000 BC (Figure 3-2); it was divided into the Early Preclassic lasting until 

1000 BC, the Middle until 400 BC, the Late until AD 300, the Classic Period until AD 900, and 

the Postclassic terminating in AD 1542 (Demarest 2004:Figure 2.3). The cultural sequence and 

timeline is today also referred to as Pre-Columbian. Between the Late Preclassic and the Classic, 
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sometimes a Proto Classic Period is inserted lasting from about AD 150 to 350 (Demarest 

2004:17). The Classic Period is additionally partitioned into the Early Classic AD 300 - 550 and 

the Late Classic AD 600 – 900; and finally, there is a subdivision that takes part of the Late 

Classic and the early Postclassic into the Terminal Classic from AD 800 to 1,000 (Demarest 

2004:16). It is also understood that these dates vary with different authors, but that it does not 

change the general course of Maya history, particularly as more specific dates became available 

and are used to place events at moments in time (Demarest 2004:17). However, this study 

focuses primarily on the Classic Period, in addition, most of the stelae and many of the burials 

are dated with precision, and the difference in the beginning of the Classic Period is most often 

50 years, with the Classic starting in AD 250 (Culbert 1991; Willey and Mathews 1985).  

The Late Preclassic Period is thought to be a time when the aspects denoting the Classic 

are coming together and gathering momentum, although new discoveries challenge this division, 

as will be shown below, to move toward the cultural climax called the Classic Period in Maya 

civilization.  

The Maya sequence traces its beginnings to the Swasey phase, starting at circa 1200 BC 

(Hammond 1991:Figure 1.2). However, the onset of the complexity that later flowered into the 

Classic Period throughout the entire Maya region starts during the last five hundred years BC 

(Martin and Grube 2000: 8; Sharer 1994:Table 2.1).  The Maya cultural sequence, after almost 

3000 years, ended abruptly with the arrival of the Spaniards and the conquest after AD 1500 

(Martin and Grube 2000:8-9; Sharer 1994:Table 2.1).  

Among the traits that marked the Maya Classic civilization was hieroglyphic writing 

system, the development of the vigesimal mathematical system, and the place-notation and the 

concept of zero, as in ending a cycle or completion (Coggins 1980; Sharer 1994:557-558). A 
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very important distinction, both, place and zero, have only been invented twice in the course of 

human history as far as I are aware. Figure 3-3 shows the interlocking cycles of the two main 

calendars and the numerical system, including how the Long count date was written. Maya time 

was counted differently than ours, it was the elapsed time from the beginning of the present 

creation or “zero date” set at 3113 BC that was noted, and scholars developed a system of 

writing dates, “the notation 9.16.3.0.0 means 9 baktuns, 16 katuns, 3 tuns, 0 uinals, 0 kins” 

(Adams 1991:179).     

 Traits associated with the Maya included monumental architecture, the use of Long 

Count dates in inscriptions, the carving of stelae, tall stone slabs, into portraits of their rulers, and 

so-called altars that may have been stone seats or thrones in front of the stela, for the ruler either 

to sit or stand (Figure 3-4). It would have made a very impressive picture for his people to see, 

and to be reassured that he is the living image of the Maize God (Fields and Reents-Budet 

2005:24; Miller and Samayoa 1998:59; Miller and Taube 1993:98-99, 108-109; Schele and 

Mathews 1998:127). 

Some of the latest discoveries in the Maya region challenge the boundary between 

Preclassic and Classic Period. It may be that the achievements we associate with the Classic were 

well in place at a much earlier point than previously thought, and it was the lack of evidence, 

rather than the absence of it, that suggested the break at AD 250/300.  

The site of Cival, Peten, Guatemala, not far from Tikal, has been excavated and dated to 

about 150 BC. It yielded what is, to date in the Maya Lowlands, the earliest carved stela at 300 

BC (Figure 3-5). The pectoral seems to be either an early form of a K’awil or K’awiil, also called 

a “manikin” scepter in the hands of rulers, or a “long-nosed” pectoral, as depicted on Classic 

stelae; note also the celts on the belt (Miller and Taube 1993:110; Skidmore 2004). It also seems 
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to have some affinity with the Olmec art style mentioned above. Two masks were discovered, 

one that has a “were-jaguar” mouth and other features encountered in that style, while the other 

mask seems to be associated with the Maize-god encountered at the site of San Bartolo 

(Skidmore 2004). It evidently links the Olmec and the Maya in some way. 

At the small site of San Bartolo, Peten, a little farther from Tikal than Cival, excavator 

Saturno literally stumbled into what Taube, the excavation’s iconographer, called the “Sistine 

Chapel of the Early Maya” (Kaufmann 2003:72, 77).  What was uncovered was a painted frieze, 

above the height of the doorway, covering all the walls of a room located in a small pyramid 

(Figures 3-6, -7). Therefore, it seems possible that the Classic Period may have been much early 

in place than previously. Taube goes on to say, “The Maya were probably trying to portray the 

origin of maize and people… [It is] the most elaborate creation scene before the Classic 

period”(Kaufmann 2003; see also Miller and Taube 1993:68-70, and Reilly III 2005:34); and 

Saturno adds “If San Bartolo had murals this early, everybody had them”(Kaufman 2003:77). 

Further excavation added more weight to this point, by revealing a glyph-block of 10 individual 

signs. Associated wood was dated between to 300 to 200 BC, making Maya writing as old as 

other Mesoamerican scripts (Figure 3-8; Saturno et al. 2006:1). The text related to the murals is 

partially readable. Signs are of an earlier form of Mayan script, but the glyph-block contains 

“archaic forms” (Saturno et al. 2006:2). Because the AJAW- glyph, pA7, can be read, the 

inscription seems to be the title of a god, king, or elite personage (Saturno et al. 2006:2, see also 

Saturno 2002).  

Preclassic sites are reported from all areas of the Maya territory. The Pacific Coast seems 

to have the densest early settlements, with the highlands, and the Central Lowlands following 

close behind (Sharer1994:71). However, new evidence points to the fact that development was, 
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perhaps, parallel so that it was not a matter of diffusion, but rather of shared growth (Demarest 

2004:83-86; Sharer 1994:73). The largest center of its time, El Mirador, Guatemala, was situated 

on the major trade and communications cross routes (Demarest 2004:83; Sharer 1994:117); and 

presumably the same products, as later in the Classic, moved through, among them jadeite 

(Olmedo Vera 1999:89). It should not surprise that Tikal; one of the primary power seats of the 

Classic was founded close by.  

Territorial organization of the Classic Maya has been subject to many debates (Flannery 

1995:946; Marcus 1973; 1976). Today, two proposed organizations are most often cited, 

Mathew’s (1985:Figures 10-14) based on emblem-glyphs, as an ever-changing patchwork of 

small principalities through time, and Adams’ of Late Classic large states (Figure 3-9). As said, 

there is still debate which model is better suited (Mathews 1991:26-29; Rice 2004:31-36). There 

was the title of Kalomate, loosely translated as emperor, or overlord, which suggests that some 

sites were dependent to others (Harrison 1999:79; Houston 1993:108; Martin and Grube 

2000:20; Rice 2004:36-38). There are also a number of scenes preserved on monuments, and 

glyphic evidence that attest to the fact that certain ceremonies were conducted under the auspice 

of a ruler from another site, particularly the establishment of the successor to a city (Houston 

1993:108; Schele and Mathews 1991:226-252). Those overlords may also have married members 

of their house, the naj, or na, to consolidate relationships with dependant cities, or allies 

(Harrison 2003:178; Houston 1993:108; Rice 2004:7, 40, 281). Finally, there is the suggestion 

from David Stuart (2003) that K’inich K’an Joy Chitam of Palenque, long believed to have meet 

a sacrificial death at Tonina after his capture, instead became a dependent and with him his 

kingdom fell into bondage to Tonina.   
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Here I will discuss only the second model, the regional states because it seems to fit 

better as more and more data are gathered.  The northern states Puuc and Coba, are somewhat 

enigmas as a consequence of the “limited number and often poor preservation of inscriptions” 

(Martin and Grube 2000:227).  Starting with Calakmul, and followed by Palenque, Yaxchilan, 

Tikal, and Copan regional states, monuments and texts are relatively abundant, and the history of 

the cities and the rulers, at least, is much better documented (Fash 1991; Harrison 1999; Jones 

and Satterthwaite 1982; Marcus 1976; Marcus 1987; Martin and Grube 2000; Robertson 1983-

1991; Tate 1992). According to Olmedo Vera (1999:36), these five seem to be the most 

important centers. More evidence for the possibility of larger states is provided by the fact that 

we know that Calakmul, its ancient name, possibly, Ox-te’tun, “Three Stones”, or Natunich, 

“Stone Aguada” (Stuart and Houston 1994:28, 93-95), was the capital of the Snake state (Martin 

2005) and that Palenque was called Lakam Ha, Big Water, and was the capital of the Bak, Bone, 

state (Miller and Martin 2004:201; Schele and Mathews 1998:95; Stuart and Houston 

1994:Figure 32). Yaxchilan’s name is proposed as Pa’Chan, with the tentative translation of 

split/broken Sky (Martin 2004:4). Tikal’s original name has either survived, and was translated 

as the ““Place of the Count of the K’atun” or Ti’k’al , … or it may have been mutal”, flower 

(Harrison 1999:30; see also Rice 2004:98-99); Schele and Mathew (1998:64) call it Mutul, and 

go on to say that because Dos Pilas used the same name, it was also called Yax Mutul, meaning 

First Mutul. Simon Martin advocates that yax has additional meanings such as “beautiful” and 

“green-blue” (Martin: 2003:4).  Copan’s name is still debated, with “Oxwitik, “the Three 

Witiks”?” a possibility (Stuart and Houston 1994:23, emphasis in original). Sometimes a city and 

the region under its influence used the same name (Stuart and Houston 1994, cited in Martin 
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2004:1). Yet, as Stuart and Houston (1994) point out, there are still many uncertainties both in 

reading the glyphs and in their correct interpretations.  

Internally, Marcus (1973:Figures 2, 4-6) suggested that the organization of space follows 

the quadripartite relationship of the Maya worldview (Figure 3-10). The indissoluble connection 

between time and space comes into sharp focus here, considering that all the completion glyphs 

have four parts and a center (Figure 3-11; Rice 2005:71); and very much resemble a flower with 

four-petals and a center. Iconography bears amble testimony to the most basic concept in Maya 

cosmology. Their world, as mentioned above, was divided into five parts, the four directional 

quarters and the center (Mathews and Garber 2004).  In essence, it is a maize field, but it only 

exists after the maize is planted; and “this means that the creator deities may have made the 

physical form of the quadrilateral word, and the sun may have defined its borders,” (Bassie-

Sweet 2000:13). The field is prepared by the Maize God planting five kernels in each corner, one 

for each finger, thereby closing the cycle by linking the counting system, vigesimal, with the 

twenty day names of the ritual calendar (Bassie-Sweet 2000:14-15).  As the division follows the 

passage of the sun, k’in, each quarter was coupled with a specific color (Price 2004:29). East, 

lak’in, were the sun is born and reborn each day in shades of chak, red; chik’in, ochk’in, its 

opposite, west, where the sun died each day was ek’ or black (Bassie-Sweet 2000:14; Price 

2004:20). North, xaman, marked the sun at zenith, up and to the right of the sun; white or sak, 

down, to the sun’s left at nadir marked south, nojol and the color k’an or yellow; while the most 

precious color, ya’ax or blue/green/turquoise, was reserved for the living center (Bassie-Sweet 

2000:14; Price 2004:20). Thereby, in effect, not just incontrovertibly linking space and time 

together, but interlocking it. 
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It was also vertically separated in three layers, the underworld, Xibalba with nine layers, 

the level of the people, or manifested world, and the thirteen-layered realm of gods, and 

connecting all the divisions was the worldtree in the center (Figure 3-12; Sharer 1994:523). One 

of the most vivid depictions of the relationship and the continuum among life, death and the 

promise of rebirth is rendered on the sarcophagus lid (Figure 3-13) found in the burial chamber 

beneath the Temple of the Inscription, Palenque, Chiapas, Mexico (Robertson 1983:Figures 98-

99; Schele 1981: 98). At the moment of death, the king, Pacal or K’inich Janaab’ Pakal I, was 

transferred into the eternally young maize god, symbolizing the renewal of maize and jade 

(Martin and Grube 2000:162; Miller and Samayoa: 1998:56-58). Again, in the dualistic view of 

the Maya, although the maize god falls down the worldtree into the maw of the netherworld, 

Xibalba (Schele and Mathews 1998:113), he is also the personification of the worldtree (Freidel 

et al. 1993:53-55).  

Although much of the Maya world changed in the wake of the Conquistadores, as 

mentioned earlier, the above-mentioned fundamental concept of the Maya cosmos transformed 

or endured. The Maya worldtree, in essence the maize god, and the Christian cross have obvious 

affinities, and it seems the Maya embraced this resemblance, and by adding the color of jade and 

red kept their ancient worldview intact (Figure 3-14; Freidel et al. 1993:53, 245; Pennak 

1964:519).  Jade represents the center and the connection between all levels of the universe and 

red, east and the birth, as well as the rebirth of the sun after its journey through Xibalba (de la 

Garza 1999:135; Freidel et al. 1993:244). As Freidel at al. (1993:244) said, it was part of “the 

holy “soul-force” of the universe”.  
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The most basic concept underlying all other aspects of how the Maya understood their 

world was that all aspects of life, be it political, territorial, or the planting of maize were 

saturated, nourished, and empowered by religion (Rice 2004:19, 283).  

Another fundamental concept of the Maya worldview is the dualistic nature of life, and 

the inherent opposition, particularly, when it comes to the role that the jaguar was given. Day 

and night are dualistic but also opposites. One can not be without the other, so, Kinich Ahau, the 

Sun god, was also the Jaguar god, or Sun of the night (Schele and Miller 1986:50; Miller and 

Taube 1993:104). He is also the Hero Twins, the Sun god associated with Hunapu and 

Xbalanque, associated with the night sun, the jaguar (Miller and Taube 1993:175-176; Schele 

and Miller 1986:51; 521-522). While the maize god has been identified with their father, Hun 

Hunahpu, who lost his battle when he and his twin entered Xibalba, both his and his twin’s body 

were buried in the ballcourt, but his head was stuck in a tree in Xibalba, where he miraculously 

with his spittle impregnated the Hero Twin’s mother (Miller and Samayoa 1998:57, citing Taube 

1983). Incarnated as maize god, he triumphs by rising from the earth, attended and nourished 

with water by his sons, in an unending cycle (Figure 3-15; Miller and Samayoa 1998:57). There 

are three sets of twins in the creation myth of the Maya the two mentioned above, and a third set 

turned into monkeys that become “the patrons of artists, dancers, and musicians” (Taube 

1993:58). 

The sun, kin also the word for day, as the premier God, Kinich Ahau, linked space and 

time, and was patron saint of the number 4, glyphically expressed by a flower with four petals  

(Figure 3-11A; de la Garza 1999:107, 120; Miller and Taube 1993:106). It was, therefore, not 

surprising that rulers would want to be associated with all the implications of the sun and used it 

as an expression of their own power. They linked themselves even closer by choosing names that 
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displayed their divinity, and moved into their realm in death when they became gods (Houston 

and Stuart 1996:295).  

Kings and gods are shown seated on jaguar thrones, with jaguar protectors, as jaguars 

themselves, and with genitalia of jaguars (Figures 3-16-3-18; Miller 1988; Reents-Budet: 1994). 

The aspect of jaguar seats of power survived into the Postclassic, as documented by the jaguar 

throne in the temple buried beneath El Castillo at Chichen Itza, Yucatan, Mexico (Figure 3-19).  

Three more items, most often made from jade, are primary expressions of power among 

the rulers of the Maya. One was the double-headed serpent scepter (Figure 3-20), with possibly 

several symbolic associations. It includes the sky serpent, or celestial monster, the Cauac 

monster, stone or earth monster, and the Water-lily monster, or a combination of all three (Schele 

and Mathews 1998:115; Schele and Miller 1986:45-46) and/or a representation of the primordial 

hearth and its three throne stones (Figure 3-21); and/or the center in the horizontal bar from the 

worldtree (Figures 3-12, -13; for a very ancient association see Reilly III 1991). It is possible that 

the bar represents all of the above-mentioned concepts and incorporates the two mentioned 

below, with two gods emerging from each mouth (Miller and Taube 1993:58-59; Schele and 

Mathews 1998:115; Schele and Miller 1986:121).  Finally, it may even include the concept of 

the center as being a representation of the horizontal arms of the world tree (Schele and Mathews 

1998:114). Considering the interwoven tenants of the Maya cosmos, it should not be surprising if 

that turns out to be the case  (for yet another association see Taube 2005).   

Another was God K, or GII of the Palenque Triad, in several manifestations (Miller and 

Taube 1993:110; Schele and Miller 1986:49, Schellhas 1904:32-34; Taube 1992:69-79). Here I 

am only concerned with two of them. One was a scepter; it was refereed to as manikin or K’awil, 

and by some referred to as Ka’wiil, a “full figure but diminutive representation of this god 
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designed to be held in the hand of a ruler as a symbol of rulership itself.” (Figures 3-22-23; 

Harrison 1999:102; Martin and Grube 2000:14; Miller and Taube 1993:110; see also Schele and 

Miller 1986:49). The name manikin scepter is an older term, established by Spinden (1975:50-

53) in his description of various elements of Maya art.  

In another form, God K was worn as diadem or Jester God headband (Martin and Grube 

2000:14; Schele and Miller 1986:53) and possibly connected the ancient Olmec worldtree theme, 

symbolized as sprouting maize, mentioned above, with Classic Maya rulership and the Maize 

God (Fields 1991; Miller and Taube 1993:104 -105; Schele 1995:118-119, 125; Taube 2005). 

We do know that the Jester God headband has ancient roots; it was worn by the Preclassic mask 

found in Burial 85 at Tikal (Figure 3-24), by the Early Classic ruler etched onto the Olmec mask 

(Figure 2-9), and was found in an offering at the late Preclassic site of Cerros, Belize, (Freidel 

and Schele 1988:Figure 7). There are as many variations concerning the headband, as there are 

associations to the god (Figure 3-25). 

The third item was the Long-nosed God, often associated with God D, who was Itzamna, 

possibly the high god, similar to Zeus perhaps, of the Maya Parthenon (Miller and Taube 

1993:99-100; Schele and Mathews 1998:46; Schellhas 1904:22-23; Taube 1992:31-41). He has, 

as all gods seem to have, many facets, but most often he was shown as old (Schele and Miller 

1986:54-55); and identified as sky god, Itzamnaaj, by Martin and Grube (2000:8).  Aside from 

other representations, he is often the “pectoral god”.  There are several pectoral designs. One, as 

mentioned above, the long-nosed god, another is “T” or ik, the glyph for wind, spirit, breath, life 

(Figure 3-26; Marcus 1992:87-88, 219).  When viewed frontally, Kinich Ahau’s “upper incisors 

are filed into the form of a “T”.” (Miller and Taube 1993:106). Finally, there is the “bar” pectoral 

that may represent the double-headed serpent, and/or the original hearth with the three throne 
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stones, and/or a combination of God K and D (Figure 27). It could simply represent the bar-

scepter, with all the meanings it carries implicitly. Again, the dualistic and multilayer worldview 

of the Maya comes into acute focus. In essence, when the ruler was dressed for ceremonial 

occasions, he personified the maize god, the center and therefore, the universe, and in accordance 

with the dualistic way, the creator of it.   

Viewing stela 2 from Cival (Figure 3-5), the Preclassic site mentioned above, the 

personage did indeed wear a long-nosed god pectoral, again emphasizing that much of the 

worldview that in the Classic Period was so vividly displayed had been in place much longer 

than was previously believed. I made several references to the maize god, the Hero Twins and in 

general, to the Maya worldview. Knowledge of the chronicle of the conception of the World and 

the saga of the trials and tribulations of the Hero Twins are recorded in the Popul Vuh, the Maya 

creation account (Taube 1993; Tedlock 1996; seed also Taube 1985).  It has been compared to 

The Iliad and The Odyssey of Classic Greece, to the Ramayana of Hindu religion, and to the 

stories of the Bible (Freidel et al. 1993:348, footnote 25 citing Michael Coe 1989). 

Quintessentially, the Popul Vuh tells how the world came to be, how to live, and how to die with 

the promise of an afterlife.  It tells that time is cyclical, punctuated by rituals in linear procession 

to ensure that order and civilization continued uninterrupted (Freidel et al. 1993). Maya cities are 

metaphors for the creation and continuity of life, and it is understandable to all members of their 

society (de la Garza 1999:136; Schele and Mathews 1998:40-48).  For the Maya, the ceremonial 

centers were “the meeting points of men and gods” and the expression of order and, therefore, 

the reinforcement of creation and the promise of rebirth (de la Garza 1999:138). Cyclical time 

and the “endless repetitive rituals” fused the Maya cosmos in its entire splendor together, and it 
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was the king deriving his right and responsibility to rule from being the center or lynchpin, that 

bound it together  (Rice 2004:283, 288-289). 

A few comments regarding certain aspects of Maya study are necessary before turning to 

a discussion of jade use by the Maya. When the Maya ruins were first discovered, and 

archaeological studies began, most of the text on monuments and in the few surviving Codices, 

the bark books of the Maya, was an enigma. It led to the custom of giving nicknames to 

identified subjects. For example, Schellhas (1904:Plate1) created an alphabetical list, A to P, of 

deities he identified. Some of them are now identified, as mentioned above. One of them is 

Itzamna, the creator god. Equally, when individual rulers were noticed initially, their nicknames 

related to individual aspects of what was recognized as, possibly, their names. Examples include 

the name of the captive of Jeweled Skull, and the name of the captor, Bird Jaguar of Yaxchilan, 

Lintel 8, Yaxchilan, Mexico, (Coe 1993:196). Both names are what the glyphs actually represent 

(Figure 3-28). Today, Bird Jaguar’s name has changed. First, he is recognized as the fourth with 

this name, and second, his glyphic name spells: ya-?-B’ALAM, Yaxun Balam IV, also known as 

Bird Jaguar the Great, Bird Jaguar III, which was actually the name of a predecessor that reigned 

even before BJII (Martin and Grube 2000:122, 128). The name of Jeweled Skull has not been 

modified, probably, in part, because he comes from an unknown site (Martin and Grube 

2000:130).  For now, it is the better-known sites, with a copious amount of inscriptions, that have 

been partially deciphered and nicknames changed to the Maya term (Martin and Grube 2000).  

Many have contributed to interpretation of Maya glyphs, and a detailed summary can be 

found in Michael Coe’s Breaking the Maya Code (1992). Grube and Martin (2000) began such 

work later, but as their book Chronicle of the Maya Kings and Queens shows, are now well 

established. For anyone not primarily involved with the decipherment of glyphs, changes in 
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names and spelling can be very confusing; therefore, as Grube (2000:466, my translation) says, 

particularly if speaking of site names, the old name is used, and the true name is mentioned.  

There are additional problems. One is that there are often more than one symbol, or 

glyph, for a particular letter, syllable and word (Houston et al. 2001; Kurbjuhn 1989; Stuart 

2005; Thompson 1962; see also Marcus 1992; and Mathews 1996). Take for instance the most 

famous king from Palenque.  Joyce Marcus records six ways that it was spelled, all meaning 

Lord Shield, Pacal, originally identified by her as “Propeller Shield” (Marcus 1976:Figure 4.25; 

1992:Figure 7.17, 2001:Figure 14). 

There are also the different interpretations by individual epigraphers for names and 

spellings (Schele 1992:*footnote by editors). An example is the difference in the term for the 

manikin scepter, or Kawil, spelled Ka’wiil by Martin and Grube (2000:41) and K’awil by Stuart 

(2001:196).  In addition, individuals change the reading of glyphs in light of new insights (Stuart 

2005:15). Again, using the Palenque king Pacal, shield as an example, he is called Hanab-Pakal 

by Schele and Mathews (1998:115), while Simon Martin and Nikolai Grube identify him as 

K’inich Janaab’ Pakal I, with the glyphic spelling as follows: “K’INICH-JAANA:B’-PAKAL-la 

(‘Great-Sun ? Shield’) also known as Pacal, Pacal the Great, 8 Ahau, Sun Shield” (Martin and 

Grube 2000:162, punctuation in original). As decipherment progresses, it will be even more 

complex. 

As stated above, much of what we know about the Maya world view and creation comes 

via the Popul Vuh, an early post-conquest Quiche Maya attempt to save some of the history of 

their world (de la Garza 1999:106; Taube 1993:53). Ample evidence allows us to be reasonably 

sure that it was an account that had its roots in Preclassic times and was the basis of the Classic 

Maya world view and understanding (Rice 2004:14, 49, 194), Rice (2004:253) suggests that the 
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Olmec possibly provided the prototype for it. She also makes the point that, although for the 

books of Chilam Balam, an account of calendrical rituals over time, the myth would be adapted 

to suit special circumstances (Rice 2004:290). It is, therefore, reasonable to suggest that different 

regions, and in particular different cities, individualized the myth, and more importantly their 

particular worldview, to accommodate not only their conditions, but also to ensure and claim 

their individuality. In short, each city desired to differentiate itself from its neighbors, and to 

make its world uniquely its own; but all of this was within the greater framework of a single 

creation myth and worldview. Robert Sharer (1991:185-187) makes this point, although he does 

so concerning the “organizational structure”.  

Several authors have suggested that there are similarities and also that a continuum may 

exist between the Olmec, either or both the archaeological culture and the broader art tradition, 

and the Maya. Taube (2005:25) argues that Olmec celts and Maya world-trees are the same but 

in different disguise. It seems reasonable to suggest that, as the celts changed into the elaborate 

world-tree (Figures 2-5, 1-4A, -4C, and 3-12), so the beliefs changed too. Fundamentally they 

are the same, but they are also different.  In addition, considering veneration of the ancient, and 

the fact that Olmec jades temporally survived to appear a millennium later in the most sacred 

place in the Aztec universe, suggests that the fundamental ways of the worldview conceivably 

also survived.  It seemed to be a stretch of the imagination to think that the Aztec remembered 

the Olmec, but if the Olmec had writing, it seems much less so, even if it was only as the 

ancients.  While the Maya are much closer in time and proximity, particularly as more and more 

early monuments are discovered, it does not take a leap of faith to suppose that Olmec ideology 

was in part responsible for the Maya Cosmos. The leap would even be less if one assumes that 

the Maya had written some of what they knew about the Olmec, and even less so if it turns out 
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that it was Olmec writing on the block mentioned above. Even if it turns out that they did not 

write, people retained what was important to them in other ways:  for a long time Homer’s Iliad 

was preserved and transfigured by word of mouth before it was finally written (Griffiths Pedley 

1993:105). 

The beginnings of the Classic period vary among sites and are most often marked by an 

increased intensity of activities visible in the archaeological record, but as Sharer (1994:48) says, 

are “in every case arbitrary. They simply define conveniently segregated blocks in the flow of 

time.” However, Demarest (2004:89) sees it as a “much more extensive use of information and 

symbolic systems.” The end of “literacy as part of the public performance of their kings” the 

Classic Period ended as well (Schele and Freidel 1990:381), and again each site has its own 

terminal date (Figure 3-29). However, there is no doubt that each site in its intrinsically unique 

way developed great splendor during the Classic Period, and that the entire population of each 

city participated. 

 In summary, the Maya and their world were examined with an emphasis on the Classic 

Period. Comments regarding deciphering their writing and the sometimes-difficult role it has in 

the interpretation of said world. Again, some notes are included regarding the Olmec - Maya 

link. Some references are made concerning jades, which will be discussed more thoroughly in 

the next chapter. 
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Figure 3-1.  The Maya realm; and the different regions within (Martin and Grube 2000:10). 
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Figure 3-2.  Maya timeline divided into periods (adapted from Demarest 2004: 12-17). 
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Figure 3-3.  The Maya vigesimal system.  A) Visualisation of the two systems syncronized 

moves (Schele and Freidel 1990:80). B) The units of time (Adamas 1991:178). C) 
The basic units of numbers (Sabloff 1990:34). D) Variant from a Maya book. E) 
Variant from a stela (Schele and Freidel 1990:83). 
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Figure 3-4.  Hasaw, the 26th Kalomate of Tikal in all his regalia; image based on his stela, in 

front of his first building project Temple 5D-33-1st, in the Great Plaza, superimposed 
on stela 16 and altar 5 (adapted from Terry Rutledge's reconstruction in Harrison 
1999:118). 
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Figure 3-5.  Cival Stela 2 (Skidmore 2004, drawing by Nikolai Grube). 
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Figure 3-6.  Location and details of the San Bartolo frieze.  A) cutout in temple to show room 

with frieze; B) Kneeling woman with dish in raised hands; C) Seated personage; D) 
Standing personage (Kaufman 2003:75-77). 
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Figure 3-7.  San Bartolo frieze (Kaufman 2003:74-75). 
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Figure 3-8.  San Bartolo glyphs.  A) Possible name and title of personage seen seated in figure 4-

5c, last glyph, at bottom, reads “Lord” (Kaufman 2003:77). B) Glyphs from block of 
ten (Saturno et al.2006:Figure 4). 
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Figure 3-9.  Political Organization.  A) The Emblem-glyph patchwork of states as defined by 

Mathews, circa AD 790; B) Late Classic Maya states as suggested by Adams (Sharer 
1994:Figure 10.8). C) The four capitals recognized by identified Emblem glyphs in 
AD 731, left and in AD 849, right (Price 2004:48). 
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Figure 3-10.  The division of Space.  A) The world divided into four quarters and the center, note 

that the names of the most important axis all include the glyph for Sun/Day/Time: 
Kin (redrawn from Marcus 1973:Figure 2). B) Regional centers and their dependants 
that mirror the worldview (redrawn from Marcus 1973:Figure 4 and 6). C) Temple 
outline in worldview pattern (Rice 2004:Figure 4.4). 
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Figure 3-11.  Maya Worldview. A) Quadripartite completion glyphs, and diagram of B (Coggins 

1980:728-729; Marcus 1992: Figure 3.34; Mathews and Garber 2004:49-50; Rice 
2004:70-71). B) The quadripartite world according to Codex Fejervary Mayer page 1 
(redrawn from Aveni Hartung 1986:Figure 1a). 
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Figure 3-12.  The Maya Worldtree. A) Classic Period naturalistic image (Feidel et al. 1993:55). 

B) Conceptional drawing of the Maya universe, based on descriptions from Palenque 
and the Dresden Codex (Grube 2000: 286, my translation). C) Detail from the tablet 
of the Temple of the Cross, Palenque (Grube 2000:288, my translation). D) Detail 
form the tablet of the Temple of the Foliated Cross (Schele and Miller 1986:195). 
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Figure 3-13.  Lid from Pacal's Sarcophagus (Robertson 1983:Figures 98-99). 
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Figure 3-14.  Modern crosses in ancient color traditions (Becom and Aberg 1997:7, 105, 127). 
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Figure 3-15.  “Resurrection” Plate (Grube 2000:286). 
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Figure 3-16.  Jaguars, Gods, and Rulers. A) Jaguar god of the underworld in some of his 

manifestations (Schele and Miller 1986:51). B) Royal symbol (Ruddell 1995:28). C) 
Royal belt (Robertson 1991:Figures 37-38). D) Royal throne (Marcus 1992: Figure 
7.12a). E) Ruler of Calakmul enters the Underworld (Brennan 1998:Figure 7.3). 
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Figure 3-17.  Jaguars and Rulers. A) Transforming into the Uay (Miller and Taube 1993:103). B) 

Clawed feet show the true nature of this king (Schele and Miller 1986:Figure V.4). 
Young Lords on the seat of power (Benson and Griffin 1988:Figure 9.8). 
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Figure 3-18.  The splendor and the sacrifice. A) Detail of a palace scene (Schele and Miller 

1986:Plate71A). B) The end of a lord (Benson and Griffin 1988:Figure 11.12). 
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Figure 3-19.  Chichen Itza's seat of power (Carnegie 1937). 
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Figure 3-20.  Ceremonial bar scepter. A) Detail from Leyden Plague (Schele and Miller 

1986:121). B) Queen with huge serpent released from bar on San Francisco Stela 
(Miller and Martin 2004:Figure 35). C) Details from Copan, Honduras (de la Garza 
1999: Figure 74, 102). 
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Figure 3-21.  The primordial hearth and its three stones (Schele and Mathews 1998: Figure 1.17). 
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Figure 3-22. K'awil or Manikin scepters (Miller and Taube 1993:111; Robertson 1991:41; de la 

Garza 1998;242; Spinden 1975:52; Robertson 1991:50 detail). 
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Figure 3-23.  Dos Pilas ruler with K'awil scepters. A) Stela 17; B) Stela 1 (Schele and Miller 

1986:77). 
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Figure 3-24.  Mask from Tikal burial 85.  Preclassic geenstone-pendant-mask and drawing of 

Jester-god headband (Fields and Reents-Budet 2005:113; redrawn from Freidel 
1993:155) 
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Figure 3-25.  Jester God head pieces. A) Leyden Plaque (Schele and Miller 1986:121). B) 

Preclassic shark variant, Lotun Cave, Tucatan; C) Shark variant, Ruler Stromy Sky, 
Tikal stela 31, detail. D) Shark variant, Ruler Pacal, Oval Palace Tablet, detail (Miller 
and Taube 1993:105). E) Animal lords with headbands (Freidel 1993:155). F) Variant 
from a “Drummajor”headdress (Schele and Miller 1986:53). G) Different types of 
headbands (Frdidel 1996:155; Schele and Miller 1986:53). 
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Figure 3-26. The Ik Pectoral. A) Jade example (Schmidt et al. 1998:Figure 145). B) Accesion 

Plaque of Pacal, Oval Palace Tablet, not the double-headed throne with, possibly, the 
long-nosed pectorals, the Jestergod headband on Lady Zac Kuk, the “Drummajor” 
headdress (Robertson 1985:Figure 90). C) Lady Zac Kuk (Ruddell 1995:27). 
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Figure 3-27.  The “Bar” Pectoral. A) Detail from Tikal Stela 16 (Harrison 1999:118). B) Detail 

from Dos Pilas Stela 1 (Schele and Miller 1986:77; color UC). C) Royal couple in full 
regalia from Yaxchilan Lintel 13 (Stuart 1988:209, after I. Graham and van Euw 
1977, vol.3:35; color UC). 
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Figure 3-28.  Nicknames derived from the form of glyphs. A) Yaxchilan Lintel 8 showing both 

the victorious “Bird Jaguar” and the defeated “Jeweled Skill”; B) Another example of 
the “Bird Jaguar” glyph (Coe 1993:Figures 151, 150d). 
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Figure 3-29.  The end of an era. Last known dates for some of the sites mentioned in the text 

(adapted from Schele and Freidel 1990:Figure 10.1). 
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CHAPTER 4  
MAYA JADE 

First, I shall discuss what research has been done concerning jade. Second, will be the 

different possible meanings that jade items carried, and the sheer quantities found in various 

locations.  Third, the jade rulers wore and aspects of some of these items are discussed.  

It would be fair to say that jade was like a red thread running through the history of 

Mesoamerica, and that was particularly true for the Maya of the Classic Period. That made jade a 

prime subject of research (Figures 4-1 – 4-7; Fields and Reents-Budet 2005; Miller and Martin 

2004; Rands 1965:561; Schele and Miller 1986). Early studies focused almost exclusively on 

iconography, as art objects, and as the signifier for the special status ruler possessed (Fields and 

Reents-Budet 2005; Freidel and Schele 1988; Grube 2000; Miller 1999:73-77; Miller and Martin 

2004; Spinden 1975; Taube 2005; Taylor 1941; Viel 1999).  Some research focuses on specific 

jade items, such as the Jester-God diadem, worn in some form, and at some occasions by many 

of the rulers (Freidel and Schele 1988:552-558; Schele and Mathews 1998:412, 415).  The 

ceremonial bar and the bar pendant, or pectoral, was the focus of a study by Taylor (1941), and 

the pectorals displayed on Altar Q and Structure 11 were examined to understand the political 

organization of Copan, Honduras in the Late Classic Period (Viel 1999). It seems also possible 

that when the pectoral was worn upside down, it denoted the aftermath of battle as shown in 

Room 2 of the Bonampak murals, and on Lintel 9 and 12 at Yaxchilan, both Mexico (Figure 4-8; 

Spinden 1975:Figure 10). This point is reinforced by what is called “Mural de las Cuatro Eras,” a 

page from a codex rendered in stucco and devoted to war and death at Tonina, Mexico. Part of it 

is eroded, but one head, similar to a suspended pectoral in the center, is upside down (Yadeun 

1992:108). The same scene called “Frieze of the Dream Lords” by Martin and Grube (2000:185), 

giving the location as the wall on the fifth level in the eastern section, and has two upside down 
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heads visible (Figure 4-9). On Dos Pilas Stela 16, the ruler wears a pectoral with a skull, but it is 

sideways, as it is on Naranjo Stela 19 (Figure 3-17B; Graham 1967:Figure 7; Reents-Budet 

1994:Figure 2.34). It is possible that the upside down and side-ways denote individualities 

between cities, or different scenarios. 

 Over time, sacred things added layer on layer of power, it follows that the older the 

object, the more powerful it was, and that this applied to buildings as well as jade pectorals, 

scepters, and diadems (Schele and Mathews 1998:50).   

Many more studies have been conducted. Those mentioned above are a select sample. As 

Maya archaeology moves on, so does research into various aspects of meaning imbued in Jade 

artifacts.  

Kiddder (1985:108) suggested that the amount of jade added to grave goods changed 

drastically from the Late Preclassic to the Classic Period. It is certainly true that the amount of 

Jade discovered in the “Sun God’s” burial, Altun Ha, Belize is staggering (Pendergast 1969). 

The same applies to the jades from Pacal’s burial, Palenque, Mexico, (Ruz Lhuillier 1973); the 

masks discovered in Calakmul, Campeche, Mexico (Carrasco Vargas et al. 1999:Figure 7; Folan 

and Morales López 1996:Figure 2; Hayward Gallery 1992:Figure 98; Pincemin 1994); the 

diversity of jade from Copan, Honduras, (Bell et al.  1999; Cates 1999; Fash 1991; Grant 1999); 

and the sheer wealth of Burial 116 and 196 at Tikal, Guatemala (Chase Coggins 1975:457, 552; 

Coe 1963, 1967, 1975, 1990). However, it is the jades harvested from the Cenote of Sacrifice, in 

Postclassic Chichen Itza, Mexico that gave testimony to the true wealth that was circulated 

(Proskouriakoff 1974). Some of the styles the carved jades display are recognized as coming 

from areas that are far to the south of Chichen Itza, and are distant in time, Olmec, Preclassic, 

and Early Classic, that first suggested the idea that heirlooms were part of the Maya traditions 
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(Proskouriakoff 1974). Only with the ensuing great steps in decipherment did this point become 

more certain (Joyce 2003:117-121). Some of the accumulated knowledge about jade, its sources, 

properties, art and use has been collected into a book (Lange 1993).  However, the overarching 

concept of jade symbolizing the center per se, was documented, using the “humble hearth” to 

show that all power essentially arose from it (Taube 1998).  The cosmic hearth (Figure 3-21), 

Yax Oc- Tunal, or “First” or “Green Stone Place” consisted of the Jaguar, Snake, and Shark or 

Crocodile Throne Stones according to Schele and Mathews (1998:44, emphasis in original). 

Again, this links three of the most important concepts together, k’in, K’awil and Itzamna. 

The murals at Bonampak (Figure 4-10) confirm that many of the items in the regalia seen 

on the stelae were actually made from jade, and that the jade found in burials were not just grave 

goods, but part of the paraphernalia worn during life (Ruppert et al. 1955:Figures 27-29); as did 

the jade skirt from Calakmul, Mexico (Figure 4-11). Although, most often seen on women, men 

wore it as well, most famously by Pacal, properly Hanab Pakal or K’inich Janaab Pakal (Schele 

and Mathews 1998:127; Taube 2005:25), when he fell down the worldtree into the mouth of 

Xibalba on his Sarcophagus lid (Figure 3-13). The skirt denoted the wearer as the Maize deity, 

who was both, male and female, in the Maya dualistic worldview, they are a unit (Bassie-Sweet: 

2000:15; Miller and Martin 2004:104; Quenon and de Fort 19:884-885). As Miller and Samayoa 

(1998:57) write: 

The Maize God drips with jade, the precious material identified as a permanent 
manifestation of maize itself, configured into adornments: diadem and headband (with 
quetzal feathers), necklace and face pendant, ballgame yoke with spondylus shell, beaded 
overskirt, bands for wrists and cuffs, and jade earflares and counterweights. 

In burials, jade is often covered in cinnabar, as mentioned above, the symbol for sunrise 

analogous to birth and rebirth (Figure 4-12). It was also placed in spaces that seem to have 

specific meaning. For example, Pacal’s skeleton and the interior of the sarcophagus were 
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covered with red paint, Cinnabar, and he was literally buried beneath jade, among it a “huge 

color composed of hundreds of jade cylinders and beads” (Schele and Mathews 1998:125-126, 

128). He wore jade bracelets, and a jade ring adorned each finger. His mouth was surrounded by 

a rectangular piece made of pyrite, or hematite, which is identified as the maize gods, and his 

face was covered with a jade mosaic mask (Figures 4-13, -14). The Sak Hunal jewel was placed 

at his head, at his groin was a jade figurine, possibly the maize god, and at his feet was the 

carved figurine of the Pax God, a “personified tree” (Schele and Mathews 1998:126-127; see 

also Taube 2005:25). The Pax God is an aspect of Kinich Ahau, the Sun God (Taube 2005:27). 

Two other pieces of jade were added to the content of the grave that have researchers 

confounded, a cube in his right hand and a sphere in his left (Schele and Mathews 1998:126-

128).  Karl Taube points to the fact that Pacal had also at each hand and foot a large jade bead as 

well as the above mentioned jade at the groin area, and he calls it “a pattern strikingly similar 

[to] the Olmec bar- and-four-dots motif” (Taube 2005:Figure 4a). I shall come back to this point 

later in the results section of this study.  

Jade adorned not only their royalty, but small pieces and beads, have been found in much 

humbler surroundings (Haviland 1985: Table 122; Willey et al. 1994:252-255).  

According to Thompson (1960:144-145), the glyph for jade, tun, denoted also the solar 

year of 360 days. In a later publication, T 548, tun and T 580, jade, are different (Figure 4-15A; 

Thompson 1962:161, 205), and Robertson (1985:237) identified an altogether different glyph for 

jade. Considering the multi- facet-ness of the Maya Cosmos, it is probable that the different 

glyphs are different aspects of the same entity.  If that is so, the identification by Robertson 

(1985:237) would show jade and bone and jade and completion signs decorating pier F on Palace 

House D at Palenque, Mexico, and yet again demonstrates the pervasive importance of jade. This 
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is especially seen in connection with the bone, as it would denote yet another way of linking 

centrality and the Bone kingdom, greater Palenque. Another explanation possibly links jade here 

with water, since water makes things green, and Palenque’s ancient name was Lakamha’, or Big 

Water. It would also mean that in addition to the actual jade, the glyph was part of the royal dress 

code (Figure 4-15B-15E).  

If Jade and tun are the same, it unites jade with the yearly journey of the sun, another 

reminder that time and space, as in the material world, are interlocked, and one can not exist 

without the other. It seems that the Maya understood this basic reality very well and incorporated 

it into their worldview. Their world, the cities and ball-courts and temples all are material 

witnesses to this basic tenant (Schele and Mathews 1998:42). Finally, the abundance of jade and 

the personification as the maize god in the person of the living ruler reassured his people of his 

power to ensure plentiful harvests for all times (Fields and Reents-Budet 2005:99).   

 The jade jewelry worn by rulers has been deconstructed into its elements both in imagery 

(Figure 4-16) and archaeological context (Figure 4-13). Costume ornaments and their place on 

the body of a possible early ruler have been recreated for Tomb 1 in Structure III (“The Lundell 

Palace”) at Calakmul in situ (Figure 4-17). Heads or masks in many forms are an essential part of 

the royal paraphernalia (Figure 4-18). Houston and Stuart (1998:85, 90-91) argue that it is a 

reflection of the whole person and that the images in stone are part of the personhood of 

individual rulers who gain eternal life as long as the stone image is present. As stated above, the 

promise of birth/ rebirth was perpetuated by the king by becoming the maize god in death, and 

was kept visible by his depictions as a part of him that never died. Like maize that even when 

harvested, the people retained kernels for planting the next crop, thus holding the promise and 

representation of new life within.  
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 In different depictions, the same king, but also different rulers in the same situation 

(Figure 4-19), are shown with a variety of pectorals. It follows that each had a specific meaning 

and possibly signified different stages or situations in the official life of the person depicted. As 

mentioned above, some have been identified, as in the pectoral god or the T, and may have some 

meaning, such as the upside down pectorals and the sideways skull (Figure 3-17B, 4-8). 

However, many meanings still elude us, and the situations, at least to some extent, also. As will 

be presented later from stelae and other monuments, the long-nosed god is the primary choice of 

pectoral. Therefore, it seems likely that this pectoral, at least in Tikal, was during the Classic 

Period among the most important items signifying royalty.  

Inscribed jade heirlooms often have texts that proclaim them as property of a specific 

person, or house, and are found sometimes in locations far removed from their origin.  For 

example, a belt-mask or head taken from Indians at Comayagua, Honduras supposedly was 

looted from a tomb at Copan or nearby, and contains text that links it to Palenque (Joyce 

2003:116; Schele and Miller 1986:81-82). Schele and Miller (1986:82) suggest that it came to 

Copan with the mother, one Lady Chak Nik Ye’ Xook of Palenque, of Yax-Pa, or Yax Pasaj Chan 

Yoaat, the 16th ruler after K’inich Yax K’uk’ Mo’ the originator of Classic Copan (Martin and 

Grube 2000:192, 209).  Like heraldry, these items may have actually served as markers, as 

proclamations of genealogies and thus represented royal and noble houses. As such, they were 

passed to succeeding generations and on special occasions may have been included in what 

accompanied the dead ruler to the grave (Joyce 2003:116-117). Perhaps, as Harrison (1999:162) 

suggests, the female version of the couple of magnificent jade mosaic vessels (Figure 4-20) 

possibly representing his mother and was given to the occupant of burial 196, while the one 

clearly labeled as his father, and, perhaps portraying him, was added to his parent’s tomb.  
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Heirlooms are prime examples of what Weiner calls “inalienable wealth” in all its 

implications (Weiner 1985). Conceivably the Olmec jade pectoral (Figure 2-9) mentioned in 

chapter II was such an heirloom, and it was made even more meaningful when the early king was 

carved in it (Joyce 2000:203-210). Such objects create stability in social relations, even if given 

away, because part of the history of the object is the original ownership; they create an obligation 

to give in return, thereby creating a social relation (Weiner 1985:212; see also Gosden and 

Marshall 1999:170).  

Although the relationship between Tikal and Calakmul was volatile, with ample 

references to antagonism (Demarest 2004:108-110, 223-228; Harrison 1999:130-133; Schele and 

Mathews 1998:86), it is possible that even between those two archenemies there were social ties 

and civil interactions. On Tikal Altar 5, the 16th ruler, Hasaw Chan K’awil, who defeated 

Calakmul, is shown with a lord from Calakmul, kneeling on either side of the bones thought to 

be Hasaw’s wife’s, a blood relative of said lord (Figure 4-21). If the assertions about Altar 5 are 

correct, one of the carved bones in Hasaw’s crypt proclaiming it as “his bone, a relation of the 

king of Calakmul” (Figure 4-22) may be just the same lord’s bone, an offering to the dead king 

in honor of his relation in marriage. Yet, there is also the possibility that it was a bone from the 

defeated king of Calakmul, as seems to have been a practice among the Maya to take such 

“potent souvenir” (Miller 1999:219-220), in essence, making the defeated accompany the victor 

on his journey through Xibalba.  

 According to Weiner (1985:211), in the final analysis, such objects often return to the 

place from which they started. However, some pieces are too important because they are an 

inextricable part of the constructed persona; and are visible links to the past represented in the 

present, proclaiming the right to rule and defining the relationships to all (Weiner 1985:211).  
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As Weiner (1985:212; 1992: 37) points out, such objects can be lost and thereby diminish 

both the right to rule and the link with the past. An example is the capture of the palanquins from 

enemy cities, two of which, Calakmul and Yax Ha La’in Wakah, either El Peru or an unidentified 

western city, and were then displayed by the victors on Lintel 3 of Temple I and Lintel 3 of 

Temple IV (Harrison 1999:133, 153-157, Figures 77, 94). One way of ensuring that such objects 

stay within the realm is to remove them permanently or semi-permanently from circulation by 

placing them in the tomb of an ancestor. As the reconstructed burial at Calakmul shows (Figure 

4-17), the person buried was wrapped in a cloth covering not only the physical body, but also the 

jade objects placed on the body (Folan 1995:322; see also Table 16). Cloth bundles, as 

containers for precious jewels, have a long Maya tradition (Miller and Taube 1993:46; Schele 

and Miller 1986:71).  Considering the staircase that clearly allowed access to the funeral 

chamber in the Temple of the Inscription at Palenque (Figure 4-23), it is possible that the Maya 

may have viewed tombs as “bundles,” and in the widest sense, also the city. Certainly, the main 

glyph in the emblem of Tikal looks like a wrapped and tied bundle of cloth (Figure 4-24; Martin 

and Grube 2000:25).  

Jade and its uses and meaning as displayed on the royal personage have been the focal 

point here, before turning to the site, Tikal, from which the data examined in this study come 
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Figure 4-1.  The insignia of rulers at Palenque. A) left, Chan-Bahlum dressed in the royal 
splendor of the Temple of the Foliated Cross Tablet; right, dressed before his acession 
on the Cross Tablet (Robertson 1991:50). B) Left, Kan-Xul dressed for his acession 
(Robertson Vol. VI 1985:57): center, Pacal's dress as he hands the crown to his son 
Kan-Xul (Schele and Miller 1986:114, detail); right, cariation with belt-heads 
(Robertson Vol. II 1985:55, detail). 
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Figure 4-2.  Example necklaces and earflare. A) Simple necklace, collors are either made from 
this, or gradated beads (ASchmidt et al. 1998:Figure 129). B) and C) are more 
elaborate (Grube 2000:58-59). D) Earflare with rod (Schmidt et al. 1998:Figure 159). 
E) ornamental figurine necklace (Stuart and Stuart 1993:204). 
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Figure 4-3.  An eight-strand jade and shell collar from Calakmul (Miller and Martin 2004-71). 
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Figure 4-4.  Belt masks with plaques. A) The three jade-masks from Pacal's burial (Ruz Lhullier 
1958:114). B) Although there were three masks only two could be reconstructed and 
are part of "the finest royal belt ever excavated at a Maya's site" (left and quote: 
Miller and Martin 2004:236; right: Lothrop 1964:114). 
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Figure 4-5.  Head of K'inch Ajaw as Jester God. This is the largest (h: 14.9 cm) solitary piece of 
carved jade (Jadeite) known from the entire Maya region, and it is, not surprisingly, 
carved in the image that embodied sacred rulership for the Classic Maya; when found 
the buried ruler of Altun ha held the sculpturer in his right arml residue textiles imply 
that the carving was wrapped, a bundle, as has been done with sacred objects into 
modern times; this burial is amonh the richest found, when catalogued, the jade 
jewelry's weight came to over 60 pounds (Fields and Reents-Budeet 2005:256). 
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Figure 4-6.  Ruler and Jade. A) Jade-inlayed shell pectoral from the Early Classic; it demonstrates the pervasive importance of shell 

(reddish) and jade; B) Jade figurine of an Early Classic ruler (Fields and Reents-Budet 2005:168-169). 
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Figure 4-7.  Jade, red, and God K. A) Cache offering of carved jades and various shells all 

treated with red pigment (fields and Reents-Budet 2005:116). B) Various “jewely 
boxes” made from shell and jade beads (Clancy et al. 1985:136; Miller and Martin 
2004:119). C) Offering of carved figurine in shell (Stuart and Stuart 1993:frontpage). 
D) God K pendant that "is a splended example of Maya lapidary art" (Schmidt et al. 
1998:Figure 399). 
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Figure 4-8.  Pectoral's position. A) Mural detail from Bonampak (Ruppert et al. 1955:Figure 28, 

painting by Antonio Tejada). B) Lintel 9; and C) Lintel 12 from Yaxchilan (Tate 
1992:152, 194). 
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Figure 4-9.  "Mural de las Cuatro Eras", or "Frieze of the Dream Lords". It shows the same position of the heads as are some of the 

pectorals associated with war, or the aftermath of it (Tadeun 1992: 108; Martin and Gube 2000:185). 
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Figure 4-10.  Mural details from Bonampak. A) A row of dignitary; B) The dressing of the king? 

(Ruppert et al. 1955:Figure 27, painting by Antonio Tejada). 
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Figure 4-11.  A netted jade collar worn as either skirt or cape from Calakmul. They are well 

known from carvings, but this is one of the few found in excavations.  Probably like 
other royal items they became heirlooms and were part of the regalia belonging to the 
royal house (Miller and Martin 2004:104). 
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Figure 4-12.  Jade pectoral covered with red pigment from Copan (Fields and Teents-Budet 2005:251). 
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Figure 4-13.  Pacal's Jewels diagram (Schele and Mathews 1998:126). 
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Figure 4-14.  Pacal's Jewels picture. A) His jade-mosaic-face mask (Lothrop 1964:115). B) K'inich Ajaw - jade figurine from beside 

his left foot (Bernal 1969:85). 
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Figure 4-15.  Jade, Tun, Bone, and Completion. A) Glyphs for jade, Tun, and variations on jade 

(Thompson 1962:118, 161, 205). B) Bone and jade glyphs, and C) Jade and 
completion glyphs alternating (Digsby 1952:42). D) Found on the cest of a warrior 
this pendant shows the sign of what it was made from (de la Fuente et al. 1999:Figure 
130). E) Chan Bahlum dressed in the royal finery, detail (Robertson 1991:50). 
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Figure 4-16.  Leyden Plaque image and jade jewelry (Ferguson and Royce 1984:116; Schele and Miller 1986: 121). 
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Figure 4-17.  Burial 1 from Structure III at Calakmul. Reconstructed drawing of grave at time of 

burial (Folan et al. 1995:322, original drawing by Sophia Pincemin, redrawn by Kay 
Clahassey). 
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Figure 4-18.   Jade Funerary and one belt masks from Calakmil. A) Top, Tomb 1, Str.II-D 

(Schmidt et al. 1998:554); center, Tomb 1, Str.XV (Carrasco 1996:48). B) Tomb 1, 
Str. III; and belt mask (Pincemin 1994:bookcover, Figure 38). 
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Figure 4-19.  Drawings of the sides of Pacal's sacophagus (Robertson 1983:65). 
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Figure 4-20.  Vessels from Burial 116 and 196 (Miller 1986:61, photograph by William R. Coe). 
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Figure 4-21.  Altar 5 from Tikal; top left, drawing of actual image (Jones and Satterthwaite 

1982:Figure 23); top right, interpretation drawing by Terry Rutledge (harrison 
1999:139); bottom, schematic drawing by M. Remmert, after W.R.Coe (Ferguson and 
Royce 1984:160, iconography interpreted by Linda Schele) 
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Figure 4-22.  Bone from Burial 116, Tikal, with reference to Calakmul (Miller 1999:219) 
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Figure 4-23.  Palenque, Temple of the Inscriptions. The temple with cutout showing staircase 

and crypt (Kubler 1962:222) 
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Figure 4-24.  Tikal Emblem glyph (Harrison 1999:30) 
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CHAPTER 5  
TIKAL 

A short description of the site and its history will be given including physical and 

ecological aspects. Although some of the history of Tikal, spanning more than a thousand years, 

has been discovered and pieced together, there are still many gaps in our knowledge. Here, only 

points that pertain to the study are mentioned. A select number of the vast amount of 

publications concerning Tikal is mentioned below, as are the reasons for choosing this site in 

favor of others, and finally, the images and burials from which the data used in this study come 

are introduced.   

Tikal or Mutul, (researchers have not yet come to a decision which name the city and area 

carried in ancient times) was at its absolute height circa AD 700. One of the largest cities in the 

Classic Period, it spread over more than 65 square km of the Maya realm (Harrison 1999:16). It 

achieved this scale after almost a millennium of settlement. As early as about 800 BC, people 

settled in the region, made so attractive and volatile both by being at a pivotal point connecting 

some of the most important trade and communication routes, and by its swampy surroundings 

(Harrison 1999:14-16), ideal for raised field agriculture (Adams 1991:147, see also Map 5-2; 

Sabloff 1990:82). This method of agriculture allows farmers to reuse the same plot year after 

year without depleting the soil, because the fields are elevated and replenished with the soil from 

the canals surrounding them (Sabloff 1990:81). In addition, the channels are excellent sources 

for protein, including fish, snails, and mussels. Another attraction to early settlers was the “ridges 

that characterize the center of the site”  (Harrison 1999:15). Hilltops are favored by all people, it 

not only allows them to survey the surrounding land with ease, but it also makes it easier to 

protect the site and to communicate between settlements using mirror signals (Harrison 

1999:15). Although it is conjecture to suggest that the Maya used heliography, the fact that 
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mirrors were part of the Classic dress code lends support to this assertion (Harrison 1999:15). 

Even today mirrors are part of the dress that catholic saints wear in Maya communities and may 

imply ancient roots and importance (personal observation). 

The core of the city, an astonishing 16 km2 (Figure 5-1), supported over 4,000 structures 

and an estimated 90,000 residents at the height of its Classic flowering (de la Fuente et al. 

1999:144; Harrison 1999:16). It seems as if the people of Tikal tried to reach, at least, the first 

level of heaven with the tallest of the five great temples, Temple IV. It rises approximately 70 

meters (Proskouriakoff 1963:8), and it is clearly visible above the thirty-meter high treetops, as 

are the other four (Figure 5-2; Coe 1988[1967]:7). A stylized map of the heart of Tikal gives an 

impression of its layout (Figure 5-3; Martin and Grube 2000:24) and an artistic rendition shows 

its buildings (Figure 5-4; Coe 1988[1967]:26). Proskouriakoff shows both, the present state of 

the smallest of five great temples, Temple II, and a rendition of its former glory. The addition of 

people offers a concept of how overwhelming and impressive even the smallest of the five 

temples was (Figure 5-5). This greatness was achieved in stages, shown on the building phases 

of Temple 33 (Figure 5-6). The first building stage, it was a low and massive platform funerary 

shrine over the tomb of the early ruler Stormy Sky, or Siyah Chan K’awil (Harrison 1999:87-88), 

or Siyaj Chan K’awiil II (Martin and Grube 2000:34). In the next stage, a much smaller temple 

(A) with two rows of masks was set in the center of the platform to house stela 31, and in its final 

manifestation achieved over 200 years later, it is a massive structure (B) rising 30 m into the sky 

(Martin and Grube 2000:36). 

The course of the history of Tikal, as can be imaged, is complex and involved. There are 

times of splendor and times of decline, particularly concerning the Classic Period, recorded in 

numerous scholarly publications, and almost every account of Maya civilization includes at least 
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a chapter on Tikal (Adams 1991), Culbert (1991), Demarest (2004), Ferguson and Royce (1984), 

Hammond (1988), Harrison (1999), Inomata and Houston (2001), Martin and Grube (2000), 

Miller (1986), Rice (2004), Sabloff (2003), Schele and Freidel (1990), Schele and Mathews 

(1998), Sharer (1994), and Toby Evans and Pillsbury (2004)). 

It is beyond the scope of this study to give even a brief account of the entire history of 

Tikal, but a few aspects need to be mentioned. As discussed earlier, written texts seem to have 

been in the repertoire of the Maya ever since Pre-Classic times. What changed was the multitude 

of recording the history of Tikal both “inscribed in stone on royal monuments and painted on 

ceramic vessels” (Harrison 1999:65). As common in all literate cultures, it was the recording of 

the powerful, the fortunes and exploits of kings and queens that were documented (Betanzos 

[1576] 1996; Carter and Mace 1977; Chang 1983; Griffe 2001; Harrison 1999; Martin and Grube 

2000; Munro-Hay 1991; Smith 1996; as is also true of the history of Europe, at least until World 

War I).  

As Peter Harrison asserts, Tikal’s narrative starts relatively late, the earliest inscription to 

date was found on Stela 29, and dates to AD 292 written in the Maya Long Count notation 

mentioned above as 8.12.14.13.15 (Harrison 1999:65; Martin and Grube 2000:27).  Recordings 

of later kings, asserting their place in the line of rulers from a specific founder, Yax Ch’actel Xox, 

facilitates filling in some of the missing history (Harrison 1999:65). As I mentioned, many of the 

names are still subject to discussion, and he is also known as Yax Ehb’ Xook, possibly translated 

as “First Step Shark”?, or as Yax Moch Xok, Yax Chakte’l Xox (Martin and Grube 2000:26). 

Several researchers have created a chronology of the rulers, three of the most recent are shown in 

Tables 1-3, and compared to each other in Table 4. As can be seen, some overlap occurs, but 

still, accounts are a long way from any final conclusion. As Peter Harrison states, “positive 
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identification depends upon the existing level of confidence in the translation of known texts”, 

and since most of them are still uncertain, much more work will be needed until these questions 

are wholly answered (Harrison 1999:69). The list of kings by Ferguson and Royce (1984:74) and 

by Jones and Satterthwaite (1982:127) are shown in Figures 5-7 and 5-8 to illustrate the 

difficulty and to demonstrate breakthroughs accomplished with the help from epigraphers. It was 

made even more difficult because later kings would choose the name of a famous ancestor 

(Harrison 1999:67; Martin and Grube 2000:25--53).  

Another aspect of the history of this city has been and is subject to scholarly debate, and 

centers on the influence that Teotihuacán, the great city of Central Mexico, had on Tikal. That 

there was influence is not the issue, it is very much accepted (Demarest 2004:103-106, 218-222; 

Harrison 1999:68, Figures 31-32, 47-49; Millon 1973; Pendergast 1971; Stuart 2000; see also 

White et al.  2001). It is the nature of the relationship between the two cities, or states, that is the 

problem (Demarest 2004:103-106; Fash and Fash 2000:434-442). Some think that Teotihuacán 

dominated the relationship and that one of their own became king at Tikal (Martin and Grube 

2000:29-31; see also Fash and Fash 2000:446, 450). Others mention that there was also a Classic 

Maya presence at Teotihuacán (Adams 1999:223; Demarest 2004:103-106) and that at 

Teotihuacán, recently excavated burials contained rulers in Classic Maya paraphernalia 

(Demarest 2004:104-105). A balanced relationship between the two regions seems most likely 

considering that both had desired resources, Teotihuacán the green obsidian (Demarest 

2004:105), and the Maya had jade, jaguars, and blue/green Quetzal feathers, and although 

speculative, marriage partners for the rulers. It would make for good politics if marriages were 

arranged between far-flung houses. The chance of interference was relatively small, considering 

the distances, and it was also a much safer option regarding inheritances and loyalties. However, 
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in times of need, the might of Teotihuacan may have saved the throne, for example when only a 

female descendant was available and factions tried to take over. Finally, it made the divide 

between elite and royalty poignant, without resorting to the marriage pattern that the Egyptian 

Pharaohs employed. Most of the stelae and all of the burials discussed in this study are from the 

very core of the city, the North Acropolis, Great Plaza, and Central Acropolis (Figure 5-4).  

Tikal Data: The reason for using the Tikal data is that they are among the most detailed 

that, for a particular Classic city, are available. There was an era in Maya archaeology when 

funding permitted multidiscipline investigations over a long period of time; for example, at 

Uaxactun, Guatemala (Smith 1934; Smith 1937; Kidder 1947); at Altun Ha, Belize (Pendergast 

1969; 1979, 1982; Mathews and Pendergast 1979), at Qurigua, Honduras (Sharer 1990). Today 

the tradition is carried on at Copan (Andrews and Fash 2005; Baudez 1994; Bell et al. 2004; 

Coates 1999; Fash 1991; Hendon1991; Newsome 2001; Schele 1992; Sharer 1996-2000, Sharer 

et al. 1992: 1999; Webster 1986; Webster et al. 2000; Willey et al. 1994); and at Calakmul 

(Carrasco 1996; Carrasco Vargas et al. 1999; Folan 1992; Folan and Morales López 1996; Folan 

et al.  1995; García-Moreno R. and Granados G 2000; INAH 2003; Marcus 1987; Martin 2000; 

Pincemin 1994; Pincemin et al. 1998). 

Palenque’s monuments were intensely investigated, which resulted in several volumes 

(Robertson 1983-1991), and the burial of Pacal was established as one of the great discoveries of 

the last century (Ruz Lhuillier 1973). Pacal is rivaled only, as far as Palenque is concerned, by 

the discovery and excavation of the tomb of the “Red Queen” (González Cruz 2000). Certainly, 

other sites have been excavated and studied, and much has been learned over the years, but not 

with the same continued and concerted effort. Finally, there is Tikal, Guatemala, which was 

excavated over a period of eleven years, 1955 to 1966 (Harrison 1999:35), and for three more 
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years of consolidation and preservation by the University of Pennsylvania project (Coe 1965:5; 

Harrison: 1999:37; Kidder II 1965:3), and work, although with a shifted focus, continued with 

the “Proyecto Nacional Tikal” (Harrison 1999:37). A huge number of publications resulted from 

this and later efforts (Adams and Trik (1961), Becker (1973), Chase Coggins (1975), Coe (1990), 

Coe and McGinn 1963, Culbert (1993), Harrison (1963), Haviland (1985), Jones (1996) Jones 

and Satterthwaite (1982), Michel (1989), Miller (1985), Miller (1986), Moholy-Nagy (2003), 

Montgomery 2001), Shook et al. (1958), and Trik (1963)).  However, the report, Tikal 27a, that 

discusses and illustrates the artifacts found in the burials, among them the jades, has not yet been 

published. According to Christopher Jones (personal communication 2006), it will be 2007. 

However, individual pieces have been the subject of publications (Coe 1988[1967]:51, 64-65, 68, 

Harrison 1999:Figure 87, 113; Miller 1986:Figure 31; Trik 1963:10). One rather important 

carved piece of jade found in Tikal Burial 10, as it maybe a clue to the inhabitant is an enigma 

(Figure 5-9; Chase Coggins 1975:147-148, Martin and Grube 2000:33). It could be at Locus 29, 

for which there seems not to be a comment in the description of the burial content (Coe 

1990:479-487).  

 Since the artifacts for the pertinent burials at Tikal have not been published, it was 

necessary to use illustrations from a variety of sources. Therefore, it is probable that there are 

some minor variations between the jades used as examples and what was actually found at Tikal. 

For the purpose of this study, the differences are of little to no consequence, as it is more the 

arrangements of them and presence or absence that is crucial.  

 For the “Living Images,” all stelae that have identifiable personage are included in the 

study, although sometimes simply with the comment that they are eroded. So are Lintels and the 

Stucco walls from two structures and the Leyden Plaque, although provenance is not certain, and 
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a ceramic figure. Most images come from detailed drawings in Tikal Report 33 (Jones and 

Satterthwaite 1982), the newly discovered stela 40; the Leyden Plaque and the ceramic figure are 

from various publications. All jade ornamentation, as far as possible, is listed, but there is 

certainly room for debate. I tried to identify only those that have been found or otherwise 

identified as jade. 

The following burials are included in this study, and they are Preclassic Burial 125, and 

Classic burials 10, 48, 195, 23, 24, 116, 196, 8 and 6. The identification of the jade items was 

made by the descriptions published in Tikal Report 14 (Coe 1990).  Burial 125 was included 

because it is thought to be the founder of the royal lineage (Harrison 1999:68). It only contained 

the skeleton, but a contemporaneous deposit “that lies about 6 m to the east” held all the artifacts 

usually associated with a burial and may have established an extension of the grid under-laying 

the sacred nucleus of Tikal, and during the entire Classic Period, all new buildings adhered to the 

established lattice (Harrison 1999:68-69).  For that reason, Peter Harrison (1999:69) suggested 

that  

It is an acceptable interpretation that the new axis was established by the dynastic founder 
himself and that his burial was divided in this fashion, with his bones marking the old axis 
and his grave goods marking the new. 

Some of burials and their occupants are securely identified, while others are still tentative 

(Harrison 1999).   

 Obviously the preceding is just an outline of the setting and history of this grand city. 

Considering that publication of data from excavations almost fifty years ago are still ongoing, 

and as said before, archaeology is an ongoing process as new insights or discoveries change and 

challenge established perceptions. It is to be expected that some of the identifications both of 

images and burials discussed above may not be final. However, the interrelationship between 
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“living images” and burials, and what it may tell us about the tangible and intangible beliefs of 

the Maya in its essence, will still be very true. 

 The following chapter relates how and why the data were collected. Following the course 

of the journey of the rulers, first the “living images”, then the burials are treated. In addition, a 

small set data from Calakmul is included to argue the point of differences between practices in 

different cities.  
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Table 5-1. List of Tikal Rulers according to Martin and Grube (2000). 

No Personage Name Date(s) Depiction Comments page # 
 Founder Yax Ehb' Xook c. AD 90 ?? Burial 85? 26 
 Dynastic  (First Step      
 title Shark?) aka:}   }Yak Moch Xox, Yak Chakte'l Xok  
       
6th  Ruler ? Foliated Jaguar? ? ?St  29  26-27 

or   (?-Jaguar) aka:}}   }}aka:Scroll Ahau Jaguar  
7th?       
 Ruler Animal Head- ?292 ? name on early Jade plaque found in Costa  26-27 
 Ajaw dress   Rica; father of 11th Ruler; wife: Lady Skull  
       
11th Ruler Siyaj Chan  ? 305-308 El Encanto  listing of 11th, 13th & 14th on a vessel;  26-27, 
 D-title K'awiil I (Sky-  St 1 son of  Animal H&wife 41 
  born K'awiil,     
  Great Claw)     
 Ruler Lady Une'  ?? >317>  8.14.0.0.0 K'atun-ending celebrated by  26-27 
 Queen B'alam  (Lady    Queen her reign is recorded on St 31  
  Baby Jaguar)     
 King  accession: Leiden  Leiden P linked but not sure 27 
   320 Plaque   
       
13th Ruler K'inich Muwaan  ?-359 St 39 named as father of 14th Ruler 26-27 
 D-title Jol (Great-Sun death at 359?  St. 28 (ofa later date)  records him as an-  
   Hawk Skull /   cestral ruler on St at Corozal, outlying center,  
  Head)  aka:}   description of death  
     }Mahk'ina Bird Skull, Feather Skull  
14th Ruler Chak Tok Ich'  360-378 Incense see pic; Hombre de Tikal?; son of 13th Ruler, 26-28 
 D-title Aak I (Great  a:7 Aug.360?  Burner mother:  Lady B'alam Way  
  Burning? Claw) death: St 26?, St. 39 } Great Jaguar Paw,  Jaguar Paw III,  
  aka: Great Paw} 15 Jan. 378 Corozal St 1 Toh Chak Ich'ak  
 ?? Siyaj K'Ak' arrival  blackware  input of Teotihuacan influence at Tikal 29-31 
 ?general? (Fire-born) aka: 15 Jan 378 vessel   
 of Teo Smoking Frog,  power 379 Tikal - Teo   
       
 acces- Spearthrower 4 May 374 stucco- rulership where?  fathered next Tikal Ruler  29-31 
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Table 5-1.  Continued. 

No Personage Name Date(s) Depiction Comments page # 
 sion not   Owl d: 10 June coated possibly marriage to Tikal lady, found in  
 Tikal  aka: Atlatl- 439 tripod vessel compound solely built of talud-tablero poss 
 throne Cauac, Spear-  Marcador a special compd just for the intruder from Teo  
  thrower Shield   Marcador same as one recovered in Teo   
     except that it has a long Maya text on it.  
 Ruler Yax Nuun Ayiin I 379-404? St 4, St. 18  shown in Mex costum & seated (unusual) on 32-33 
  (First? Caiman) a: 12 Sept. Cerem. his St; Son of Spearth.Owl; Wife: Lady   
  aka: Curl Snout, 379 Censer K'inich, mentioned on Son's (16thR) St 31-side 
     Bu a small-curl snout Jade caiman, but not de- 
     scribed as such by Coe 1990: 483, & fig 160) 
16th Ruler Siyaj Chan 411-456 St 1, 28, 31 bur: Temple 33, Bu 48, w/date March 457 32-36 
 D-title  K'awiil II (Sky- a: 26 Nov 411  Wife: Lady Ayiin; Son of above, dress on   
  born K'awiil) aka:  d: 3 Feb 456  St 31 "consciously archaic in style & largely  
  Stormy Sky,    a copy of St 29 from 150 years earlier"  
  Manikin Cleft Sky     
 Ruler K'an Chitam 458-486? St 2, 9, 13, 40 Son of above; Wife: Lady Tzutz Nik; 32, 37 
  (Precious/Yellow b: 26 Nov  St 40 found in 1996 follows St 29, 31, but  
  Peccary)  415?  shows on side-panels father & mother   
  aka: Kan Boar, a: 8 Aug 458  [pic only shows front]; St 2 mirrows father's  
  K'an Ak    St 1 its symbolism focuses on the matrilinial  
     descent; created “staff” St, starting w/St 9 on  
      it king im-personates a fire deity, carrying a 
     “fire-drill” & cap covered in jaguar-masks.  
 Ruler Chak Tok  c. 486-508 St 3, 7, 15, 27 son of above; daughter: Lady of Tikal? 32, 37 
  Ich'aak II (Great  d: 24 July 508  staff-St, staff or fire-drill more decorated,   
  Burning? Claw)   son: Wak Chan K'awiil     
    aka: Jaguar     
  Claw) }   }Jaguar Paw Skull  
 Ruler Lady of Tikal 504-527> St 6, 12, 23 born 09-11, prob. daughter of above, R at 6 38 
 Queen aka: Woman a: 19 April 511   years old, poss ruled w/male co-R, linked to  
   of Tikal   19th R, & Bird Claw  
19th Ruler Kaloomte  c. 511-527> St 10, 12, 25 poss general before husband? Or guardian of  38-39 
 D-title B'alam   abovepossibly consort/guardian of young  
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Table 5-1.  Continued. 

No Personage Name Date(s) Depiction Comments page # 
  aka: Curl Head   Queen  

20 Ruler? Bird Claw aka: 527-537? St 8 name of Lady of Tikal on his St 38-39 
th?  Animal Skull I,      

  Ete I     
21th Ruler Wak Chan  508?-562 St 17 son of Chak Tok Ich'aak II; Mother Lady 38-39 
 D-title K'awiil aka: a: 29 Dec   Hand, emphasis on high ranking mother:   
22th Ruler   Double Bird 537? painted plate Lady Hand Sky of B'alam; father: Fire Cross,  40-41 
 Dyn-title   Animal Skull  >593-628< from burial Bu 195 under T-32, mostly stucco-wood  
  (Great Sun?) a: after 562  objects, but richly painted, among them 4   
  Lizard Head,    painted K'awiils,  
  A-Skull II, Ete II     
23 & 24th ruler   c. 640  possibly named at Dos Pilas, a rival estab- 42 
  Tikal Hiatus 562-692   lished by Calakmul  
 Ruler Nuun Ujol  >657-679 no pics wife: Lady Jaguar Seat; Bu: poss Bu 23 under   40, 
  Chaak   T-33, or unexplored T-35; exile at Palenque?  

       
  (?-headed Chaak)   & after battle in 639  goes w/Pakal (K'inich  42-43 
  aka: Shield Skull,   Janaab'Pakal) to Palenque; back in Tikal, 
  Nun Bak Chak   ultimalty defeated by Dos Pilas & Calakmul  
 Ruler Jasaw Chan  682-734 St 16, 30 son of above; wife: Lady Kalajuun Une' Mo' 44-47 
  K'awiil (K' that  a: 3 May 682 Alt 5, 14  (12 Macaw-tails); buried T I, Bu 116;   
  Clears? the Sky)   revitalized Tikal   
  aka: Ruler A,   more depictions: Temple 1: Lintel 2, 3;   
  Ah Cacao,   stucco fassade from Structure 5D-57   
  Sky Rain  

 

holding an important captive (poss R of  
     Calakmul); Lintel from Structure. 5d-52;   
     Alt 5, L 2, L from Str.: show him as Teo-  
     warrior, Jade vase from Bu; Tikal Rock sculp- 
     ture; Small drinking Vessel from  Temple 73,  
     Burial 116  
27th Ruler Yik'in Chan  734-746> St 5, 20?, 21 son of above & wife; sons: 28th R Nuun Yak  48-50 
 D- title K'awiil (K'  a: 8 Dec 734 Alt 2, 8?, 9 Ayiin II burial: debated not? T 73; Bu 196: 
  that Darkens the  T-IV-L 2, 3 better in T IV (his T)  
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Table 5-1. Continued. 

No Personage Name Date(s) Depiction Comments page # 
   Sky) aka:      
   Ruler B, }   }Yaxkin Chan Chac, Sun Sky Rain  
28th Ruler  >766-768  son of above; poss Bu 196 instead of father? 48, 50 
29th  Ruler Yax Nuun Ayiin II 768-794> St 19, 22 also son of 27 th Ruler;  brother: 28th ruler 48, 51 
 D-title (First? Caiman) a: 25 Dec 768 Altar 6, 10 palace scene w/him on vessel  
  aka: Ruler C,     
   Chitam     
 Ruler Nuun Ujol c. 800? ? son: Dark Sun? poss missing 28th ruler,  52 
   K'ininch   otherwise rule very brief: ~794-810.  
  (?-headed Sun)     
 Ruler Dark Sun  >810> St 24,  T III, possibly Bu is underneath 52-53 
    T-III-L 2?   
 Ruler  Jewel K'awiil >849>  Seibal visit only reference to him 52-53 
 Ruler Jasaw Chan  >869> Stela 11 last monument known, Jimbal (outlayer)  52-53 
  K'awiil II(K' that  Altar 11 later,  St date 889  
   Clears? the Sky)}   }aka: Stela 11 Ruler  
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Table 5-2. List of Tikal Rulers according to Harrison (1999). 

No Personage Name Date(s) Depiction Comments page# 
 Kalomte Yax Ch'actel ruling~200 only text aka: First Scaffold Jaguar, Chaac Xok,  65-69, 
 (emperor)  Xok*   Xok= Shark, Jones (1996) suggests Burial  79, 81 
 Founder aka: First     125 - North Acrop- buried on orig. NS   
  Scaffold   sacred axis-body only, but 6 m  to the east is  
  Shark   deposit w goods expected in important Bu-  
     marks orig & new axis of N Acrop-created   
     due to extension- new central axis remained   
     unchanged for duration of Classic Period  

31 Rulers after Founder-not all identified- After Founder always 2 Ruler Kalomte (region)   
and Ahau literally Lord (of a city or a part of it).    

6-7th Ruler Hunal Balam ruling 292 St 29? Reference on St 31 70, 81 
   aka:     
  Foliated Jaguar     

7- Ruler Zero Moon Bird ruling 300? Leiden Pa- poss. twin rulers or diff level, or in between  70-71,  
8th?    que, Alt 13  2 Rulers w/ same name- regent for infant  81 

    fragment 14th Ruler  
9th Ruler Chak Toh  ruling 317  Ref in histor text on St 31; poss 2 R w/same  71-78, 

  Ich' ak Jaguar  death: 378  name; dates 61-y apart one was 9th R 81 
  Claw I* aka:    C-Acrop Str 5D-46 sacred Jag-Clan-house   
  Great Jaguar   polish-black-carv-cyl-ves-w/lid (cache   
   Claw   below W-stair) text transl. by Schele (1985)  
 ?? K'ak'Sih arrival  Tikal- Teo. warrior from west-Teo-Kalomte of region  73, 79- 

not  Kalomte aka: Fire-born, 378 Marcador incl Tikal. arrived at Tikal w/First Caiman- 81 
of   Smoking Frog,  power 379 (Ballcourt- great warrior. Father Spear-thrower Owl-   

Tikal   d: 402 marker) poss ruler of Teo, send son (First Crocodile)  
     to Tikal. Marcador (in Teo-style) discovered  
     in Group 6C-XVI. Kalomte & death on St 31  

10th Kalomte Yax Ain I aka: 402? St 31 Burial 10 beneath Temple 5D-34-his T-   80, 82-7, 
  First Crocodile, *d: 420 St 5 El Za- in Bu a stylized Jade head of a crocodile 105 
  Curl  Snout,  pote (his name) & may explains headless   
   Curl Nose   crocodile skeleton that was included   

(11th) Ahau Siyaj Chan  411 St  31 Burial 48 -N-Acrop in front of T-Str.5D-26  87-92,  
 Kalomte K'awil aka:  426 St  40 interm 9 Aug 458; poss long funeral rites 105 
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Table 5-2.  Continued. 

No Personage Name Date(s) Depiction Comments page# 
  Stormy Sky,  d: 19 Feb  between death date & and final internment  
  Sky-born K' 456  in tomb w/painted walls, associated Bu 177  
     (Court 1-N-Acrop on sacred N-S axis)  
     female, poss. daughter or sister-  

12th Ahau K'an Ak,  24 Aug 458 St 40, 9, 13, 3 458 accession, 475 ruling, 20 June 468  92-94,  
  Precious/Yel- d: 488?  dedicated St 40; son of above 105 
  low Peccary     

13th Ruler ??  ? 488 St  3 poss. oldest son of above 94, 105 
14th Ruler Chak Tok Ich' ruling 495 St  3, 7, 15, 27 son of above 94, 105 

  Aak II aka:}    }Jaguar Paw II  
15th Ruler E Te I aka: ruling 497 St 8? poss 14th & 15th are brothers and sons  94-95,  

   Lizard Head   of 12th 105 
16th ? no name no dates unprov. bl.pot "black pot ruler" 95, 105 
17th Ruler  514 St  6 strange time for Tikal 95, 105 
18th accession  K'uk'Ahau? 511? St 23, 25, 14 assoc w/ "Woman"  or Lady Tikal; St 23 95-98,  

 as Ahau? aka: Lord    hers, gives date of her birth 504, & acces.  105 
  Quetzal   511 as Ahau, prob not R, side of St two figs  
  poss. not of    ?her parents; Bu 162 poss hers, both St (23  
  Tikal,    &25) assoc. her w/tomb of important male   
   maried Lady    Bu 160 beneath pyramidal str; skeleton of   
  Tikal?   quetzal bird (between legs) & funerary   
     mask w/quetzal beak sugg name  

19th Ruler Kalomte  ?acces.  St 10, 12 possibly not of Jaguar Claw lineage 98- 99,  
  Balam aka:} 527  }Curl Head 105 

20th Ruler Chak Toh ??death  none parental statement St 17 assoc w/ 21th R 99-101, 
   Ich'akIII aka:}  537  }Jaguar Claw III 105 

21th Ahau? Yax K'uk' Mo? acces 537 St 17 son of 20th  101-102  
  aka: Double Bird    & 105 

22th Ruler E Te II acces 562 ? none named on Caracol Altar 21 102, 105 
  aka: Lizard    Bu 195 beneath Str 5D-32 on N-Terrace  
  Head II     
       

23-  24th  R no names no data  lost-- part of the "Hiatus 125, 146 
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Table 5-2.  Continued. 

No Personage Name Date(s) Depiction Comments page# 
25th Ruler Nu Bak Chak I battle  poss panel Victory over Yaxchilan (659) recorded at  125-126, 

  "Oracle Bone  Aug 659 at Palenque Piedras Negras within 6 days visit Palenque  146 
     Aug 659,  & recorded in T of Inscr at Pal,  
  Chak"? aka:  d: Apr 679?  Battle at Dos Pilas Dec 672, defeated  
  Shield Skull   Dec 677, def & ?killed at Dos P 679, Bu 23  
     beneath Str 5D-33-1st or T33? N Terr-  
     fronting N Acrop; wife Lady Jaguar Throne  

26th Kalomte Hasaw Chan  a: 3 May  St 16, Alt 5  Build-M Group (3D-1), N-group (5C-1),  126-146  
  K'awil 682 St 30, Alt 14 Str. 5D-33/-covers Father's Bu, T I &   
  aka: Heavenly d: 732-734 T-I-Lint 2&3,  II, Group 4D-1 F91 (Complex O), defeated   
   Standard   T-II-roof- Calakmul 5 Aug 695, in battle armor on   
  Bearer the   comb?  Stucco-wall in Str 5D-57; Alt 5 fig on left is   
  Great,   Str 5D-57- Hasaw, poss. Wife: Na Tunte Kaywak, or   
  Ruler A  Palace, Jade  different tiltle for Lady Twelve Macaw,    
    mosaic ves-  T-II poss in her honor; Lintels show Jag &   
    sel from plumed Serpent protector standing behind &  
     Bu116 over him, Bu 116 beneath T-I, son of above  

27th chacte Yik'in Chan  a: 8 Dec St 5, St 20,  build: T- IV , T- VI, Group 3D-2 (Compl. P),  140,  
 (same as K'awil 734 Alt 8, St 21, Palace-Str 5D-52-1st, Mendez Causeway? 147-165 
 Kalomte) aka: Darkness  d: before  Alt 9,  Group G-palace poss home, Maler Causew.  
  of the Night 12-Feb Str 5D-52-L2  w/ giant rock sculpture? Str-L carries shield  
   Sky? Ruler B  766? T-IV-L 2 & 3  in image of night sun   
     T-IV?roof- T-IV-Lin 3: possibly shown in battle gear,   
    comb St 20 battle gear? as in father's lintels his   
    Column Alt 1 show same protector; Bu 196 beneath   
     Str 5D-57, rich as Bu 116; but poss buried   
     beneath T-VI not investigated; son of above 

28th Ruler   Dark Sun? <766-768?  poss 1st son of above--poss personage  164-165 
   (9.16.15.  Bu 196; construction of T-VI roofcomb? *J& 
   0.0)*     S:103 

29th Ruler Yax Ain II a: 25 Dec  St 22, Alt 10 build: Group E, incl twin pyr-groups 4E-4  145, 161  
  aka: Chitam, 768 St 19, Alt 6 (Complex Q) & 4E-3 (Complex R); poss  & 164,  
   Ak, Ruler C,  d: 800  associated are T-V, "Maler's Palace"  166- 
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Table 5-2.  Continued 

No Personage Name Date(s) Depiction Comments page# 
  Curl Nose,    (5D-65), Palace Group F;  son of Yik'in, 173,  
  First Crocodile II    grandson of Hasaw 179 

30th   Ruler Nu Bak  ruling 810 St 24, Alt 7 build: T-III, jaguar clad, not protector- like 172-179 
  Chak II aka:   T-III- L 2 Hasaw, & holds trident flint object similar  
  Shield Skull II   to his grandfather -not pregnant female-  
      male, corpulance common  

31th?  Ruler Hasaw Chan  ruling: St 11, Alt 11 Bu 77 ben. str. 5D-11 in W-Plaza contains a  178-179 
  K'awil II aka:  13 Aug 869  young individual; very late in the sequence  
  Heavenly Stan-   of Tikal, & poss a member of the royal   
  dard Bearer   house, but identity is unknown; beautiful   
     jade pendant on his neck  

*J&S= Jones and Satterthwaite 1982    
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Table 5-3. List of Tikal Rulers according to Michel (1989). 

No Personage Date(s) Depiction Comments page # 
?  Scroll Ahau  292? -? St 29 & 31 earlier account than M&G. Just started the count of  25-26 
 Jaguar   rulers.  
?  Jaguar Paw I 317 - ~320 St 31 text on St 31 gives list of earlier rulers by St Sky (11R) 27 
? Moon Zero Bird 320 - ? Leyden Pla- Mathews 1985 p. 41& 44-he calls him the earliest R.  28 
   que & St 31  He unequivocal states that the Leyden P is Tikal  
? Jaguar Paw II 376 - St 31 & 39 59 years in between- two 30 y reigns- author calls it  29-31 
   ~379 poss unlikely--but no other R identified at that time. It makes  
   Bu 22 looted the revised account by S&G the more detailed info to  
    date. S&G caution in regard to the LeydenP. Smoking  
    Frog, Teo, called R in Uaxactun  

9? Curl Nose 379  ? St 4, 18, 31 & If count is correct he is 9th ruler. 6x his name is  31-35 
 or Curl Snout  32 mentioned on St 31, while Stormy Sky is 3x.  
    "Most discussed R, but also most mysterious." Teo  
    connection; father of Stormy Sky  

10? Frog Sky 406 - ? St 31 Mah K'ina= title of honor/respect for lineage heads & 35-36 
  Mah K'ina   R, identified by Loundsbury (1974) in Mi, poss older/ 
    younger brother of 11th R  

11? Stormy Sky aka: ?426  St 1, 2, 28, 31 Sharer "most important early Classic ruler"  36-38 
 God K-Cleft Sky ?457 31 in  regalia Stela 31 on both sites attendants in Teo attire  

12?  Kan Boar  475 - ? St 9, 13 Father of Jaguar Paw I??-- very unsure about his  39-40 
 aka: Kan Chitam   parentage etc both st are of a markedly different style  
    than 20 y before  

13? Mah K'ina Bird after 475-  unprovenan- for bowl and its discussion see Robicsek & Hales The  38,  
  Skull  ~ 488 ced bowl Maya Book of the Dead 1981:234 & 159 40-41 

14? Jaguar Paw 488 - St 3, 7, 15, 27, St 8 and 6  frags -- Yaxchilan L 37 mentions him, & it  41-43 
  Skull I 514? 8 & 6 is assumed that signals his demise-- others do not agree,  
    rather see it as an indication of his importance to the  
    entire region  

15- unknown 514 - St 23, 25 , 14 unclear, W of Tikal among poss, but at this point, 1989,  44-45 
18  ~ 527  obscure  
19 Curl Head 527 - ? St 10, 12 first named ruler as 19th 46 
20? Jaguar Paw Skull II ?- ~ 537 St 26, 17 father of Double Bird 21 ruler ( reasonably secure) 47 
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Table 5-3.  Continued. 

No Personage Date(s) Depiction Comments page # 
21 Double Bird 537 - 567+ St 17 after 567: date- last for 125 y. hiatus-poss Tikal lost its  48-49 

    dominance over the region during this time, or stelae 
    had been destroyed  

22 Animal Skull 567+ - ? Polychrome  found beneath  upper level of N Acrop Str 5D-32 49-50 
 aka: Lizard Head  plates MT 216 & called Animal H. by Jones (1982) and Lizard H by   
   MT 217 from  Hales (1984) MT 217 illustrated in W. Coe Tikal: A  
   Bu 195 Handbook of the Ancient Maya Ruins (1967:104) -  
    but burial can not be assumed to be his tomb  

23 -24  Black Jaguar & unknown unpublished Hales 1982; at 1984 unpublished papers 50-51 
 Bird Head  pottery vessels  

25 Shield Skull ?-  ~682 TI-L 3 wife: Lady Jaguar Seat, father of Ah Cacao,  poss  52-53 
    Bu 23, named on  carved bones found in son's (Ah  
    Cacao) Bu (MT 43 & 44)   

26? Ah Cacao Caan 682 - St 39 Alt 14 Buried ben T-I, Bu 116,  Body decorated w/some 180  53- 56 
  Chac aka:  ~734 St 16 Alt 5 pieces of Jade. Reference to Copan & Palenque &  
  Ruler A  T-I-L 3 two other centers; wife Lady Twelve Macaw, Father  
 Double Comb,   of Yaxkin  
 Moon-D-Comb,}   } Ah Cacaw, Ah Cacau or Ah Cacao  

27 Yaxkin Caan  734- ? St 21 Alt 9 his T IV- largest structure at Tikal, St 20 in Complex P 57-58 
 Chac aka:   St 5 Alt 2 of Group H dedicated in 751- poss his, or his suc-  
 Ruler B, Night   St 29 Alt 8 cessor's; poss Bu 196 under Str 5D-73   
 Sun Sky God  T-IV-L 2, 3    

28 Dark Sun? ? - 768 St 24, 20 poss son of 27th R; poss father of the St 24 R 59-60 
   T VI Tikal has also a Temple of the Inscriptions (T-VI);  

29 Chitam 768- ? St 22 Alt 10 Son of Yaxkin Caan Chac; build? twin pyr Q & R,  61-62 
 aka: Ruler C  St 19 Alt 6 last & largest of their kind; last named with succession  
    number; poss Bu 8   

?? Stela 24 Ruler 810 - ? St 25- Alt 7 T-III-L2, Clancy (1980) suggests R is a pregnant  62-64 
    T III-L 2 woman, & wears collar of miniature Ahau-heads &  
    wide belt w/Ahau head, & is flanked by blood-letting  
    figs carrying 3-pronged sacr knifes- only similar scene  
    on Ah Cacao Caan Chac's Altar 5  

?? Stela 11 Ruler 869 - ? St 11- Alt 11 S 11 last dated monument; Bu 77 ben W-Plaza Str 5D-11  64-65 
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Table 5-4. Comparison of the three lists for rulers of Tikal: sorted by dates, names, and the place in the 31-known ruler count. 

    Martin & Grube (2000)           Harrison (1999)         Michel (1989)  

No Personage Date(s)  No Personage Date(s)  No         Personage Date(s) 
 Yax Ehb' Xook  c. AD 90   Yax Ch'actel Xok* ruling~200     

 (First Step Shark?)    
aka: First Scaffold 
Shark      

6-7th Foliated Jaguar?  ?  6-7? Hunal Balam ruling 292  ?  Scroll Ahau Jaguar 292? - ? 
7th?  aka: Scroll Ahau Jag    aka: Foliated Jaguar     
    7-8? Zero Moon Bird ruling 300?     
? Animal Headdress ?292         
    9 Chak Toh Ich' ak ruling 317  ? Jaguar Paw I 317 - ~320 
     * Jaguar Claw I      
     aka: Great Jaguar Claw     
        ? Moon Zero Bird 320 - ? 
    ?? K'ak'Sih  aka: arrival     
      Fire-born, Sm Frog 378, d: 402     
        ? Jaguar Paw II 376 - ~379 
           
        9? Curl Nose 379 - ? 
         or Curl Snout  
           
    10 Yax Ain I 402? D: 420  10? Frog Sky,  406 - ? 
     aka: First Crocodile    Mah K'ina  
     aka: Curl Snout,      
     Curl Nose      

11th Siyaj Chan K'awiil I 
? 305-
308  11? Siyaj Chan K'awil 411- 456  11? Stormy Sky  aka: 426?- 457? 

     aka: Stormy Sky,    God K-Cleft Sky  
    12 K'an Ak  458, d: 488?     
 Lady Une' B'alam ?? ?? >317>         
        12? Kan Boar aka:  475 - ? 
         Kan Chitam Mah  

13th K'inich Muwaan Jol ?-359  13 ?? ? 488  13?  K'ina Bird Skull 
~475 -
~488 
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Table 5-4.  Continued 

    Martin & Grube (2000)           Harrison (1999)         Michel (1989)  

No Personage Date(s)  No Personage Date(s)  No         Personage Date(s) 
14th Chak Tok Ich' Aak I, 360-378  14 Chak Tok Ich'Aak II ruling 495  14? Jaguar Paw Skull I 488 - 514? 
  aka: Great Paw,     aka: Jaguar Paw II      
 Jag Paw III          

    15 E Te I, aka: Lizard H ruling 497  
15-
8 unknown 

514 - ~ 
527 

 Siyaj K'Ak', (Fire- 378/379         
 born)          
 Spearthrower Owl 374-439         
 Yax Nuun Ayiin I 379-404?         
16th Siyaj Chan K'awiil II 411-456  16 no name no dates     
 K'an Chitam aka: 458-486?         
 Kan Boar, K'an Ak           

 Chak Tok Ich'aak II 
~ 486-
508         

    17  514     

 Lady of Tikal 
511-
527>  18 K'uk'Ahau? 511?     

     aka: Lord Quetzal      
19th Kaloomte B'alam ~ 511-  19 Kalomte Balam acces. 527 ?  19 Curl Head 527 - ? 
 aka: Curl Head 527>   aka:Curl Head      
20th? Bird Claw aka:  527-537?  20 Chak Toh Ich'ak III ??death 537  20? Jaguar Paw Skull II ? - ~ 537 
 Animal Sk I, Ete I    aka: Jaguar Claw III      
21th Wak Chan K'awiil 537-562  21 Yax K'uk' Mo? acces 537  21 Double Bird 537 - 567+ 
 aka: Double Bird    aka: Double Bird      
22th Animal Skull,  aka:  >593-  22 E Te II acces 562 ?  22 Animal Skull 567+ to ? 
  Animal Sk II, Ete II 628<   aka: Lizard Head II   aka: Lizard Head  

23 & 24th ruler  ~ 640  
23-
4 no names no data  

23 -
24  Black Jaguar & unknown 

 Tikal Hiatus 562-692        Bird Head  

 Nuun Ujol Chaak 
>657-
679  25 Nu Bak Chak I d: Apr 679?  25 Shield Skull ? - ~682 

 aka: Shield Skull,    aka: Shield Skull      
 Nun Bak Chak          
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Table 5-4.  Continued. 

    Martin & Grube (2000)           Harrison (1999)         Michel (1989)  

No Personage Date(s)  No Personage Date(s)  No         Personage Date(s) 
 Jasaw Chan K'awiil I 682-734  26 Hasaw Chan K'awil  682-732-4  26? Ah Cacao Caan  682-~734 
 aka: Ruler A,     aka: Ruler A    Chac aka: Ruler A  

    27 Yik'in Chan K'awil 
a: 8 Dec 
734  27 Yaxkin Caan Chac 734 - ? 

     aka: Ruler B d: <766?   aka Ruler B  

28th  
>766-
768  28 Dark Sun? <766 - 768?  28 Dark Sun? ? - 768 

29th  Yax Nuun Ayiin II 
768-
794>  29 Yax Ain II, aka: Chitam, a: 25 D 768  29 Chitam 768 - ? 

 aka: Ruler C     Ak, Ruler C,  d: 800   aka: Ruler C  
 Nuun Ujol K'ininch c. 800?         
 (?-headed Sun)          
 Dark Sun  >810>  30th Nu Bak Chak II ruling 810  ?? Stela 24 Ruler 810 - ? 
     aka: Shield Skull II      
 Jewel K'awiil >849>         
 Jasaw Chan K'awiil II >869>  31th Hasaw Chan K'awil II ruling:  ?? Stela 11 Ruler 869 - ? 
 aka: Stela 11 Ruler   ?  13 Aug 869     
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Figure 5-1.  Stylized core of Tikal. According to Harrison (1999:16) "It is expected than 

thousands more structures lie beneath the surface" 
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Figure 5-2.  Part of the Great Plaza; with Temple I's back facing. Temple II facing, and Temple 

IV in the distance (Harrison 1999:Plate I) 
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Figure 5-3.   Tikal's Central Acropolis, Great Plaza and North Acropolis (Harrison 1999:17) 
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Figure 5-4.  Schematic drawing of the Great Plaza and the sorrounding buildings (Martin and Grube 2000:42-43) 
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Figure 5-5.  Temple II now and then (Proskouriakoff 1963:8-9) 
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Figure 5-6.  Temple 33, Tikal; originally a squat platform with masks on both sides of the steps, 

A denotes the superstructure on top of the platform, and B shows the final stage rising 
33m into the sky (Martin and Grube 2000:36) 
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Figure 5-7.  List of Tikal Rulers by Ferguson and Royce (1984:74) 
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Figure 5-8.  List of Tikal Rulers by Jones and Satterwaite (1982:127) 
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Figure 5-9.  Jade sculpture, possibly “Curl Nose” (Coggins 1975:Figure 45b color UC) 
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CHAPTER 6  
DATA COLLECTION 

“Living Images” 

 For this study I needed to create two sets of data, one for the “Living Images” and second 

for burials. The database, tables and figures, pertaining to the “Living Images” are provided in 

Appendix A, and the one for the burials is presented in Appendix B. Appendix C contains the list 

of codes as applied to both sets. 

In preparation for the data relevant to this study I first created Tables 5-1-4 with the 

information gained from various publications about the “Living Images,” of the documented 31 

rulers of Tikal using three of the most recent accounts. Individual rulers placed themselves 

numerically in a position relative to the founder (Harrison 1999:65-66). The question as to 

whether there are more rulers, either before the founder or subsequently, is still unanswered, and 

not all of the 31 have been identified (Harrison 1999:66).  

Tables 5-1-3 are arranged in the same fashion: 

No Personage     Name     Date(s) Depiction Comments page # 

#    title               all used      AD  Monument relevant info in publication 

Some of the categories in the created lists are self-explanatory; for example, which position 

in the count of 31 a particular king occupied and the scholar assigning that position. Which raises 

the question did subsequent rulers counted him as the base or as the first ruler in line. Since the 

next ruler, we know about, was placed as the 6th or 7th in line (Harrison1999:70), for the time 

being, the question remains unanswered. All names used for each ruler, in various publications, 

are listed for easy cross-reference.  Dates are also not certain and vary in each account, at least to 

some degree. The monuments and other pieces that are identified or crucial for identifying a 

particular ruler are listed under depictions. The comments-category is subjective, it contains 
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information I thought important for each individual ruler, and if known the number of the burial 

assigned to this ruler is also listed. Finally, the index for references contains the pages where it 

can be found. All data are merely a summary of each individual publication.  

 I then compared and sorted the three lists (Table 5-4). Agreement was closest between the 

two latest, Martin and Grube (2000) and Harrison (1999), although, the latter felt confident to 

add several more positions in the early count and placed the first Chak Toh Ich’ak as the 9th 

ruler, while Martin and Grube (2000) recognize him as the 14th. Some placements are made 

using only dates, as with the last rulers in the lists.  

Making the lists, then combining these data in Table 5-4 was necessary in order to 

comprehend and sort all names and other pertinent information that are, or have been used, in the 

publications about Tikal. I included two earlier ruler lists (Tables 5-7, -8) to show the 

continuation and change happening in a relatively short time and the difficulty encountered that 

made lists a necessity. To simplify analysis, I then created a record in chronological sequence of 

all the monuments, (Table A-1, A-2).  Arranged as follows: 

Monument  Dates   Personage Reference Comments 

Stela, Altar, Lintel # 8.1.0.0.0  ruler name J&S: #  relevant information 

The dates are in Maya Long-Count notation, and the conversion is provided in Table A-3. 

Because of all the information needed in the recordings, I decided to put references into a simple 

code (Appendix C) to make the data easier to read. Most of the data in Tables A-1 and A-2 come 

from one source (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982), but in subsequent work, I used, when 

appropriate and available, more recent interpretations since much has changed, as mentioned 

above. The comments are important, because they are the base records and are still cited by 

researchers working with Tikal monuments (Culbert 1991; Harrison 1999; Martin and Grube 
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2000; Rice 2004; Sabloff 2003; Schele and Freidel 1990; Stuart and Houston 1994). However, 

they are very abbreviated, and only meant to explain why the monument has been associated 

with a particular ruler.  

The numbering of the Stelae [St] initiated with Maler in 1895 when he discovered St 1 “all 

but completely buried under debris” and excavated it in 1904 (Morley 1938:295). Later 

discoveries were simply added, and the Altars [Alt] were handled in a similar manner (Shook 

and Coe 1961:10). The carved wooden Lintels [L] first described by Maudsley (1889-1902) are 

coordinated and described in detail by Coe and Shook (1961). There are many more than the 

seven used in this study (Table A-2), but they are too fragmented, plain, or show only text (Coe 

and Shook 1961:Figures 1-37).  

 Some stelae and altars are grouped together (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982) and presented 

as such if necessary (Figure 5-4). Stelae and others are grouped primarily by date, but also by 

style, in particular the so-called staff stelae that are subdivided into two types, two early ones, St 

9 and 13 showing a more spear-like pole, while the rest, St 3, 6, 7, 8, 15, and 27, are straight rods 

(Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:12). Table A-4 shows all monuments in chronological order, 

combined with their dates and the ruler they are associated with by several scholars. These are 

arranged so the first ruler name goes with first author, second with second, etc., or if they all 

agree, it just says “same”. If they are not, it is so noted. For each individual monument, all 

ornamentation that I thought was jade is listed in Table A-5. Obviously, this category is 

somewhat subjective; there is always the possibility that some of the pieces, such as the plaques 

or platelets on the fringes of wraps and some pectorals or masks in headdresses are made from 

shell or other materials. However, all the ornamentation has also been found in jade. This table is 

arranged in the following manner: First category names the monument, followed by comments 
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that list pertinent information, next the number of the figure that shows the depiction in 

Appendix A. Then starting with the headdress all jewelry thought to be jade is listed down to 

ankle bracelets. The second to last column lists the view, meaning is the personage shown in 

frontal view or in profile, for example, if facing left, the right arm and side is visible. Finally, the 

last entry gives the reference where the information comes from.    

The rubric “comments” lists other significant information. In addition, at the end and not in 

sequence of date, circa AD 360-378 (Martin and Grube 2000:7), is the ceramic figure of Chak 

Tok Ich’aak I (Figure 6-1A). He was mentioned by his descendent on St 31 (Harrison 1999:70-

73, Table 2). He built one of the palaces in the Central Acropolis, Structure (Str) 5D-46, as the 

“clan house of the Jaguar Claw family” (Harrison 1999: 76-78, Plate IX; see also Schele and 

Mathews 1998:75-78). Martin and Grube (2000:28) tentatively suggest St 26, and assigned St 39 

and Corozal St 1 to him. Both St 26 and 39 survived only in fragments. Corozal St 1 proves to be 

very elusive and probably does not include a depiction of the king. 

Three stelae are not directly from Tikal but from what could be considered “suburbs.  They 

are Uolanton (U-St 1), found at that site about 5.5 km southeast of Tikal, Jimbal (J-St 1 and 2) 

circa 12.5 km to the north, St 1 found standing at a large plaza’s eastern edge, and “on axis to a 

tall pyramidal mound” (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:109-110). St 2 was discovered in the 

northern part of the same plaza resting on the ground with the carved site toward it (Jones and 

Satterthwaite 1982:111).  Distances are always measured from the center of Tikal (Jones and 

Satterthwaite 1982:106).  

The following stelae (Figure 6-2), in chronological order, are not included in this study: St 

4, 18, 32, 28, 15, 14, 26 and 24 from Tikal. One other stela, also not included in the roster, needs 

to be mentioned. Chronologically it belongs between St 26 and 24, El Encanto St 1(EL-1) comes 
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from “a small group of mounds about 11.5 km NE of central Tikal” (Jones and Satterthwaite 

1982:108). Two more are included in the roster of stelae from Tikal, although they came from 

the site of Ixlu (St 1 and 2) that is 30 km south of Tikal and on the farthest side of Lake Peten 

toward the east (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:113). However, the style and carving are similar to 

several stelae from Tikal, and the dates are close to St 11 (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:113-

116).  Absence of, or damage to, relevant glyphs makes it impossible to assign them to a specific 

ruler.   

The “Living Image” jade is recorded in Table A-5 for easier reading. The categories of the 

table should be self-explanatory; however, a comment is warranted regarding necklaces and 

collars. Most pectorals are suspended from a necklace of one or two rows of beads (Figures 3-15, 

3-26, 4-1, 4-2A, -2B), while collars are usually composed of three and more rows of larger 

beads. Sometimes a pectoral was suspended from it, but more often masks were worked into the 

collar (Figures 3-27, 4-2C, -3). It was not always possible to determine if a particular item was 

present due to a variety of reasons. The foremost was the state of the monument itself. Very few, 

such as St 16 (Figure A-23), are what can be called close to the original whole. In addition, there 

was also the practice among the Maya to “sacrifice” monuments for a variety of reasons (Fash 

1991:106). Equally, the position of the carved figure and its posture obscured some aspects of 

dress. I marked these instances with a question mark, and if it was clear that there was no item, I 

marked that with a “no. “ I erred on the side of caution, so the question mark covers several 

scenarios. There may have not been an item to begin with, or it was obscured by the above-

mentioned possibilities. I tried to be consistent with the way words are shortened, and it should 

be fairly clear what they mean. The figure numbers are provided in the third column to make it 

easy to check what may not be as clearly described as I thought.  
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Table A-4 exemplifies the grouped monuments both in time and similarities to each other. 

When applicable, also the name of the ruler thought to be portrait is given. Here I used the old 

nicknames, as they lend themselves better for acronyms. Another reason for doing so results 

from the fact that the spelling, as mentioned, is still a matter of vigorous debate. Finally, most of 

the data on the stelae came from two sources (Ferguson and Royce 1984; Jones and Satterthwaite 

1982). The nicknames helped start the count of kings using “a subjective interpretation of certain 

glyphs’ outward appearances” (Harrison 1999:69). It is an interesting aspect that many of those 

names turned out to be actually part of the Maya name. This can be seen with the name of the 6th 

or 7th ruler: nicknamed Scroll Ahau Jaguar (Michel 1989), changed to either Hunal Balam 

(Harrison 1999: 69), or ? B’alam (Martin and Grube 2000:26), and both translated as Foliated 

Jaguar. Foliated (Figure 6-1B) looks like a scroll, and balam, in either spelling translates as 

jaguar.  Because this is about the similarities in regalia, I added four stelae 114, 51, 43 and 9 

from Calakmul (Cal), two panels, and God III from Palenque (Figures 6-3-6). This was because 

it gives in a very small way a sense that regalia had similarities among the Maya of a particular 

period. In the case of Calakmul, this was true even with all the animosity among rival polities. 

As shown above, the Sun God, or God III of the Palenque Triad, in all his incarnations and 

oppositions, was pervasive in the Maya cultural realm through all times. In addition, Palenque 

and Tikal had a special bond. When Calakmul forced the 25th ruler of Tikal, Nuun U Hol Chajk, 

or Nun Bak Chak, into exile, he went to Palenque, where together with Pacal he fought against 

other allies of Calakmul, or as some spell it, now Kalak’mul (Zender 1999:2).  

Burials 

Before discussing the collection of burial data in detail, a few comments are necessary. As 

said above, there are 31 rulers starting with the founder that comprise the known dynastic history 

of Tikal, of which several are not yet identified. The record for burials of the Classic Period is 
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even less complete for several reasons. As can be seen in Figure 6-7, most burials are found very 

deep beneath temples and not always in predictable places, so finding the resources to allow 

long-term and multi-disciplinary excavations are hard to accomplish. Another factor revolves 

around the possibility that the Maya themselves may have, intentionally or not, dismantled some 

tombs when changing the configuration in the acropolis, or burials were looted over the 

centuries. One burial was looted at least twice, once in Caban times, about AD 950 to 1200, and 

once by “Bernoulli’s hatchet men” (Coe 1990:604; Harrison 1999:21). It constitutes a great-lost 

opportunity; it was a tomb that had a female occupant. If encountered undisturbed, it could have 

answered a lot of questions regarding royal women. One fact seems clear, the “Red Queen” of 

Palenque (Figure 6-8; González Cruz 2000) and the female found in the Margarita tomb at 

Copan (Sharer 1995-2000) are not isolated incidents; instead, they appear to point to a burial 

tradition of important females.    

An amazing number of burials have been discovered. Here I am concerned only with those 

that are undisturbed and belong to the Classic Period. There are eleven that are relevant for this 

study, and they are, in chronological order: burials [Bu] 125, 10, 48, 195, 23, 24, 116, 196, 77, 8, 

and 6.  Burial 125 was included only because it is thought to be the founders; sequentially, it 

belongs to Preclassic times. 

The burial data are arranged in the following way in Appendix B:  first the plan of the 

burial, Figures B-1, B-2, B-5, B-8, B9, B-11, B-12, and B-15, and then the table, Tables B-1 to 

B-9, that catalogs the applicable information. For the last three burials, 77, 8 and 6 (Table B-9), 

there is only text and no picture of the plans. Bu 77 was only included because it contained a 

very fine example of Late Classic jade workmanship (Figure 6-9), the individual it contained is 

not yet identified (Harrison 1963:13; 1999:178-179). Both burials 8 and 6 have been looted and 
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are included for the following reasons. Burial 8’s content was, in some aspects, reconstructed, 

and the possibility that the occupant was surrounded by jaguar-paw-bones has bearing on the 

argument I shall make in the chapter that details the results and conclusions. Burial 6 was 

actually looted twice, as mentioned above, but was the only female grave found in the Classic 

Period. Tables B-1 to 9 are arranged in the following method:  

Date(s) Name/Description  Jade   Source 

Interment occupants/age   all identified items information reference 

Through this arrangement, it will be less complicated to reference individual pieces and 

cross reference them easily if the description of a particular artifact, its position or the 

arrangement of a cluster of pieces were not as clear as I thought. The first column gives the dates 

of each particular burial.  Only in some instances can the grave be dated with precision. When 

that is not the case the dates given are the period dates. Since there is still disagreement about the 

occupants of many burials, and some have more than one, some comments regarding the 

skeletons are included. Always, the one named SK.A was the main occupant. In the rubric 

“Jade”, the first lines are reserved for information about the skeletons, and the last lines give 

some data from outside the actual burial chamber. Most of this information comes from the 

excavation report (Coe 1990), but in the last column, the source category, all relevant reference 

particulars are given using codes (Appendix C) introduced earlier. 

In some instances, through damage by water, fallen ceiling plaster, and other 

circumstances, exact provenance was difficult to establish, and I made note of it. In the section 

on jade, some vessels found in graves are cataloged, and the eighty-nine carved bones, one of 

which was mentioned above from burial 116, Hasaw Chan K’awil, Jasaw Chan K’awiil I, or 

Ruler A, who brought about a Renaissance to Tikal, are added. In particular, the so-called 
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“Paddler-bones” have significance for this study (Figure 6-10). Two of the four bones depict the 

dead king being paddled by the Paddler Twins, the Old Jaguar and Old Stingray Spine God 

through the watery underworld (Schele and Miller 1986:270-271) on his journey towards sunrise 

and therefore, the promise of rebirth. On the second pair, the vessel has started its decent into 

Xibalba and some of his companions are submerged.  

Some pottery displays palace scenes (Figure 6-11-14); others bear witness to the fusion 

between Teotihuacan and Maya elements (Figure 6-15), or show animals (Figure 6-16), and the 

spiritual link to humans (Figure 6-17). From Burial 195 came plates similar to the one showing 

Animal Skull, or Lizard Head, in full regalia, including a K’awil-topped wand in his right hand) 

and a vase that exhibits the royal mat design on the body and a king list on the rim (Figure 6-18). 

His was also the grave that contained the four wooden K’awil statues (Figure 6-19; Harrison 

1999:102).  

In order to make the data as effortlessly accessible as possible, the figures of artifacts 

coming from each tomb, except those mentioned in the text, are added after the table listing the 

jade for each grave. Again, first comes the figure of the plan of the burial, then the table listing 

pertinent information including the jade, followed by figures showing select pieces from said 

burial. If that is not possible, examples other than from Tikal will be added and where necessary, 

followed by some comments.  

Next I compared burial data, and in Table B-10 the similarities are recorded. What could 

be called the core of burials 10, 23, 24, 116, 196, and to a lesser degree 195, have an amazing 

number of similarities, even without considering the fact that most have many similar jade 

objects or artifacts with specific meaning, such as those that seem to symbolize the name of the 

occupant, that are a constant in many of the tombs. It was the number of features that are similar 
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that drew attention, and will be discussed in the next section. the commonalities between Burials 

and Monuments, noted in Table B-11, are rather absent, and in contrast to those among burials, 

or those among the monuments.  

Finally, I included data for two burials from Calakmul (Table B-12). As with the stelae, 

they show that some aspects of the burial ritual transcended animosity and power plays, while on 

the other hand, each polity also had individualized it. One burial corresponds, in time, to burial 

10 of Tikal, and the other may hold the occupant defeated by the 26th ruler, Hasaw Chan K’awil, 

Jasaw Chan K’awiil I, or Ruler A, of Tikal. The data also add additional credence to the 

conclusions I shall draw from all the accumulated data.  

This chapter in essence justifies and explains the two different data sets, one for the “living 

images” and the other for the burials. Data from Tikal’s longtime foe mark similarities and 

dissimilarities in the treatment of dead kings true for all cities.   
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Figure 6-1.  Name glyphs.  A) Portrait of Chak Tox Ich’aak I, on a two-part incense burner, 
identified by his name glyph in the headdress (Martin and Grube 2000:7, 28). B) 
Glyph nicknamed Foliated Jaguar ( Harrison 1999: 70).  
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Figure  6-2.  Stelae not used in this study (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Figures 5, 26, 55, 48, 21, 
20, 44, 77, and 38). 
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Figure 6-2.  Continued. 
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Figure 6-3.  Calakmul Stela 114, AD 431; it may have been a monument of the ruler in Tomb 1, 
Structure III; it would make him a contemporary of Stormy Sky from Tikal (Carrasco 
1996:50, Folan et al. 1995:325-236). 
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Figure 6-4.  Calakmul Stela 51, AD 471 (Bernal 1969:116). 
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Figure 6-5.  Calakmul Stelae 43 and 9.  A) St 43, Ad 514, the carved god masks appear more 

human than at Tikal (Folan et al. 1995:326). B) Schematic drawing of St 9, AD 662, 
of ruler in battle gear (Ruppert and Denison JR. 1943:Plate 48).  
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Figure 6-6.  Limestone tablet, panel, and God III from Palenque. A) From Temple 14; B) 
Dumbarton Oaks panel; C) God III, in his day and night incarnation (SChele and 
Miller 1986: 272, 275, and 50.)
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Figure 6-7.  Schematic drawing of the multiple layers that support the final configuration of the North Acropolis (Harrison 1999:57). 
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Figure 6-8.  The Red Queen of Palenque (Gonzalez Cruz 2000:7). 
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Figure 6-9.  Jade pendant from Burial 77. Not only is it a  beautiful example of Kinich Ahau, the 
Sun God, it is also the only example of the Late Classic style (Harrison 1963:13, 
coloration UC).,  
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Figure 6-10.  Three of the four “Paddler” bones. Top, shows the king with animal companions and the two paddlers in the canoe, 
center and bottom show the boat submerging into the water (Schele and Miller 1986:270). 
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Figure 6-11.  Palace scenes and different dresscodes. A) Froom Bum 10, vessel-knob is head of 

seated figure. B) The Kalomte recives gifts or tribute from nobles called Sahals; from 
Bu 116; C) Ruler and attendants, from Bu 196 (Culbert 1993:Figures 19, 68, 85). 
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Figure 6-12.  Vessels from Bu 116. More palace scenes, showing different attire (Culbert 

1993:Figures 69, 70, 72). 
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Figure 6-13.  The “Hummingbird” Vase from Bu 196; possibly a picture of the elusive 28th ruler, 
and a drawing of the panel (Coe 1988:51; Culbert 1993:Figure 83, Ferguson and 
Royce 1984:18).
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Figure 6-14.  Yax Nuun Ayiin II, 29th ruler of Tikal, shown with, possibly, his wife and members of his court,, “note the curl-snouted 

caiman in his headdress”, on a vessel excavated in the Central Acropolis (Martin and Grube 2000:51). 
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Figure 6-15.  The fusion between Teotihuacan and Maya elements. Stuccoed vessel from Bu 10, 
and drawing of the heads (Martin and Grube 2000:33, Coe 1969[1967]:104). 
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Figure 6-16.  Early Classic Vessel, Burial 22, Manik Complex, AD 250-592. Top, Vessel-lid 

shows a crouching jaguar (Escobedo and Valdes 1998:370); bottom, Drawing of lid 
(Culbert 1993:22). 
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Figure 6-17.  Late Classic Vessel. Imix-Complex, AD 692-889, plate shows king? In his jaguar 
“uay” from BU 190 (Culbert 1993:Figure 81, Miller and Taube 1993:103). 
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Figure 6-18.  Vessels from Tikal butial 196. A) Plate shows Animal Skull in regalia, B) Cup with 

mat-pattern and kingliest (Martin and Grube 2000:40-41). 
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Figure 6-19.  One of four wooden K’awil, only the stucco outside survived, the wooden core 
eroded (Martin and Grube 2000:41). 
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CHAPTER 7 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This section of the study is devoted to the findings and what they tell about the living and 

dead treatment of rulers. Consistent with how the data are represented, first the “living images”, 

and then the burials are presented. After a few opening remarks about the monuments, each 

category is discussed, with special emphasis on certain items, most often made from jade. 

Burials are related in the order of temporality with the oldest first and so on. Some features other 

than jade grave goods are mentioned in order to establish the similarity in treatment. Although all 

jade is recorded, only a few select items are given prominence. As stated above, all the data are 

in two appendices for easier access. Finally, the point or points that are the reason for this 

journey with the dead ruler are highlighted. With closing comments about future research the 

study’s voyage ends.  

“Living Images” 

 Even at a glance only (Figures A-1- 40), it can be seen that there are basic similarities in 

the imagery, particularly on stelae, of rulers. For example, if visible most rulers wear 

headdresses, earplugs, either/and necklaces/collars, pectorals, belts, and so on. There seems to be 

a certain protocol for the presentation, both on stelae and lintels. However, there are differences, 

but customs and traditions do tend to change over the course of more than a half millennium. 

Therefore, it was not surprising that the early rulers wore, to some extent, different 

paraphernalia.  When it comes to jewelry such as earplugs, collars, belts, etc., almost the entire 

group of rulers wore them in one form or another, I believe that they all had special meaning, but 

that it is very difficult to discern. In addition, on some depiction of a ruler, bracelets and anklets 

correspond to the design on the belt.  
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 Before discussing the monuments in detail, a few comments about them are needed. All 

stelae and monuments not mentioned below could not be included because of the state of them. 

Some had only text on them, or a particular artifact was not visible on them. That does not 

necessarily mean that it was not part of the original paraphernalia. In most cases, it means only 

that either that part of the monument did not survive or that it was eroded.  A few examples treat 

unusual circumstances, and are mentioned out of sequence.  

Structure 5D-57’s depiction should be considered a special case showing Hasaw Chan 

K’awil in battle armor (Figure A-26). There are plenty of examples that show rulers in situations 

that seem to be the aftermath of battles, in full regalia, but with weapon and shield. In those 

instances, the king usually wears the customary jade jewelry. Equally different are the images on 

Altar 5, thought to portray him in mourning (Harrison 1999:139). It seems that all paraphernalia 

were made from cloth except the staff he holds in his right hand and the weapon in the left 

(Figure 4-21) 

Stelae and Altars 

 Although the appearance of them changed with time, some key elements of the attire 

were always present. I shall focus on four pieces that, in my opinion are the most important and 

telling of the worldly power of the king.  They are the Jester God headband (Figures 3-24-5), the 

K’awil scepter (Figures 3-22, -3), the double-headed bar, or serpent, from which the K’awil, God 

K, and God D, the long-nosed god of the pectorals emerge (Figure 3-20), and the long-nosed 

pectoral itself (Figure 3-27A, 4-1A). In one form or another, one or all of the four items are 

present in all depictions. Probably the most beautiful rendition of the king in all his authority is 

the reconstruction of stela 16 showing Hasaw Chan K’awil in all his glory and worldly power 

(Figure 3-4). He wears the long-nosed pectoral in addition to the bar pectoral, and he holds the 
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double-headed bar in his arms. His headdress displays, besides other elements and an impressive 

amount of feathers, another of the long-nosed gods (Figure A-23, schematic drawing).  

 The Jester God headband presents a problem whereby many of the stelae are eroded at 

the critical part, and it is impossible to account for it on most. It also changed appearance from 

the form seen on the mask from Preclassic burial 85 (Figure 3-24). It seems to have become a 

part of the headdress in different forms, mask or head, but still identifiable by the 3-pronged hat. 

It was part of the royal paraphernalia on some of the early monuments. It may be present on stela 

29 but was reduced to the curling leaves (Figure 7-1A). The ruler depicted on the Leyden plaque 

(Figure 7-1B) illustrates the full head variant, while on St 36 only the 3-pronges are identifiable 

(Figure 7-1C). According to Schele and Miller (1986:110), Stormy Sky on his monument St 31 

holds the “flanged headdress” above his head (Figure 7-1D). St 2 again shows the full head 

variant in a prominent location on the headdress (Figure 7-1E). It may also have been present on 

Uolantun St 1, and if so, it was in a very unusual form (Figure 7-1F). A similar case was Alt 3, 

were it may was worn as a pectoral upside (Figure 7-1G). On three later stelae, it may also be 

seen, on St 20 in the “abbreviated” version, on St 11 possibly as a pectoral with the curls up, and 

J-1 again curled in the headdress (Figure 7-1H-J).  

The Jester God headband imagery was difficult to document as stated above. The best 

evidence for it, at Tikal, was the mask from burial 85 (Figure 3-24), the Leyden plaque (Figure 

4-16, 7-1B, A-2), which is still debated actually to belong to Tikal, stela 2 (Figure 7-1E, A-8), 

and on altar 19 (Figure 7-2) not included in the roster. The altar seems to be of early Classic date 

and was not really associated with a stela, but a possibility was stela 31 (Jones and Satterthwaite 

1982:81-82).  However, the headdress of altar 19 needs to be mentioned here, as it seems to have 

a double Jester god configuration. Altar 19 was included for the sole purpose to show that such a 
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distinct design, the human face with the 3-pronged hat, would have made a distinct impression 

on the excavators and that the concept of the Jester god was well established prior to publication 

of the report documenting the burials in detail (Coe 1990). Therefore, I concluded that if a mask 

or head among the funerary goods with such a design had been found, it would have been noted. 

Other details are recorded. Since the masks, or heads, are mostly not yet published, I included 

from other sites a selection to demonstrate the variety found (Figures 4-4, 4-14A, and 4-18).  

Regarding the headband, tradition to include it in monuments appears to have waxed and 

weaned. It was included in the early once, may not have been part of the middle, and resumed its 

place in the late depictions. Again, that was what the evidence suggests, but due to the state of 

the monuments much of the critical data are missing, so perhaps the Jester god headband was 

present during the middle years also. 

 On Animal Skull’s plate, mentioned above, Animal Skull carries a staff that is toped by 

the K’awil (Figure 6-10A). I suggest, that the staff stela, stelae 13, 9, 3, 15, 7, 27, 8, and 6, may 

have been symbolically the same, even if not actually showing the K’awil (Figures A- 9-11, 6-2, 

A-13-16). Interestingly, the very late stelae from Ixlu and Jimbal all show the ruler with the 

K’awil scepter in hand (Figures A- 37, 39, and 40). It is possible that Yik’in Chan K’awil, the 

27th ruler, on St 5 holds a scepter (Figure A-32). However, that part of the stela is present only in 

outline and therefore impossible to determine.  

 Stela 1 was relatively early in the sequence of monuments (see Table A-4) and shows the 

double-headed bar with the entire god in miniature emerging from the open mouth (Figure A-5). 

On St 2, it is the upper body and head variant of the K’awil and human body with a head variant 

of god D that were present (Figure A-8).  On St 29, the earliest yet found, the bar ends in at least 

one head variant. The other end is eroded, but I think that the head was there too (Figure A-1). 
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The Leyden plaque’s bar, or serpent, ends in god K and the Sun God (Figure 4-16), as identified 

by Schele and Miller (1986:121). Stela 40‘s bar ends in a design that is reminiscent of the 3-

pronged ends of the Jester God hat (Figure A-7), as does stela 30 (Figure A-22) and stelae 16, 

21, 22, 19, and Ix-1, (Figures A-23, -28, -34, -35, and -37). On stela 11 the trimmings may even 

be more stylized and end in appendices that are perhaps the curving mouth from which the gods 

on the early stelae appear (Figure A-38). In one other stela was God K clearly identified, but as a 

completely different element. Stela 4 has “this floating image” above the ruler (Figure 6-2; 

Schele and Miller 1986:84). 

 As with all the other symbols, there are variations to how the long-nosed god 

materialized on stelae. Most often it was as pectorals, as seen on St 16 (Figure 3-4), but he also 

was sometimes, in addition, part of the headdress. The pectoral’s design can be assumed only for 

some monuments, as on, the Leyden plaque, and stelae 36, 2, 13, 9, 3, 7, 27, 6, 23-left side, 12, 

and Ix-1 (Figures A-2, -3, -9 -11, -13, -14, -16, -18, -19, and -37). Here it was the long-nosed 

god, in slightly changed form. This assumption seems reasonable, considering the time span the 

monuments cover. For the following monuments, it seems clear that it was the same god. Stela 

16 was already mentioned, and the others are stelae 21, 22, and a variant on 20 (Figures A-28, -

33, and -34. These last four stelae are close in time (Table A-4). Because of erosion, it can only 

be said with certainty that Stela 16 also shows the god in the headdress, and 20 shows again a 

slight variant, or combination with the Jester God. Having said that, it certainly is intriguing that 

the much earlier St 7 also featured a long-nosed god in the headdress (Figure A-13). Stela 20 

depicts one other item that needs to be mentioned because it was unique on stelae. In this 

depiction, the ruler stood in front of a throne in the form of a jaguar (Figure A-33, see also 3-

16D). 
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Lintels 

All lintels are from a relatively short period, lasting about a hundred years. Therefore, they 

can be closely compared, with the exceptions of two, L 2 of Temple II, which shows a woman in 

formal dress thought to be Hasaw Chan K’awil’s wife (Figure A-27), and Temple III’s L 2 

showing a ruler wearing a close fitting jaguar suit complete with a helmet like a jaguar head 

(Figure A-36). He holds a staff in his right hand, but it seems to be a simple rod, the same as his 

two attendants, except that his has a length of cloth knotted in the center. In his left hand he 

carries a “trident flint” weapon that is very similar, or perhaps the same, to the one held by his 

ancestor on Alt 5 (Figure 4-21; Harrison 1999:176; Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:101). Also 

displayed in this composition was the palanquin his ancestor captured from Calakmul that will be 

mentioned below. 

Lintel 2 of Temple I displays the victorious Hasaw Chan K’awil with shield and weapon 

surrounded by the Waxaklahun-Ubah Snake, or war serpent, captured from a rival city “centuries 

ago” (Figure: A-24; Schele and Mathews 1998:86). On L 3 of Temple I, he was seated on the 

palanquin he captured from Calakmul, and a huge jaguar protector rears up over him (Figure A-

25; Harrison 1999:133). In this depiction, he wears the long-nosed pectoral, probably the same as 

on St 16, and he holds a K’awil scepter in his right hand. Eroded to some degree, enough of the 

body and outline survived to be reasonably sure. Possibly, an elaborate staff, complete with a 

jaguar head, was also part of the composition. It may have been an ensign heralding his 

victorious homecoming and celebration. His son, Yik’in Chan K’awil, choose, in part, another 

imagery on L 2 of Temple IV (Figure A-29). He is protected by a giant human figure with 

“jaguar identifiers” and is seated on what is believed to be a different, from his father’s captured 

palanquin (Harrison 1999:155). He holds in his right hand a scepter, which is badly eroded but 

seems to resemble closely the one he carries on L 2 from structure 5D-52 discussed below. On 
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his left arm he carries a shield. Sadly, it cannot be compared to his fathers, because on both 

images, Figures A-24, -25, only the reverse was visible. He also was attired with a long-nosed 

pectoral that closely resembles the one on St 21 (Figure A-28).  

The next Lintel, Temple IV, L 3, again shows Yik’in Chan K’awil seated on a palanquin 

captured from a different city than the one on L 2, T-IV (Figure A-30; Harrison 1999:155). He 

wears a different shield on his left arm and holds a staff in his right, perhaps his personal 

standard. On his four-row collar, he wears a slightly different version, to distinguish what I 

called the “creature”, of the long-nosed pectorals (Figure 7-3A). Instead of a headdress, he wears 

an elaborate “helmet”, and a Jester god headband was worn by what may be the Tikal version of 

the sacred Muan bird on the top of the lintel (Figure 7-3B). The K’awil makes his appearance by 

emerging halfway out of the serpent’s mouth on the right lower side of the king (Figure 7-3C). It 

seems like the body of the serpent frames him. It ends not with God D, but perhaps some 

symbolic variety of him (Figure 7-3D). Finally, on structure 5D-52’s lintel, again he wears a 

different shield on his left arm and holds a K’awil scepter in his right (Figure A-31). He wears 

the same pectoral depicted on his stela 22, and possibly on stela 21 (Figures A-34, A-28), and as 

his father wore on stela 16, and on lintel 3, of temple I (Figures A- 23, -25).  

As stated earlier, I suggest that the staff may symbolically represent the K’awil scepter. 

Interestingly enough, in only one case are the scepter and bar displayed together (Figure A-37). 

In the case of lintel 3 from temple IV, if the staff does representatively stand for the scepter, then 

the bar, in its gestalt as serpent, was also displayed (Figure A-30). 

Monuments 

The monuments, stelae, altars and lintels, seem to be divided almost equally between 

showing either the staff, as possible representation of the K’awil scepter, eleven, and bar, twelve, 

and comprise the majority of “Living Images”, which agrees well with the assertion made by 
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Schele and Miller (1986:72) that “two types dominate—The Double-headed Serpent Bar…and 

the Serpent-footed God K scepter.”  

 Seven monuments, all late in the sequence, except for St 5, carry a K’awil, and one as 

mentioned above, Ixlu St 1, carries both, a bar and a scepter in his left arm and hand. There are a 

number of stela, nine to be precise, which are either too fragmented or eroded for a 

determination. Finally, there are a few that carry something different. On St 10 the person carries 

a “bannerlike object” in his right hand (Figure A-20). On St 31, Stormy Sky holds his headdress 

in his right hand (Figure A-6), and the protagonist on Uolantun St 1 perhaps does the same, 

except he holds it up in his left (Figure A-4). In the last two images, not accounted for yet, lintel 

2 of temples I and II, Hasaw Chan K’awil and his son both carry shields, and while his son 

seems to hold a K’awil, he displays his weapon (Figure A-24, -29). As described above, the 

ceremonial bar may have gotten more stylized over time and cycled back in the very late 

monument, T IV/L3, to its ancient beginnings (Figure A-30; compare to 3-20A).  

There seem to be two or three versions to the long-nosed pectoral, but they do match 

among the stelae and lintels for individual rulers. The one on stela 16 seems to go with the 

special design of beads, while the “creature” one seems to be worn with a collar, and the “old-

man-like”, from most of the stelae that are mentioned above as possibly including a long-nosed 

pectoral, with a necklace, in most cases of 1-2 beads rows, in one instance with 3 rows, and 

another with 4 rows. 

Burials 

Surprisingly, as can be seen in Table B-10, and despite the fact that burial 125 only 

contained a skeleton, there was one commonality with the “core” of burials (Figures B-1, -2, -5, -

8, -9, -11, -12, and -15), which comprise all the burials except 8 and 6 for the obvious reason that 

they had been looted. The treatment above the closure of the tombs was, notably similar to all the 
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other burials with the exception of burial 195. It seems that burial 195 was an exception in many 

ways, possibly brought on by the difficult time that Tikal experienced at that period. Yet, 

symbolically one might say it was the same, and sherds of pottery substituted for the flint and 

obsidian that may have not been available, or because of said hard times, needed for the living.  

The lithics are not in the same 7 layers as for burial 125, but all other burials had flint and 

obsidian above the closure of the tomb. Even if it was not in layers, more, in the case of burial 

116, than 1.5 tons of lithics and a corridor of 9 m full of flint marking the passageway the dead 

king must have taken on his way, make a very impressive statement. Here it also needs to be 

remembered, that the burials under consideration span almost 800 years, and it seems reasonable 

to assume that customs changed, at least, slightly. Between burial 125 and the next one that was 

found in the sequence, burial 10 is between, at the most 500 years, and at the least 250.  Burial 

48 seems to have no lithics in the fill above (Coe 1990:119). However, there was also the 

possibility that because of later alterations, it may have been removed, or because it was below 

bedrock (Coe 1990:118), it was impossible to create a fill of lithic material above. All of the 

other “core” burials did have, as mentioned above and documented in Table B-10, some form of 

flint and obsidian tiers above the closer of the tomb. 

Another feature common to all, is that all burials shared the characteristic of a “circle” of 

shell and in most cases also jade around the body. Circle is not really correct; shells and jade 

mark the outline of the occupant, which is more rectangular, or if one wants to be fanciful, cross-

like in shape, and as mentioned below, in the later burials reinforced by jaguar claw bones. 

All burials shared the attribute of the “shell-skull-cap”. This suggests that all burials in this 

study were secondary, a practice that seems to have been equally present at Palenque as 

mentioned above.  
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The next aspect for comparison may have been ancient and a widespread custom.  In some 

form, all burials had jade in the vicinity of the head. Either a bead in the mouth, or in the case of 

burials 116 and 196 a jade crown or diadem (Figures B-12. –15). As mentioned above, Pacal’s 

face was covered by a jade mask, and as early as 1200 BC a bead was found in the mouth of 

burial occupants at San Jose Mogote.  

All burials shared the fact that something was close or under the hands. Most often it was a 

jade bead under the left, and either jade, shell or stingray spine under the right. Two had stingray 

spines at the groin area, and one had an assortment of eight along the lower body. It seems that 

the kings went on the journey through Xibalba equipped for self-sacrifice. 

In all burials, except 195, the number nine had great significance. However, the water 

damage in burial 195 could easily have obscured the clustering observed in the other burials.  

The importance of jaguars to the rulers has been commented on often and it seems that 

even, or particularly, in death that continued to be a factor. At least two rulers were laid to rest on 

a bed of jaguar pelts, and in the late Classic burials, additionally clusters of jaguar claw bones 

surrounded the dead king as if to fortify the “circle”.  

The reason I did not compare individual jade artifacts in detail here was simple, as Miller 

and Samayoa (1998:57) assert, every king literally “drips with jade”. Individual pieces certainly 

had meaning, but, as far as I am aware, the detailed analysis of the items in a grave has only 

begun, as documented for Pacal (Figure 4-13).  However, there was an aspect of the jade goods 

that I shall reiterate. It seems that some burials contained a personal item, such as signifier of the 

occupant’s name. For example, burial 10 actually presented three such items. One is from jade, a 

small carved curl-snouted piece (Figure 5-9; Martin and Grube 2000:33). The two others are a 

ceramic vessel that shows a seated Yax Ain I, or Curl Snout, wearing a Jaguar headdress and 
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holding a head in his upraised hands (Figure B-3). It also included a headless crocodile skeleton 

from which the ruler got his name (Figure B-2; Harrison 1999:85). Burial 116 carried Hasaw’s 

name on the jade-mosaic vessel, and Burial 196 reviled two items that were possibly of personal 

importance, one the jade-mosaic vessel portraying a woman considered to have once been in 

Hasaw’s personal possession and representing him and his wife (Figure 4-20; Harrison 1999; 

162-163). It seems his son added his father’s vessel to his father’s grave-goods, but kept his 

mother’s portrait to be buried with him. The other item was an exquisitely carved crouching 

jaguar (Figure B-16).  

Three similarities that most, and possibly all, “core” burials share, are the “circle” 

surrounding the king, the shell-skull-cap, and that the number nine was significant. I propose that 

all three are interrelated.  

Taube (2005:28; see also Miller and Samayoa 1998:56-60) suggested that jade deposited at 

the hands, groin and feet of Pacal mark him as being at the center of the world tree, and also the 

Maize God (Figure 7-4), and Schele and Mathews (1998:127) assert also the worldtree. Again, 

the duality and multiplicity mentioned above of the Maya world-view come to the foreground.  

As discussed above, east, that was the place of birth/rebirth, and the color red, or reddish, that 

resembles the morning sky where the sun was just rising above the horizon. Spiny oyster 

(Spondylus americanus) has this color, and seems to have been used as a symbol for just that 

promise, namely that after the journey through Xibalba of birth/rebirth. Covering the skull with 

such a shell may have been an extra protection for the dead king on his journey through the nine 

layers of Xibalba. It seems not very surprising that the number nine was emphasized in burials. 

Before he could rise, and take his place among the ancestor gods, he had to complete the journey 

through the underworld, and considering the trials and tribulations that the Hero Twins suffered 
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there, to cover the head with the reassurance of birth/rebirth, of life seems only prudent. 

Interestingly, one burial at Copan contained a “String of Shell Beads” that ran the entire western 

length of the skeleton as if to provide special protection to the side that first enters Xibalba 

(Figure 7-5; Fash 1991). 

The king combines the aspects of maize god, worldtree and center within his person. It 

seems that in death he is “planted” in a maize field surrounded by maize, in the form of jade, and 

the promise of rebirth, in the shape of shells. Just as people today plant their maize: “the farmer 

plants the first corn in the center of the field and then plants corn in each of the four directions” 

(Bassie-Sweet 2000:13). In later burials the night sun, in the gestalt of the jaguar claw bones, 

also guarded the “maize field”. Interestingly enough, the claws were absent (see Table B-10). In 

that way, the maize god went back to his origins to be “planted,” like the corn kernel in the earth 

he, the dead ruler, in the center, and at the four corners, making a maize field: “The Maya believe 

that a cornfield does not exist until the corn is planted in it.” (Bassie-Sweet 2000:13). To the 

Maya that was the perfect metaphor, as all people were created from maize (Bassie-Sweet 

2000:3), and death was the dormant time, when the maize ears are harvested and kernels are 

stored for the next season. After planting until the first green shots break the earth as did the 

maize god to be tended by his sons (Figure 3-15), as his people the maize plants. Further, this 

concept has its roots in very ancient times. The discussion on the Olmec cave opening, or center, 

with the four plants in the corners needs to be recalled (Figure 2-7; Miller and Taube 1993:56-

57), the Maya later would see it as “ the black hole,” (Miller and Samayoa 1998:58). On Pacal’s 

sarcophagus lid, the transformed king, falls down the worldtree (Figure 3-13) into the open 

mouth of the earth monster into Xibalba (Schele and Miller 1998:116). Caves are considered 
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openings to the underworld by the Maya (Brady and Prufer 2005; see also Schele and Mathews 

1998:43), and are an opening to the center as well.  

I am suggesting that this ancient rite survived in some form and that the concept of the 

center and the four directions marked by maize, in fact the creation of the maize field that only 

came into existence after the kernels were planted, never lost its importance to the Maya. I think 

that the evolution from the field surrounding the dead king, being manifested by shell and jade to 

the addition of jaguar claw bones, was actually very pragmatic. Who better to protect the maize 

god on this dangerous journey than the supreme predator/Sun god of the night?  

Above I mentioned the possibility that the origin myth may have slightly different versions 

to various polities and to ensure the uniqueness of each.  I think that the burial practices hint at 

that individualization. At Tikal, it was the “circle”, while at Palenque, it may have been the 

sarcophagus. The inside of Pacal’s was covered in red (Schele and Mathews 1998:128), and so 

was the inside of the sarcophagus of the “Red Queen” (Figure 6-8). In yet another possible 

tradition, the early ruler in Calakmul’s Structure III, Tomb 1, was “bedded” on five simple 

orange dishes, (Figure 4-17, Table B- 12). He had all the other items, seen in Tikal burials and 

elsewhere, too in his grave: shell, pearl, stingray spine, pectoral and belt mask. Reminiscent of 

traditions at Palenque, he also had a jadeite facemask (Figure 4-18B), just as Pacal (Figure 4-

14A) did, and both his and Pacal’s crypt had a “psycho-duct” (Folan et al. 1995:321). In 

Palenque, it runs from the burial chamber alongside the staircase all the way to the top (Figure 4-

23); while at Calakmul, the nine meter long duct terminates in an opening on the north side of 

the structure (see Figure 4-17 for opening behind vessel 9; Folan et al. 1995:321). More in tune 

with Tikal customs, he did have a personalized vessel with, possibly, his portrait (Figure B-18); 

Folan at al. 1995:322-323).  Intriguingly, in the later burial of Yukom Yich’ak’K’ak, a similar 
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pattern of paw claws as in Tikal was observed, but, Spondylus covered his pelvis area, not his 

head; and he rests not on orange dishes but a wooden litter (Table B-12). If Yukom Yich’ak’K’ak 

was the ruler defeated by Hasaw Chan K’awil, his burial at Calakmul would add credence to 

Stuart’s (2003) assertion, mentioned above, that defeated rulers were not literally sacrificed, but 

became dependants of the victorious polity. 

As said, small, but perhaps significant, differences in the burial customs may indicate 

differences in the interpretations of the origin myth and consequently interpretation of the 

cosmos and worldview. Yet, with all the slight differences, kings may also have “borrowed” 

ideas from each other. Harrison (1999:142) suggests that Hasaw Chan K’awil, the 26th ruler of 

Tikal, and occupant of burial 116, may have used ideas he gained when attending Pacal’s funeral 

in preparing his own tomb.  

Significance 

As initially stated, my argument can be considered twofold, one that looked at the “Living 

Images” and what they displayed on their monuments and one regarding the treatment of dead 

kings. The first and very important point is that, although interconnected, there are also 

significant differences to be observed.  

K’awils are an important part of the objects of worldly rulers, and at Tikal was part of 

many rulers’ names, but curiously, they were absent from all but one grave, and in fact, as far as 

I know, only two examples of it have ever been found.  One made of slate and one of a white 

stone, believed to be albite (Figures 7-6, -7). Schele and Miller (1986:72) assert, “The paucity of 

surviving scepter suggests that they were made from wood or other perishable materials.” In 

light of the fact that the four wooden K’awils survived the water damage reported for burial 195 

(Coe 1990:565), and, as far as I know, the total absence of any surviving double-headed bars and 

staffs, I suggest a different explanation. Before I do that, I would also like to point out that, again 
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as far as I can ascertain, none of the long-nosed pectorals are part of the burial goods showered 

on the dead kings. Even the truly amassing amount of jades dredged out of the Cenote of 

Sacrifice has not yielded even one (Proskouriakoff 1974).  

Considering all these facts, I suggest that those emblems of worldly power were handed 

down from one king to the next, and only if lost, perhaps by defeat like the palanquins, or if 

troubled times led to the belief that those instruments of power needed to be replaced, new ones 

were created. They either were then sacrificed and the pieces placed in caches or special 

deposits, and are simply not yet found. However, the fact remains that even a king as powerful 

and richly endowed as Hasaw Chan K’awil did not enter Xibalba with his K’awil scepter, 

double-headed bar, staff, or pectoral. In fact, at least the pectoral can be seen worn by his son. I 

suggest that as much as Maya life was imbued and intertwined with its worldview, e.g. religion, 

some aspects of worldly power stayed with the living and another set of power, that of 

rebirth/birth and life, e.g. religion, replaced it. That was why the “circle” surrounded the king, or 

as I suggest he became the center of the maize-field, to nurture him and give him power for his 

journey through the underworld. I suggest that the shell-skull-cap served the same purpose and 

that the number nine anticipated and added guidance. 

 If one agrees that burial 195 may reflect the onset of difficult times, it also reflects an 

amazing pragmatism. If the kingdom was secure and resources were plenty, much was offered to 

accompany the dead king on his journey to resurrection and his place among the gods. However, 

if times were troubled and the living needed all assets to survive, the dead king got all the finery, 

but made from wood and painted. Maybe to add an extra element of power, and to dispel danger 

because of the missing “circle” of life, the four K’awils, not seen in any of the other tombs, 
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guarded and guided the king and de facto created a maize-field of power for the dangerous 

voyage.  

How did the jaguar imagery possibly shift from that of worldly power to become the king’s 

guardian? I suggest that it was the easiest transformation. The threads that connect the living 

with the dead are manifold. One of them, as said, was the jaguar. In life, he protected the king 

and was emulated by him. The ruler sat on his pelt, wore him, and sacrificed him (Figures 3-17, -

18, A-36, 7-8), perhaps in place of the defeated rival, who instead becomes a dependent of the 

victor as Stuart (2003) suggested. In death, the jaguar still protected, and lends his pelt for the 

king to rest on, but more importantly, since he was the night sun, he helped nourish the maize-

field and thereby the king, and added his power and guidance to fulfilling the promise implicit in 

the transformation of the dead king into the Maize god.  

Conclusions 

• The goal of this study was to adress three questions. One was if all paraphernalia depicted 
with the living king accompanied him to the grave, and if not, what was missing. Some of the 
most important items of worldly power, the Jester God Headband, the K’awil scepter, the 
double-headed bar or serpent, and the long-nosed pectorals, are missing consistently from 
burials. Although, I suggest that these emblems of power were passed on to the next ruler, 
definitive proof cannot be gotten from the data. 

• My second question probed the possibility that funeral goods may have items not seen in the 
living imagery or that its purpose changed.  

• Shell was used in living imagery, but evidentially in different ways. The data strongly 
support my hypothesis that jade and shell, and in the later burials the claw bones from 
jaguars created a maize-field with the king at the center.  

Finally, my last question explored the possibility that the role of the jaguar shifted to some 

extent from the emblematic status of power and protector of rulers in life, to guardian, guide, and 

source of strength to undertake the journey through Xibalba, in other words, to guarantee the 

promise of rebirth and life.  
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In future research, would similar patterns be seen at other sites? I would like to explore the 

possibility that the maize-field concept in burials had wider implications than Karl Taube’ s 

proposal for Palenque (Taube 2005) and the case for Tikal that I demonstrated.  

I think that there is validity to the concept that shields might have incorporated the ancient 

Olmec idea about the maize-field (Figures 2-7, 6-3C, A-29, -30) as an opening to the 

underworld. Thus, the shield could be bringer of the impending journey to the defeated, and the 

promise of eternal life to the victor. 

Another research avenue that could unravel the intricacies of the dress code would survey 

how they changed and what precipitated the observed modifications. It might be considered 

wishful thinking, but I do think that large-scale excavations that generate the kind of data I used 

to suggest the above hypothesis are immensely important to allow the more intricate questions 

about the way the Maya organized and perceived their world. As Culbert (1991:344-345) 

suggests, and the reading of more texts makes possible, the interaction between sites are a huge 

field to be explored.  

As shown in a small way in this study, the relationship between Calakmul and Tikal was 

much more complex and multilayered than the straightforward deadly enemy scenario allowed. 

With the exciting new discoveries of early texts mentioned in this study, more research into the 

origins and development of writing is very desirable and probably will commence. 

Finally, research into the role and place of royal women needs to go forward. More and 

more, it becomes apparent that those women fulfilled other roles than just that of consorts 

(Hewitt 1999), and in some cases may have been the cement that created alliances and stability. 

Here the presented passage, at least as far as this study is concerned, into the life and deaths of 

the rulers of Tikal ends, as does the journey of the ruler once he has passed through Xibalba. As 
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seen, there are differences in how the ruler is represented in life, in all his worldly power, and in 

death, with the return to his mystical origins.  
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Figure 7-1.  Jester God headbacks, details from stelae. A) St 29 (Fig. A-1). B) Leyden Plaque 

(Fig. A-2). C) St 36 (Figure A-3). D) St 31 (Fig. A-6). E) St 2 (Fig. A-8). F) St U-1 
(Fig. A-4). G) Alt 3 (Fig. A-12). H) St 20 (Figure A-33). I) ST 11 (Fig. A-38). J) St J-
1 (Fig. A-39) 
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Figure 7-2.  Tikal Altar 19 and detail (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982: Figure 61) 
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Figure 7-3.  Details from Lintel 3, Temple IV (Figure A-30). A) Pectoral. B) Jester God 

headband. C) K'awil. D) Elaborate variant of God D? 
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Figure 7-4.  Jade: marker of Maize God and his field. A)Drawing of Pacal with the five jades; 

B)Jade from groin; C) Left, pectoral worn by Maize God on Resurrection Plate 
(Figure 3-14); right, the “groin” jade (Taube 2005:28) 
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Figure 7-5.  Copan Burial VIII-36 (Fash 1991: Figure 46) 
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Figure 7-6.  Slate K'awil. One of the very few ever found. From a cache found in the Rosalia 

Temple at Copan (Fields and Reents-Budet 2005:177). 
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Figure 7.7   K'awil scepter made from white stone believed to be albite (Miller and Martin 

2004:32). 
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Figure 7-8.  Artist's rendition of a jaguar sacrifice on the ancestral altar Q in the Late Classic 

(Fash 1991:128, painting by Thomas Hall, courtesy of the National Geographic 
Society). 
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APPENDIX A 
“LIVING IMAGES” 
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Table A-1. Tikal carved monuments: Stelae and Altars. 

Stela Dates Personage Reference Comments 
29 8.12.14.8.15 13 Men 3 Zip?       earliest St found yet 

     
LP 8.14.3.1.12  J&S: 62 Leyden Plaque 

     
36 "very early"8+  J&S: 76 altar-like appearaence- but cons St now. 

4 8.17.2.16.17? Curl Nose or J&S: 11-3 
inaugural date; St-fragment shows Head dressed in Mexican 
style:  

  Snout/Peccary  a Jaguar-Helmet and a shell necklace 
18 8.18.0.0.0 12 Ahau 8 Zotz? Curl Nose? J&S: 43-4 or any position from 8.17.0.0.0 to 8.19.0.0.0, very similar to St 4; 

  Snout/Peccary?   ST-fragment w/ arm & part of cest 
32   J&S: 74 poss not St frag-- still red paint in deeper relief, only Head/in  

    Mexican dress 

U-1 8.18.13.5.11? 6 Chun 14 Xul?  
J&S: 62,106-

8 Bird Claw named= wife: Stormy Sky, mother :Kan Boer; u-shap  
    neck medallion, plaque wristlet, head in arm, upraised, & head- 
    dress hand; all cycle 8 style; stylistic similiarities to St 29 & 31, 
    fig "perhaps the most typical of the Cycle 8 style"  
    Proskouriakofff (1950:104, cited by J&S: 106) 

28 8.19.0.0.0? ? J&S: 60-2 similar to St 1,2, but only bottom part 
1 9.1.0.0.0?, Stormy Sky? J&S: 10 a year & a half before death; thought to be Bu 48 date 9.1.1.10.1; 
  poss. betw.9.0.10.0.0 & 9.2.0.0.0   has reference to 9th R, makes Stormy S 10th R? 

31 9.0.10.0.0 7 Ahau 3 Yax Stormy Sky J&S: 64-74 paired w/ Alt 19?; number of rulers mentioned: JPS, Curl N; 
    Bu. 48 Stormy Sky, Bu. 10 Curl Nose, Bu 22 Jaguar Paw;  
    notation of 9th R not Stormy Sky or Curl N, but a previous R  
    Jag Paw Skull; mother's name same as on Wall in Bu 48; poss  
    Cauac Shield father not JPS; poss both side figs are Curl Nose 

40 AD 468 K'an Ak Hb:92-4 aka: Yellow Peccary; 12th R; son of Stormy Sky, 10th R; 
2 9.3.10.0.0?  J&S: 10-1 very similar to St.1;  

13 9.2.10.0.0? Kan Boar J&S: 33-4 
Fat glyph: poss Stormy Sky? Mother: Bird Claw; early style Staff 
St 
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Table A-1. Continued 

Stela  Dates Personage Reference Comments 
     

9 9.2.0.0.0 4 Ahau 13 Uo Kan boar? J&S: 23-5 poss 8th R, see above St 1 & 2 comments; poss incumbent;  
    early style Staff St 

3 9.2.13.0.0 4 Ahau 13 Kayab Jag Paw Skull J&S: 11-3 poss 9th R; names Father: Kan Boar; poss Son: Stormy Sky  
    of St 31; Staff St 

15 9.3.0.0.0 2 Ahau 18 Muan Jag Paw Skull? J&S: 35-7,57 names F: Kan B (paired w/St 7&27?); Staff St, only outline  
     

7 9.3.0.0.0 2 Ahau 18 Muan Jag Paw Skull J&S: 20-1,57 Names Father: Kan Boar (paired w/St 15&27?); Staff St 
27 9.3.0.0.0 2 Ahau 18 Muan Jag Paw Skull J&S: 59-60 poss paired w/ St 7&15); contemporay pics on St 3,7,15,  Staff St 

     

8 9.3.2.0.0 7 Ahau 8 Muan? Curl Head? J&S: 21-3 
mother: Bird Claw? father: not recognizable (in list of R); Staff 
St 

6 9.4.0.0.0 13 Ahau 18 Yax Jag Paw Skull? J&S: 18-20 eroded text; Staff St 
14 9.5.0.0.0?  J&S: 34-5 St 14 & 25 strikingly similar, poss one? St-fragment w/glyphs 

     
25 9.4.3.0.0 1 Ahau 3 Yax poss husband J&S: 51,55-7 poss other part of St 14??; poss twin to St 23; poss father glyph-  

  of W of T, or  right figure Kan Boer? poss husband to fig in 23; ? monuments to 
  Jag Paw Skull?  a branch of  the ruling family; left figure Woman of T from St 23 

23 9.4.3.0.0? (after 9.3.16.8.4) Woman of T? J&S: 41,50-1, W of Tikal's birth stated as: 9.3.9.13.3; poss son on St's side; 
   57 poss twin (paired) to St 25; com a couple; poss Kan Boer father? 
     

12 9.4.13.0.0 13 Ahau 13 Yaxkin Curl Head? J&S: 31-3, 51 woman's name, male parent glyph; frag of upper part,  
    ?twin to St 10? 

10 9.4.13.0.0 13 Ahau 13 Yax? Jag Paw Skull? J&S: 25-9, 51 birth date? St 10 & 12 twins? (poss names grandf C H? UC) 
26 9.7.10.0.0? Kan Boar J&S: 41,57-8 (called the "red St") has name's of Jag Paw Skull, Stormy Sky,  

  Jag Paw Skull?  Kan Boer,  & W of T in text, St-fragment only shows feet 
El-1 9.7.0.0.0? Jag Paw Skull? J&S: 108-9, Bird Claw, poss. part of a woman's name 

  Bird Claw?   
17 ~9.7.0.0.0 (after 9.6.3.9.15) Double Bird J&S: 38-42 21st R; F: Jag Paw Skull, but poss not the same R as on St 3,7,15 
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Table A-1. Continued 

Stela  Dates Personage Reference Comments 

30 9.13.0.0.0 8 Ahau 8 Uo Ruler A J&S: 62-4 
 & 27, St 30 & Alt 14 found in enclosure together-belong 
together, 

    St no glyphs, Alt only glyphs; (erected 10 y after inauguration 
     recorded on T-I- L 3  

16 9.14.0.0.0 6 Ahau 13 Muan Ruler A J&S: 37-8 (w/Alt 5) age 40-60y? See assoc Alt 5  
21 9.15.5.0.0 10 Ahau 8 Chen  Ruler B J&S: 46-8 inaugural St;  Alt 9 paired w/St has emblem glyph of poss either 

 (5 tuns?)   Calakmul's or Piedras Negras' R as as bound captive (like ball) 

5 9.15.13.0.0 4 Ahau 8 Yaxkin Ruler B 
J&S: 16-

8,129 27th R; names Father: Ruler A; M: named ? (Twelve Macaw) 

20 9.16.0.0.0 2 Ahau 13 Zec Ruler B? J&S: 45-6 
pair w/Alt 8; jag throne; 27th= R B, R C= 29th; ? missing 28th 
R,  

    
standing fig carries shield w/ bent-leg motif as does Ruler B & 
on 

    later Ixlu St 1(not R-B?) 
22 9.17.0.0.0 13 Ahau 18 Cumku Ruler C J&S: 48-50 29th R; inaugural Stela of R B's successor; F: named R B & his 
19 9.18.0.0.0 11 Ahau 18 Mac Ruler C? J&S: 43-5-42 age: 60y F: named Ruler B; poss that Ruler C not yet R, part of 

     St missing 
24 9.19.0.0.0 9 Ahau 18 Mol ?Dark Sun? J&S: 52-55 poss his, or his son's stela 

Ix-1 10.1.10.0.0 4 Ahau 13 Kankin  J&S: 113-4 not likely to be R B;, poss name? 
11 10.2.0.0.0 3 Ahau 3 Ceh ? J&S: 29-31 poss offering or sacrifice 
J-1 10.2.10.0.0 2 Ahau 13 Chen Ten Monkey? J&S: 109-11 w/Alt 1 bound captive; father glyph?;  
Ix-2 10.2.10.0.0?  J&S: 114-116  

Altars     
3 Early Classic ?Ruler?  J&S: 78-9 moved may have been assoc w/St 3 or 7 style Early Classic,  
    Baktun 8 or 9; Altars seem to be seats or thrones in stone 

5 9.12.19.12.9 1 Muluc 2 Muan Ruler A J&S: 129,  w/St 16 Consort? (death of female?) birth of heir?, poss Twelve 
   337-8 Macaw, but name different R B's parental statem on St 5 & L 3  

Note: Dates with ? Are style dates or uncertain dedicatory dates  
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Table A-2. Tikal carved monuments: Lintels and Stucco-frieze 

Lintels Dates Personage Reference Comments 
T-I, L 2 9.13.3.0.0 9 Ahau 13 Pop Ruler A & female J&S: 97-100 missing glyphs R A?, but on L3 &Bu 116; reference to 

(Str 5D-1- (or 9.14.0.0.0) figure (dress similar  *M&G 204 important Copan Ruler 18 Kan Dog/ 18 Jog or 18 
1st)  to Clevel St woman)  Rabbit* same as on some of the carved bones in Bu 116 

T-1, L 3  Ruler A  inauguration date at 9.12.9.17.16; M: Jaguar Seat, F: Shield 
(Str 5D-1-     Skull, both names are also recorded in Bu 116; jag-military 

1st)     alliance betw. T & Calakmul Jag-protector motiv (see also  
    Marcus 1976:51-2); Lintels- theme similar to L-s in T-IV in  
    both the main figure is “protected” by jag or reptile images.  
    construction of T after 9.14.0.0.0 Lintels-older 

T-Str 5D-57 9.13.3.8.18 Ruler A S&Ma: 86-7 Ruler A's Palace; date of battle (8 Aug 695) 
stucco frieze     

T-II, L 2 9.15.0.0.0? (9.14.0.0.0?) woman J&S: 100 poss wife of R A, T-II dedicated to her? burial beneath T-II?, 
(Str 5D-2-    but despite extensive tunneling nothing found; T-2 earlier 

1st)    than T-I,   
T-IV, L 2 9.15.10.0.0 3 Ahau 3 Mol Ruler B J&S: 101-3 M: 12 Macaw, F: Ruler A; seated figure?  
(Str 5C-4) (or 9.16.0.0.0)    
T-IV, L 3  Ruler B  seated figur?, not buried below T as R A; but  Bu 196 dated 
(Str 5C-4)    to 9.16.4.9.8 

T-Str 5D-52 9.15.10.0.0 3 Ahau 3 Mol Ruler B? J&S: 103-5 Palace; similiarities in date, shield & staff suggest R B. 
(Str 10)     

T-III, L 2 9.19.0.0.0? Ruler C or a  J&S: 100-1 3-figure-scene revival  St-style (14,23,25,31); poss Dark  
(Str 5D-3)  brother?  Sun's father, or R B's brother? 

Note: Dates with ? Are style dates or uncertain dedicatory dates   
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Table A-3. Jones and Satterthwaite’s Conversion Time Table: In Maya Long-Count, 
corresponding Gregorian Year, and Ceramic Complexes 

Long Count A.D. Tikal Ceramic Complexes 

10.4.0.0.0 909 Eznab 
10.3.0.0.0 889  
10.2.0.0.0 869  
10.1.0.0.0 849  
10.0.0.0.0 830  
9.19.0.0.0 810  
9.18.0.0.0 790  
9.17.0.0.0 771 Imix 
9.16.0.0.0 751  
9.15.0.0.0 731  
9.14.0.0.0 711  
9.13.0.0.0 692  
9.12.0.0.0 672  
9.11.0.0.0 652 Ik 
9.10.0.0.0 633  
9.9.0.0.0 613  
9.8.0.0.0 593  
9.7.0.0.0 573  
9.6.0.0.0 554  
9.5.0.0.0 534  
9.4.0.0.0 514  
9.3.0.0.0 495  
9.2.0.0.0 475  
9.1.0.0.0 455  
9.0.0.0.0 436 Manik 
8.19.0.0.0 416  
8.18.0.0.0 396  
8.17.0.0.0 376  
8.16.0.0.0 357  
8.15.0.0.0 337  
8.14.0.0.0 317  
8.13.0.0.0 297  
8.12.0.0.0 278  

 250  
  Cimi 
 150  
   

(Jones & Satterthwaite 1982:6) 
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Table A-5 can be accessed through the link below.  

It contains the collected data from each of the monuments listed in table A-4 and shown 

in figures A-1 to A-40.  

As stated in the text, chapter 6, the jade recorded has been reported, not necessarily from 

Tikal, to be present.  

Table A-5 is organized in the following manner.  At least a row is devoted to each 

monument, organized in chronological order, so that the oldest monument is the first, and 

the latest monument in the series is the last. Second, comments are made about the 

monument, followed by the corresponding figure number. After that, the jade is listed, 

starting with the Headdress, and ending with anklets if present. Next, the position of the 

figure is given and finally, the sources for the information are given.  

Object A-1.  Table A-5 Listing all. Tikal “living image” Jade from Stelae, Altars, Lintels, 
and Stucco-frieze 
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Figure A-1.  Tikal Stela 29 (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Figure 49). 
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Figure A-2.  The front of the Leyden Plaque (Schele and Miller 1986: Plate 33). 
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Figure A-3.  Tikal Stela 36 (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Figure 56). 
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Figure A-4.  Uolantun Stela 1 (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Figure 76). 
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Figure A-5.  Tikal Stela 1 (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Figure 1). 
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Figure A-6.  Tikal Stela 31 (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Figure 51,52). 
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Figure A-7.  Tikal Stela 40. This recently, 1996, discovered monument shows K'an 

Chitam, aka Precious/Yellow Peccary in AD 468. The side-panels, in marked 
difference to other known stelae with three figures, show his mother and 
father (Martin and Grube 2000:37).The drawing shows the wealth of details 
that mark the ruler's status (Harrison 1999:93). 
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Figure A-8.  Tikal Stela 2 (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Figure 2). 
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Figure A-9.  Tikal Stela 13. Left, drawing of image (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Figure 

19). Right, schematic drawing by Lisa Ferguson (Ferguson and Royce 
1984:113, iconography interpreted by L. Schele). 
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Figure A-10.  Tikal Stela 9. Left, drawing of image (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Figure 

13). Right, schematic drawing by Lisa Ferguson (Ferguson and Royce 
1984:103, iconography interpreted by L. Schele). 
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Figure A-11.  Tikal Stela 3. Left, drawing of image (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Figure 

4). Right, schematic drawing by Lisa Ferguson (Ferguson and Royce 1984:89, 
iconography interpreted by L. Schele). 
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Figure A-12.  Tikal Altar 3 (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Figure 57). 
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Figure A-13.  Tikal Stela 7 (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Figure 11). 
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Figure A-14.  Tikal Stela 27 (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Figure 46). 
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Figure A-15.  Tikal Stela 8 (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Figure 12). 
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Figure A-16.  Tikal Stela 6 (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Figure 9). 
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Figure A-17.  Tikal Stela 25 (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Figures 42-43). 
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Figure A-18.  Tikal Stela 23 (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Figure 35). 
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Figure A-19.  Tikal Stela 12. Left, drawing of image (Jones and Satterthwaite 

1982:Figure 17). Right, schematic drawing by Lisa Ferguson (Ferguson and 
Royce 1984:111, iconography interpreted by L. Schele). 
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Figure A-20.  Tikal Stela 10. Left, drawing of image (Jones and Satterthwaite 

1982:Figure 14). Right, schematic drawing by Lisa Ferguson (Ferguson and 
Royce 1984:107, iconography interpreted by L. Schele). 
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Figure A-21.  Tikal Stela 17 (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Figure 24). 
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Figure A-22.  Tikal Stela 30 (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Figure 50). 
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Figure A-23.  Tikal Stela 16; and schematic drawing,originally by W.R. Coe (Ferguson 

and Royce 1984:157, 156, iconography interpreted by L. Schele). 
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Figure A-23. Continued. 
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Figure A-24.  Tikal Temple I, Lintel 2 (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Figure 69). 
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Figure A-25.  Tikal Temple I, Lintel 3 (Harrison 1999:132). 
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Figure A-26.  Tikal Structure 5D-57. Top, Hasaw Chan K'awil, 26th Kalomate, in Tlaloc-

Venus battle dress presents the important captive, the ruler of Calakmul, as his 
prisoner (Schele and Mathews 1998:87). Bottom, drawing of Hassaw in 
slightly different battle armor (Harrison 1999:132). 
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Figure A-27.  Tikal Temple II, Lintel 2 (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Figure 71). 
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Figure A-28.  Tikal Stela 21. Schematic drawing, originally by W.R. Coe (Ferguson and 

Royce 1984:184, iconography interpreted by L. Schele). 
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Figure A-29.  Tikal Temple IV, Lintel 2 (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Figure 73). 
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Figure A-30.  Tikal Temple IV, Lintel 3 (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Figure 74). 
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Figure A-31.  Tikal Structure 5D-52, Lintel 2 (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Figure 75). 
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Figure A-32.  Tikal Stela 5. Schematic drawing, originally by W.R. Coe Ferguson and 

Royce 1984:97, iconography interpreted by L. Schele). 
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Figure A-33.  Tikal Stela 20. Schematic drawing, originally by W.R. Coe (Ferguson and 

Royce 1984:176, iconography interpreted by L. Schele). 
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Figure A-34.  Tikal Stela 22. Schematic drawing, originally by W.R. Coe (Ferguson and 

Royce 1984:145, iconography interpreted by L. Schele). 
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Figure A-35.  Tikal Stela 19. Schematic drawing, originally by W.R. Coe (Ferguson and 

Royce 1984:149, iconography interpreted by L. Schele).
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Figure A-36.  Tikal Temple III, Lintel 2. Schematic drawing, originally by W.R. Coe (Ferguson and Royce 1984:152, iconography 
interpreted by L. Schele). 
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Figure A-37.  Ixlu Stela 1 (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Figure 80). 
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Figure A-38.  Tikal Stela 11 (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Figure 16). 
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Figure A-39.  Jimbal Stela 1 (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Figure 78). 
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Figure A-40.  Ixlu Stela 2 (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Figure 81). 
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Table A-1. Tikal carved monuments: Stelae and Altars. 

Stela Dates Personage Reference Comments 
29 8.12.14.8.15 13 Men 3 Zip?       earliest St found yet 

     
LP 8.14.3.1.12  J&S: 62 Leyden Plaque 

     
36 "very early"8+  J&S: 76 altar-like appearaence- but cons St now. 

4 8.17.2.16.17? Curl Nose or J&S: 11-3 
inaugural date; St-fragment shows Head dressed in Mexican 
style:  

  Snout/Peccary  a Jaguar-Helmet and a shell necklace 
18 8.18.0.0.0 12 Ahau 8 Zotz? Curl Nose? J&S: 43-4 or any position from 8.17.0.0.0 to 8.19.0.0.0, very similar to St 4; 

  Snout/Peccary?   ST-fragment w/ arm & part of cest 
32   J&S: 74 poss not St frag-- still red paint in deeper relief, only Head/in  

    Mexican dress 

U-1 8.18.13.5.11? 6 Chun 14 Xul?  
J&S: 62,106-

8 Bird Claw named= wife: Stormy Sky, mother :Kan Boer; u-shap  
    neck medallion, plaque wristlet, head in arm, upraised, & head- 
    dress hand; all cycle 8 style; stylistic similiarities to St 29 & 31, 
    fig "perhaps the most typical of the Cycle 8 style"  
    Proskouriakofff (1950:104, cited by J&S: 106) 

28 8.19.0.0.0? ? J&S: 60-2 similar to St 1,2, but only bottom part 
1 9.1.0.0.0?, Stormy Sky? J&S: 10 a year & a half before death; thought to be Bu 48 date 9.1.1.10.1; 
  poss. betw.9.0.10.0.0 & 9.2.0.0.0   has reference to 9th R, makes Stormy S 10th R? 

31 9.0.10.0.0 7 Ahau 3 Yax Stormy Sky J&S: 64-74 paired w/ Alt 19?; number of rulers mentioned: JPS, Curl N; 
    Bu. 48 Stormy Sky, Bu. 10 Curl Nose, Bu 22 Jaguar Paw;  
    notation of 9th R not Stormy Sky or Curl N, but a previous R  
    Jag Paw Skull; mother's name same as on Wall in Bu 48; poss  
    Cauac Shield father not JPS; poss both side figs are Curl Nose 

40 AD 468 K'an Ak Hb:92-4 aka: Yellow Peccary; 12th R; son of Stormy Sky, 10th R; 
2 9.3.10.0.0?  J&S: 10-1 very similar to St.1;  

13 9.2.10.0.0? Kan Boar J&S: 33-4 
Fat glyph: poss Stormy Sky? Mother: Bird Claw; early style Staff 
St 
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Table A-1. Continued 

Stela  Dates Personage Reference Comments 
     

9 9.2.0.0.0 4 Ahau 13 Uo Kan boar? J&S: 23-5 poss 8th R, see above St 1 & 2 comments; poss incumbent;  
    early style Staff St 

3 9.2.13.0.0 4 Ahau 13 Kayab Jag Paw Skull J&S: 11-3 poss 9th R; names Father: Kan Boar; poss Son: Stormy Sky  
    of St 31; Staff St 

15 9.3.0.0.0 2 Ahau 18 Muan Jag Paw Skull? J&S: 35-7,57 names F: Kan B (paired w/St 7&27?); Staff St, only outline  
     

7 9.3.0.0.0 2 Ahau 18 Muan Jag Paw Skull J&S: 20-1,57 Names Father: Kan Boar (paired w/St 15&27?); Staff St 
27 9.3.0.0.0 2 Ahau 18 Muan Jag Paw Skull J&S: 59-60 poss paired w/ St 7&15); contemporay pics on St 3,7,15,  Staff St 

     

8 9.3.2.0.0 7 Ahau 8 Muan? Curl Head? J&S: 21-3 
mother: Bird Claw? father: not recognizable (in list of R); Staff 
St 

6 9.4.0.0.0 13 Ahau 18 Yax Jag Paw Skull? J&S: 18-20 eroded text; Staff St 
14 9.5.0.0.0?  J&S: 34-5 St 14 & 25 strikingly similar, poss one? St-fragment w/glyphs 

     
25 9.4.3.0.0 1 Ahau 3 Yax poss husband J&S: 51,55-7 poss other part of St 14??; poss twin to St 23; poss father glyph-  

  of W of T, or  right figure Kan Boer? poss husband to fig in 23; ? monuments to 
  Jag Paw Skull?  a branch of  the ruling family; left figure Woman of T from St 23 

23 9.4.3.0.0? (after 9.3.16.8.4) Woman of T? J&S: 41,50-1, W of Tikal's birth stated as: 9.3.9.13.3; poss son on St's side; 
   57 poss twin (paired) to St 25; com a couple; poss Kan Boer father? 
     

12 9.4.13.0.0 13 Ahau 13 Yaxkin Curl Head? J&S: 31-3, 51 woman's name, male parent glyph; frag of upper part,  
    ?twin to St 10? 

10 9.4.13.0.0 13 Ahau 13 Yax? Jag Paw Skull? J&S: 25-9, 51 birth date? St 10 & 12 twins? (poss names grandf C H? UC) 
26 9.7.10.0.0? Kan Boar J&S: 41,57-8 (called the "red St") has name's of Jag Paw Skull, Stormy Sky,  

  Jag Paw Skull?  Kan Boer,  & W of T in text, St-fragment only shows feet 
El-1 9.7.0.0.0? Jag Paw Skull? J&S: 108-9, Bird Claw, poss. part of a woman's name 

  Bird Claw?   
17 ~9.7.0.0.0 (after 9.6.3.9.15) Double Bird J&S: 38-42 21st R; F: Jag Paw Skull, but poss not the same R as on St 3,7,15 
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Table A-1. Continued 

Stela  Dates Personage Reference Comments 

30 9.13.0.0.0 8 Ahau 8 Uo Ruler A J&S: 62-4 
 & 27, St 30 & Alt 14 found in enclosure together-belong 
together, 

    St no glyphs, Alt only glyphs; (erected 10 y after inauguration 
     recorded on T-I- L 3  

16 9.14.0.0.0 6 Ahau 13 Muan Ruler A J&S: 37-8 (w/Alt 5) age 40-60y? See assoc Alt 5  
21 9.15.5.0.0 10 Ahau 8 Chen  Ruler B J&S: 46-8 inaugural St;  Alt 9 paired w/St has emblem glyph of poss either 

 (5 tuns?)   Calakmul's or Piedras Negras' R as as bound captive (like ball) 

5 9.15.13.0.0 4 Ahau 8 Yaxkin Ruler B 
J&S: 16-

8,129 27th R; names Father: Ruler A; M: named ? (Twelve Macaw) 

20 9.16.0.0.0 2 Ahau 13 Zec Ruler B? J&S: 45-6 
pair w/Alt 8; jag throne; 27th= R B, R C= 29th; ? missing 28th 
R,  

    
standing fig carries shield w/ bent-leg motif as does Ruler B & 
on 

    later Ixlu St 1(not R-B?) 
22 9.17.0.0.0 13 Ahau 18 Cumku Ruler C J&S: 48-50 29th R; inaugural Stela of R B's successor; F: named R B & his 
19 9.18.0.0.0 11 Ahau 18 Mac Ruler C? J&S: 43-5-42 age: 60y F: named Ruler B; poss that Ruler C not yet R, part of 

     St missing 
24 9.19.0.0.0 9 Ahau 18 Mol ?Dark Sun? J&S: 52-55 poss his, or his son's stela 

Ix-1 10.1.10.0.0 4 Ahau 13 Kankin  J&S: 113-4 not likely to be R B;, poss name? 
11 10.2.0.0.0 3 Ahau 3 Ceh ? J&S: 29-31 poss offering or sacrifice 
J-1 10.2.10.0.0 2 Ahau 13 Chen Ten Monkey? J&S: 109-11 w/Alt 1 bound captive; father glyph?;  
Ix-2 10.2.10.0.0?  J&S: 114-116  

Altars     
3 Early Classic ?Ruler?  J&S: 78-9 moved may have been assoc w/St 3 or 7 style Early Classic,  
    Baktun 8 or 9; Altars seem to be seats or thrones in stone 

5 9.12.19.12.9 1 Muluc 2 Muan Ruler A J&S: 129,  w/St 16 Consort? (death of female?) birth of heir?, poss Twelve 
   337-8 Macaw, but name different R B's parental statem on St 5 & L 3  

Note: Dates with ? Are style dates or uncertain dedicatory dates  
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Table A-2. Tikal carved monuments: Lintels and Stucco-frieze 

Lintels Dates Personage Reference Comments 
T-I, L 2 9.13.3.0.0 9 Ahau 13 Pop Ruler A & female J&S: 97-100 missing glyphs R A?, but on L3 &Bu 116; reference to 

(Str 5D-1- (or 9.14.0.0.0) figure (dress similar  *M&G 204 important Copan Ruler 18 Kan Dog/ 18 Jog or 18 
1st)  to Clevel St woman)  Rabbit* same as on some of the carved bones in Bu 116 

T-1, L 3  Ruler A  inauguration date at 9.12.9.17.16; M: Jaguar Seat, F: Shield 
(Str 5D-1-     Skull, both names are also recorded in Bu 116; jag-military 

1st)     alliance betw. T & Calakmul Jag-protector motiv (see also  
    Marcus 1976:51-2); Lintels- theme similar to L-s in T-IV in  
    both the main figure is “protected” by jag or reptile images.  
    construction of T after 9.14.0.0.0 Lintels-older 

T-Str 5D-57 9.13.3.8.18 Ruler A S&Ma: 86-7 Ruler A's Palace; date of battle (8 Aug 695) 
stucco frieze     

T-II, L 2 9.15.0.0.0? (9.14.0.0.0?) woman J&S: 100 poss wife of R A, T-II dedicated to her? burial beneath T-II?, 
(Str 5D-2-    but despite extensive tunneling nothing found; T-2 earlier 

1st)    than T-I,   
T-IV, L 2 9.15.10.0.0 3 Ahau 3 Mol Ruler B J&S: 101-3 M: 12 Macaw, F: Ruler A; seated figure?  
(Str 5C-4) (or 9.16.0.0.0)    
T-IV, L 3  Ruler B  seated figur?, not buried below T as R A; but  Bu 196 dated 
(Str 5C-4)    to 9.16.4.9.8 

T-Str 5D-52 9.15.10.0.0 3 Ahau 3 Mol Ruler B? J&S: 103-5 Palace; similiarities in date, shield & staff suggest R B. 
(Str 10)     

T-III, L 2 9.19.0.0.0? Ruler C or a  J&S: 100-1 3-figure-scene revival  St-style (14,23,25,31); poss Dark  
(Str 5D-3)  brother?  Sun' father, or R B's brother? 

Note: Dates with ? Are style dates or uncertain dedicatory dates   
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Table A-3. Jones and Satterthwaite’s Conversion Time Table: In Maya Long-Count, 
corresponding Gregorian Year, and Ceramic Complexes 

Long Count A.D. Tikal Ceramic Complexes 

10.4.0.0.0 909 Eznab 
10.3.0.0.0 889  
10.2.0.0.0 869  
10.1.0.0.0 849  
10.0.0.0.0 830  
9.19.0.0.0 810  
9.18.0.0.0 790  
9.17.0.0.0 771 Imix 
9.16.0.0.0 751  
9.15.0.0.0 731  
9.14.0.0.0 711  
9.13.0.0.0 692  
9.12.0.0.0 672  
9.11.0.0.0 652 Ik 
9.10.0.0.0 633  
9.9.0.0.0 613  
9.8.0.0.0 593  
9.7.0.0.0 573  
9.6.0.0.0 554  
9.5.0.0.0 534  
9.4.0.0.0 514  
9.3.0.0.0 495  
9.2.0.0.0 475  
9.1.0.0.0 455  
9.0.0.0.0 436 Manik 
8.19.0.0.0 416  
8.18.0.0.0 396  
8.17.0.0.0 376  
8.16.0.0.0 357  
8.15.0.0.0 337  
8.14.0.0.0 317  
8.13.0.0.0 297  
8.12.0.0.0 278  

 250  
  Cimi 
 150  
   

(Jones & Satterthwaite 1982:6) 
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APPENDIX B 
BURIALS 

 
 

Figure B-1.  Tikal Burial 125 (Coe 1990:Figure 62).  
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Table B-1. Tikal Burial 125. 

Date(s) Name/Description Jade Source  

100BC- 
2 males SkA & 
SkB 

Sk.A head to E, extended palms down- naked interred-- no organig materials 
found 

Cc: 336-7, Fig 
62 

AD150 
SkA= giant 70-80 
y  in Grave, but nearby cache, see Harrison for details. Hb: 68-69 

 
?Dynastic 
Founder 

  Shaft above Bu contained 6 (poss 7) layers of flint flakes divided by marl, & 
above  J&S: 6 

     last stratum fill ~ 100 pieces of obsidian, core & blades, &  flint intermixed poss orig  
 SkB= adult no age    not mixed the flint blades from all layers amounted to 210 lbs   
  Sk.A: Haviland in lab tests estimates height 180-190 cm, w/ a right limp;    
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Figure B-2.  Tikal Burial 10 (Coe 1990:Figure 160). 
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Table B-2. Tikal Burial 10 

Date(s) Name/Description Jade Source  
*< 402- Sk.A  >35 y difficulties w/ exact provenience of grave goods.  Cc: 479-487, 
d: 420 height 160 Sk.A center of chamb extended w/ head N, and face up, arms not crossed ?parallel?   fig.160 

 9 accomp, none     8 Sk underneath & to W&S 1 head missing, & 1 SK above ceiling accomp by 2 jade  *Hb: 105 
 older than ~ 16    beads head W, disarticulated bones w/pinkish hue poss  bundle cloth  

 sacrificed(?)  
55 jade pebble beads all close prox to Sk.A except 1-dimentional grading sugg 
necklace,   

 10th Ruler?      poss intentionally broken over the body  
  8 four-lobed jade beads w/ Sk.A seem random  
  6 specialized jade beads w/    
  5 cylindr jade pieces streched arclike from Sk.A's right temporal to front of mandible,  
    poss a rearward necklace tie  
  1  boot-shaped jade bead NE- of skull  
  4 carved jade pendants, 2 repres. jaguar heads, 2 human's (? 1 a snarl-snout cayman)  Figure 5-9 
  1 pair of large jade ear flares  
  2 pair of small jade ear flares  
  1 unmatched incised jade ear flare   
  1 unmatched and poss unfinished jade ear flare  
  117 minute pieces of jade poss from human face incorp in headdress (N of Sk.A's Skull  
    & restricted  to limited area),  
  1 carved jade bead beneath left palm-- 1 stingray spine under left wrist  
    1 largely disintegrated pyrite encrusted shale plaque (mirror) on upper left thigh  
    1 pair of ear flares of slate, crystal, shell, jade, & amazonite -?belong in headdress  
    5 turtle carapaces  NE of SkA head (poss mounted on 2 poles & leaned against wall),   
       (3large & 2 small, all missing  heads, dicapitation?)  
    1 crocodile minus head to SE (starts ~ height of pelvic bone of SkA)  
      ~90 small bones from different birds, most are from among the pottery NE & NW   
     of SkA some are from next to the crocodile poss its last meal  
    1 painted-stucco bird effigy jar Figure 6-15 
    8 figurines from shell  
    1 damaged pearl pendant  
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Table B-2. Continued. 

Date(s) Name/Description Jade Source  
    78 Spondylus sp. "spangles" poss basal part of headdress  
    1 large Spondylus sp. valve outside smooth, inside scraped, &   
    1 whole Spondylus sp. to east of it lower & on both sides slightly above head  
    8 perforated Lyropecten subnodosus valves, and  
    1 at throat of SkA, and 1 snail shell, 12 more NE of head  
    9 small Spondylus sp. valves  modified as above, distributed along legs inside & out SkA 
    12 snails NE of head, 1 , poss from   
    10 imitation stingray spines, whole & frags  
    1 two-part human effigy vessel -poss use as censor- poss on NE corner of litter Figure B-3 
    1 planar object wood, upper surface stuccoed & painted green w/ yellow border &   
       fine black feathers (?tray or plaque, shield?) next to croc -E  
       content of grave beyond center clearly segregated, table/ bench w. stucco (red) top   
       NW probably held 7 large lidded pottery cylinders, together w/ 2N-center forming 9  
       lots of pottery (both plain & elaborate) stacked in front of turtles,  
       while fine pottery was grouped E & S in front of them (30, plus 1 lid)  
       # 9 significant ( 9 attendents, -steps, -cylindr Black jars, lids -cyldr tripods, shells)  
       also, body is encicled by green and yellow-orange-red, w/ loosely distrub. jades &  
       spondylus shells achieved  
       Cinnabar in different forms among Sk.A., & forehead brightly reddened  
       Sk.A on large wooden litter or bier ( ~ 1x3 m) on 4 posts  
       most jade pieces seem distributed about the body- and not as normally worn  
       7 layers of mostly flint blades w/ some obsidian, & even eccentrics  Figure B-4 
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Figure B-3.  Incense burner of old god with belt-mask in his hands from Bu 10 (Martin 

and Grube 2000:33). 
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Figure B-4.  Examples of eccentric flints, note the human faces (Schele and Miller 

1986:Plate 26; Miller and Martin 2004:148-149). 
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Figure B-5.  Tikal Burial 48 (Coe 1990:Figure 174).
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Table B-3. Tikal Burial 48 

Date(s)  Name/Description Jade Source  
457 3 males bundle burial - head (obsidian blade instead), and hands missing- center, slightly W Cc: 118-123, 

 Skeleton A= Sk.A body painted red w/cinnabar   Fig 174 
 large adult male   Coe sugg head modeled & crested w/Tikal emblem, bundle, appears in left arm of  (>)Hb: 88 
 head severed-   ruler on St 31 -if it is son of 10th R-Bu10-  problem: today Bu48 considered earlier  *J&S: 6 

 
missing atlas & 
axis   than Bu10, but could it be a custom?-- Hero-twin-story= father lost head)   

 Sk B < 17 y   walls have glyphs & symbols- N-Wall w/ date 457 (9.1.1.10.10 4 Oc) (>)*      

 
Sk C betw 12-14 
y 380 jade beads and 2 of shell (flanking pendant?) poss. multistrand necklace w/   

  11th Ruler?   1 large cylindrical carved jadebead, (poss rested on bundle).  
  32 add. subspherical jade (some?) beads, 22 are at Sk.A, 6 to NE of it, 3 to SW  
  1 jade object (well used celt ?) on NE-side of Sk.A  
  1 jade spherical object at center S of Sk.A  
  1 jade facial piece w/ throat disk  
  1 pair of jade ear flares ( 4 pieces) 1 w/ residue of cinnabar & textile on upper surface  
    mass of Jade bits (~700)(?scattered??) circular arrang- & various spec. pieces sugg. a  
    profiled personage, and shell mosaic pieces w/   
  1 pair jade matched composite ear flares in center, and   
  1 set of  compound (6 pieces) ear ornaments. made of jade, shell, alabaster, & stucco.  
     All??  part of complex mosaic w/ 2 human eyes- mask, or part o a headdress.  
    W-Wall pottery (9) contain among other, jade(no descip.)&specular hematite powder 
    1 rectangular stuccoed (green& red-on-cream w/ fine-line painting) object 20x32x5 cm  
      poss a tray or shield   
    3 effigy faces (maskettes?) of clay  
    10 inmature Spondylus sp. valves, all w/scraped exterior & paired perforations together  
       w/ jade beads highly symbolic, ome aspect poss related to color, here orange & green 
    1 w/ single perforation & filled w/other shells & a metate in 1 small vessel center S  
       lots of different shells- many but not all frags  
    7 whole & incompl modified stingray spines, bones of animals in vessels: 10 phalanges 
       from whitetail deer, 5 quails, and turkey  
       poss many things are within bundle, but some of the shells and jade beads are  
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Table B-3. Continued. 

Date(s)  Name/Description Jade Source  
       "scattered" around the bundle to create a circle of green& yellow/orange/red powdered  
    1 intact gray obsidian lancet flake-blade & spec hemat in alabaster vessel ( NE corner) 
    2  green obsidian flake-b w/slight edge wear & distal ends missing in & under a bowl 
    4 water-wornwhite quarzite pebbles (prob unmodefied) 3 textile imprinted, 1 not  
    1 metate-and-mano pair carefully positioned against bundle's E side  
    27 pottery vessels (incl lids) deposited in 2 groups, 9 at along W-Wall (See above), 1 at 
       center S,  2 small at center S (1 a typical cache vessel of time), 1 olla in arms   

  
     of SkB, 12 from center E to N along wall & towards center of grave, ending in 
above  

Figures 6-11A, -
15, 

  
     mentioned alabaster bowl, incl a stuccoed cylindr tripod w/lid just below it & on 
wall B-6 

     Cinnabar most dense around bundle, also some in a vessel, on shell, & a jade ear flare- 
       distributed throughout thefloor area of chamber   
       poss either poles ( central clearly outlined) to carry bundle or ?sand painting? over  
       most of floor  
       likely entire floor covered by mats, heavy cloth, skins, or combo   
       smaller (in size), but similar to Bu10 sacrifced (?) youth, quality of goods  
       no flint- & obsidian blade layers in fill  
       N-Wall of chamber painted with glyphs Figure B-7 
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Figure B-6.  Example vessels from Bu 48 (Coe 1969[1967]:47; Culbert 1993:Figures 30-

31). 
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Figure B-7.  North-wall of burial chamber 48 (Coe 1990:Figure 329). 
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Figure B-8.  Tikal Burial 195 (Coe 1990:Figure 198).
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Table B-4. Tikal Burial 195 

Date(s) Name/Description Jade Source  
after 1 male,~ 168 cm tall extended on back, head N w/arms, left over right, crossed on chest, teeth -inc, can, prem- Cc: 565-568,  
593 old w/ arthritic foot   show central deprecion for jade or other disks, not present Fig 198 

 bones body wrapped in 3 layer "bundle" (more like a cigar w/ tapered ends tightly constricted)  (>)Hb: 102-103 
 poss 22nd Ruler (>)     ~ 260 cm long & a diameter of 85 cm, tied w/ rope, all reddish, deposited on S 3 of 4  

before     carved wooden panels covering the floor tightly beneath it   
Bu23  objects in bundle  

 Very important:  1 pair jade ear assemblages w/flares as if worn, also belonging to assemblage are  
 water in grave,  2 cylindrical jade beads, 1 at left little finger (E) & 1 on pubic symphysis w/ 1 small un- 
 position of artifacts   modified stingray spine, point down ( as if accord w/a well known practice)  
 not certain 18 jade beads thought to be from a necklace broken in transport various locations from  
    neck to feet , or are "token" jewlery placed deliberately among body  
    2 spherical Spondylus beads, cross-perforated, poss necklace ends  
    1 pearl-drop pendant w/ both a jade & shell bead, center part of necklace (?)  

  
  5 lg Spondylus sp. valves, interior scraped, hinge drilled, 3 in     -shape (1 E 
betw neck &   

       shoulder blade, 1~ height of heart, & 1 just SE below right wrist bones), poss part of a  
       necklace, or sewn onto a garment, or just spec placement at burial, 1 broken at top of 
       top of crushed skull-probably at burial cradling the head (local custom), & 1 at feet- 
       poss set underneath  
  outside of bundle  
    1 pair of alabaster sculptures grouped upright, larger N, both facing E- alone in NW part 
       they appear to represent a large rodent, cotusa (Peten, serequi), rather than rabbit 
    6 pottery vessels, 3 graduated stuccoed tripod plates in arc on W w/smallest height of   
       skull, poss wrapped inside & out, 1 bowl & 1 cylindrical vessel E at height of knee &  
        hip bone, 1 (water) jar NE on wall   
  for the following only the thin stuccoed & painted surfaces are present:  
       4 carv wood panel (see above), w/ head-variant date of 9.8.0.0.0. (593*) on N board--  *J&S: 6 
         big question: if it coincide w/ death, rather panels available at time and used  
       1 lg & narrow glyph-decorated bench or table; SW from~ knee to below feet of Sk 
       more or less in a cluster reaching edge of N wood panel to jar (N to E), 1 rim of bowl,  
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Table B-4. Continued 

Date(s) Name/Description Jade Source  
       1 tetrapod bowl w/match lid, 1 plate w/ flaring walls, & 1 inexplicable midsection 
          (23cm) of a long bone  
       4 matched wooden skulptures of deity K'awil(>) at the following locations, but thought   (>)Hb: 123 
         to be displaced from orig position ( 1 NC, 1 NC below yoke adjacent to top vessel Figure 6-19 
         of W 'arc, 2 on top of cluster (see above), 1 base NW facing Sk, 1 base SE facing wall 
       1 basket (beans) below k'awil facing wall, & close to jar   
       1 headdress beneath the 2 k'awils , & close to basket, frame of parallel embossed, and 
          elongate members painted blue/green raising from them are bunched 30cm lg feathers 
          & in another tier ~ 5 more feathers  <80 cm lg, more imprints Sw of frame, but no id 
       1 (wooden) yoke NC of W-pottery, on its ends textile, padding(?); & poss 1 rubber ball 
          (C & W of W-arc of pottery, relative prox to yoke  
       problems: aged male, mostly w/ plaster-clad wooden grave goods, single interment 
          position of jade beads & shells different   Food & water, elaborate headdress &  
          & ball-player paraphernalia add to ?'s. Also ? why buried there & not in a less deep  
          & less distruction needing place  
   layers of lithic material absent from fill, but has "Preclassic" & Manik (250-436*) sherds * J&S: 6 
   instead  
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Figure B-9.  Tikal Burial 23 (Coe 1990:Figure 176).
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Table B-5. Tikal Burial 23 

Date(s)  Name/Description Jade Source  
593-692? 1 adult >30 y extended, head (w/frontal deformation) N, w/ arms crossed over chest, left wrist  Cc: 536-540, 

 ~ 150 cm tall over right  Fig 176 
 poss some fron- 1 jade bead -as if orig in mouth >(Cc-568) 

9.11. - tal deformation 
1 pair jade & shell ear orn-s, 1 by right ear, 1 closer to chest height, but away 
from it >> (J&S- 6) 

9.12.0.0.0>  later than Bu195 1 pair jade & shell , & pearl ear ornaments, close to each ear  
 earlier & poss  1 necklace of jade, pearl pendants, a front center carved jade pendant  & 2 Shell beads 

AD 652-672>> father of man in 1 large jade bead on top of right hand  
 Bu 116 1 jade pendant (stylistically heirloom) carved side up- prob not part of necklace 
  1 necklace or plastron (collar) of jade beads & carved pendants over lower chest &  
    almost surely overlain by crossed arms --762 pieces in all--   
  8 jade disc inlays upper teeth to 1.premolar, premolars had fillings of specular hematite 
    no bracletts or anklets  
  1 jade bead broken into 5 pieces at the chamber's S-end  
    1 nacreous shell pendant  
    5 fish vertebrae about the neck below mandible  
    1 perforated Spondylus sp. valve -like a cap on skull, w/ 2 worm colonies below  
       (described in text as being there, but drawing does not match it)  
    9 other such valves alongside body, all interior up, except 2; powdered cinnabar inside 
       close to the right shoulder) common custom & symbolic; see Bu 10   
    2 fairly small jaguar skins transversly arranged below body (evidenced by clusters of  
       paws) & on top textiles (imprints) that coverd a cinnabar-painted tabular ?litter?  
      S-end of chamber abounded impressions of both coarse & fine cloths (latter w/ raised  
      work & crisscross stitching  
    12 pottery vessels -upright- on plaster covered N-bench (? 1 a trade item) 3 tripod  
      plates w/ repetitions of Ahau glyphs w/ different pre- & post-coeffients Figure B-10 
    Cinnabar on throaght area of Sk only - not common custom   
      poss that Sk was shrouded, and some of the jewlery (carved pendant & ear orn) fell  
      away from body at decay of cloth-- poss mats covered body  
      not sure if it is whole jag-skins- could be just claws as in Bu 116 & 196  
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Table B-5. Continued 

Date(s)  Name/Description Jade Source  
      unusual finds (workmen?chance?):  
    1 flint- biface-elongated & 2 biface-ovate, 1 stone pick   
    1 centrally perforated limestone object- Conceivably a plumb bob.  
    1 unmodified stingray spine beside right upper arm (accord to Coe stingray spine  
       should be closer to pelvic   
    3 layers of lithics in the marl above capstones ( author suggests that only 1/4 of entire  
      layers exposed) Top layer exposed yielded 788 pieces of obsidian, (flake-blades &  
      bits of core) 1 whole, & 1 incomplete eccentric obsidian , & 7 flint flakes  
      2 lower layers contained (poss some from top l) 168 unmodified flint flakes & 390 
      obsidian flakes (1/2 of which debitage?)  
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Figure B-10.  Vessel from Bu 23 (Culbert 1993:Figure 40). 
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Figure B-11.  Tikal Burial 24 (Coe 1990:Figure 177).
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Table B-6. Tikal Burial 24. 

Date(s)  Name/Description Jade Source  
Bu 24   1 diminutive adult  face up, head N, extended, arms parallel over chest, large shell fell over head (smashed)   Cc: 541-543,  
shortly >30 y    by fallen rubble in grave Fig 177 

after Bu 23 ~115 cm tall no ear ornaments or anklets  
poss. w/legs almost twice 1 central bird head jade pendant and  

Jester (24)  length of trunk 2 adjacent globular jade beads, the only objective clue to a necklace actually worn on   
& Lord (23)  vertebral column w/    internment, poss. 1 irregular shaped pearl (length 2.5 cm) also part of it  

 enough curvature to  2 jade pendants, both face up (one of the a heirloom?)  
 suggest hunchback 1 flared jade bead resting in crook of right elbow  
 moderate forehead 2 globular jade beads, lower thorax area  
 flattening 1 cylindrical jade bead under right hand  
  1 globular jade bead, on displaced left elbow  
  1 jade bead under left wrist  1 Spondylus bead under right (mate?)  
  1 globular jade bead  
  1 flared jade bead, among skull fragments (conjecturally either once in the mouth, or   
    dubiously figuring in a rear tie of a necklace)    
  1 unexplained jade bead fragment ( reminiscent of Bu 23 pieces), w/chunk of plaster .  
  300 bits of raw jade (largest 8 mm) among the skeleton principally in one location, amid    
     a black powdery decay shot through w/ flecks of cinnabar & specular hematite   
     (above head reaching to the large shell (w/2 holes) over the skull frags). The same was   
     evident between femora & over pelvis, & another concentration of bits appeared over   
     if not under left wrist bone. Assumed to be the remnants of a headress, a loincloth &  
     wrist band.   
  6 jade disc inlays in upper teeth distributed: 2 large & 2 tiny in central incisors, 2 single    
     in lateral incisors-- canines w/single amazonite disks  
     10 large Spondylus sp. valves spines missing and smoothed to flatnesss, w/ interior   
        most w/ large central holes (exc. Shell covering skull frags, that also contained hair &  
        remains of sponge) distributed among & around the body. Again same pattern for 9    
        of the shells as in Bu 23  
        ("Identically treated shells are shown on Lin.2 of T I, as so though affixed to the Cc-542 
        upright") shell over right foot contained a small amount of purple-red pigment w/  
        corn kernels, some more are going up to knee area. In shell farthest to West lay   
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Table B-6. Continued. 

Date(s)  Name/Description Jade Source 
        unidentified bird bone  
       poss litter beneath body, no textiles on floor, but five of the surrounding shells show   
        imprints of plain weave cloth, sugg that litter was cloth-covered & body too, and  
        found impressions of red-impregnated plain-weave cloth & ?palm stems &  leaves?  
     6 upright pottery vessels, , 4 NE, 2 NW,   
     20 unmodefied, mostly incomplete obsidian flake-blades in 2 clusters  S of left foot   
     2 stingray spines   
      poss layer of flint blades >100 above closure of Bu, disturbed  
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Figure B-12.  Tikal Burial 116 (Coe 1990:Figure 260). 
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Figure B-12. Continued. 
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Table B-7. Tikal Burial 116 

Date(s) Name/Description Jade Source  
inter- 1 male, >65 y flat on back, head N, arms parallel, very rich burial, according to Christopher Jones  Cc: 604-609,  
ment ~ 167-8 cm tall  (pers. communication, see**) the jade collected weighed 16 1/2 pounds Fig 260 

~731* skull extreme 1 jade mosaic cylinder w/lid (^) "handle" head of Hasaw & his name incised (hence *J&S: 6 
 pseudo-circular assumed to be his grave (Hb-145), incidentally, an identical vessel, but with what is   **Ca: 41 

 deformation   assumed to be his wife (Hb-134, 162-4) was found in the poss burial of his son, 
 overall heavyness    Bu 196,(^); inside cylinder 1 imitation composite pearl pendant ^Figure 4-20 
 of Sk is noted &   1 assemblage (52 pieces) made of differently shaped conch-shell elements (some w/ 
 arthritic lipping    pyrite inlay), jade bosses & platelets, w/   
 of vertebrae & v  1 obsidian disk, & 1 oval thin shell piece laying on plasterlike    
 worn dentition-- if     material, poss its backing (?) between the 2 pyrite mosaic plaques at W pottery 
 modification-  actually worn at burial are the following pieces:  
 worn away 56 elongated jade beads of a multistand necklace   
 26th Ruler (R A) 2 matching three-piece jade earplugs w/projecting jade rod poss worn  
  9  square jade plaques that form a fillet ( reminicend of a diadem on skull)  
  2 jade bracelets of > 7 (each)  slender tubular beads  
  2 jade anklets of at least 6 (each) rectangular bar beads   
  1 tubular jade bead & terminal pearl at groin   
  additional jewelry  
  120 graduated spherical jade beads w/   
  1 tubular jade tie-piece forming a multistrand & heavy collar starting at left shoulder  
     blade, across abdomen & ending at the pottery vessel W of body at shoulder height 
  1 jade earflare w/ 1 throat disc N of W terminal of collar, its mate   
  1 jade earflare w/ 1 throat disc lays on top of smaller earflare worn on left side of skull 
  1 jade figurine 4 inches tall at SW corner of chamber , beneath it  Figure B-13 
    1 pair of bone & shell tweezers, 20 narrow awl-like bone specimens, 13 halves &   
      craped long bones, 22 tubular, spatulate & rod-  shaped bones, 5 more tweezers 
      many are incised or carved,  among them “Paddler” god scenes(^^); poss all rested ^^Figure 6-10 

      on a board or tray 
Figure 4-22, B-
14 

    1 poss necklace of many singly & multiply perforated spherical & blister pearls, &  
       composite nacreous shell imitations, & poss belonging to it 1 large complete  
       nacreous shell pendant  
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Table B-7.  Continued. 

Date(s)  Name/Description Jade Source  
    3 pyrite mosaic plaques w/slate backs: 2 S of the Wpottery, 1 N of S tripod plate w/ 
       emerald-green under-border & cinnabar dots  
    75 jaguar terminal phalanx bones, without claws, surrounding Sk in 14 groups of 5,  
       except for 10 at right hipbone,    
    8 stingray spines (3 are imitations) are distributed as follows: 3 unmodified & 1  
       modified against or under left knee, the 3 imitaton & 1 unmodified arranged under  
       lower back to plevis bone w/ lump of Bryozoa, & 43 unarticulated fish vertebrae 
    1 pair of unmodified Spondylus cf princeps over Arca zebra valve (undersite traces 
        of cinnabar) & against left temple  
    1 piece of Byozoa & 1 gorgonian attachment on coquina together below left ear 
    1 large piece of Byozoa at right temple  
    2 matching Spondylus cf princeps valves beneath right knee  
    1 heavily altered Spondylus sp against & under back of head, hinge up toward W 
    1 Spondylus bead on left index finger  
    1 pair of Spondylus cf princeps, 1 large piece of Byozoa, & 1 large piece of Vrmetidae  
      under right wrist,    
    1 Vermicularia spirata in repot w rgt wrist, but in plan (of Bu) it is at the left wrist 
    1 Arca zebra shell betw lower thighs  
    27 modified Spondylus sp valves (all scraped interiorly, & majority feature 1 or 2  
       drilled) positioned upright ( except 2-prox rgt foo)  from right knee, in close   
       proximity to Sk, to left hip in a semi circle; on right and S site of Sk they are   
       arranged in groups of 2 or 3, while on left side they are in two rows, 1   
      touching the bones, & ~22 cm to E, & some from left foot to hip are aligned  
     "coverlet of jaguar skin lay beneath the ruler, under which had been a straw mat."  Hb: 143 
    1 articulated Spondylus cf princeps w/ unusually small plate   
    19 pottery vessels, almost all are arranged to the W, & on a bench, of SK, a set of 3 Figs 6-11B, -12 
       tripod plates, 10 cylindrical vessels of different designs, 9 are a set, 1 unusually  
       small; 2 almost identical tripod plates are at N & S end of chamber, & S the N plate 
       a 1 shell-shaped tripod plate w/a "kill" hole drilled through its center glyph  
    1 alabaster bowl, plastered & polych painted,  at shoulder height W of SK  
    1 green-stuccoed, red-painted bowl, either wood or gourd  
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Table B-7. Continued. 

Date(s)  Name/Description Jade Source 
    7 unmodified obsidian flakes among the W pottery, & 5 unmodified Fl-blades on the  
       edge of petate (woven mat)  
    The bench's originally damp plaster surface was imprinted by a large petate w/  
      splayed fringes, on which body was laid out, poss under body jaguar pelts, & poss  
     everything was covered by a fine thread trextile   
  Cinnabar was present beneath head & on numerous skeletal parts, but excavators   
     doubt that the Bu qualifies as a "red-paint" interment.   
    An estimated ton of esoterically distributed flint-flakes & 1/2 ton   
     of obsidian flakes excavated from above the Bu's capstone  
     (under Temple I excavation tunnel >9 m of flint blades lead to Bu116)  
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Figure B-13.  Jade figurine from Bu 116. Side, and front view with beads (Trik 1963:10; 

Coe 1965:41, coloration UC). 
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Figure B-14.  Various incised or carved bones from Bu 116 (Coe 1964:41; Trik 1963: 11, 

14, 16-17). 
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Figure B-14. Continued. 
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Figure B-15.  Tikal Burial 196; and detailed drawing in situ of collar at locus 59, and 

cluster of bone artifacts at locus 42 (Coe 1990:Figure 283). 
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Figure B-15. Continued. 
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Figure B-15. Continued. 
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Table B-8. Tikal Burial 196. 

Date(s) Name/Description Jade Source  
692-889 1 old male  extended, skull W, face up, right leg bended, on a platform or bench along W-wall,  Cc: 641-6,  

  leaving a smaller part as aisle  Fig 282-3 
 ~ 167 cm tall PROBLEM: in report: right arm parallel, left on lower pelvis; in plan reverse  (>)HB: 162, 165 

~720-> 27th Ruler son of  1 jade fillet (diadem) of 12 rounded, centrally perforated pieces, encircling head w/    
751(>) 26th (>)      still embedded in plaster painted green were exposed betw discs  

  2 jade  composite ear-plugs , each 4 pieces w/central projecting rod, close to each ear  
  1 jade 5-strand necklace (>50 pieces) , varied parts generally tubular;   
  3 jade beads; 2 on N side of necklace, 1 on S, poss closure?? or extras  
    1 necklace  of 137 semispherical & baroque pearls, poss 6th strand, generally in  
       w/contact w/upper beads of jade necklace  
  2 jade bracelets, each  10 parallel long beads, on rgt & left wrist; as reconstr each bead   
    surmounted by cross-sectionally pentagonal shell ornament composed of fitted small   
    elements perhaps simulating pearls (UC: or the combo shell-jade meaning)  

  
1 jade pectoral (?) abdomen left (N) of spine, consisting of: 1 jade human head 
pendant,   

  
   flanked by 2 small jade ear ornaments, just below (E) 1 cresentic silhouetted 
nacreous   

     shell bird image on a perforated ovoid backing, w/ adjacent  small mosaic-like pieces   
     of similar shell, below that (E) 93 Spondylus beads & 3 of jade, poss the necklace for   
     pectoral  
  2 jade 3-element ear ornaments large (pair), flares & throat elements N of skull, rods N,  
     but at throat  level; underneath flares remains of 1 teardrop pearl ( other under    
     smallest pyrite mirror) simulated by pieces of blister pearls supplemented by   
     nacreous shell elements  
  1 jade bar bead w/poss attached perforated pearl, flanked by 2 stingray spines w/  
     incised text (& dates 9.16.3.0.0 & 9.16.4.9.8 poss 1 katun [20y] later than Bu 116)  
     at pubis poss sewn to loincloth or (on genitals as in bloodletting)         
  1 jade bar bead at left hand (probably under)  
  1 jade bead, 1 Spondylus bead, & 1 baroque pearl at right hand (probably under)  
  1 jade bead & 1 Spondylus bead just below jaw, poss at mouth  
  1 scraped, polished, doubly perforated unusually large Spondylus sp. valve set hinge    
     down against crown (top of head) w/  
  1 jade bar bead,figurally carved, set against it Figure B-16 
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Table B-8. Continued. 

Date(s)  Name/Description Jade Source 
  59 jade graduated spherical beads distributed over & directly about body (poss another   

  
  necklace, UC: or (cave-in) been displaced, & originally formed a pattern around SK 
w/    

    27 Spondylus sp. hinge-perforated valves w/ exteriors down ( 3 are placed across   
       stomach & 1 at each wrist) that (shells) are around the Sk as seen in other Bu's (no   
       evidence of cloth anywhere that both shells & beads could have been attached to  
  1 jade mosaic cylinder w/lid top face thought to be wife of Hasaw, & in son's Bu,  Figure 4-20 
     containing 11 small largely spherical pearl pendants    
  1 jade sculpture of jaguar upright facing E, & located just below jade-mosaic-cylinder  Figure B-16 
    4 pyrite mosaic plaques w/ slate backing, faceup W of Sk; largest at knee hgt close to   
       wall, 3 each descending in size form a triangle, w/ sm at skull top hgt, 1 slightly   
       above & below, betw Sk & (slightly closer) wall   
     16 clusters of 5 Jag-ungual bones around Sk except 10 betw lower legs, no claws  
     1 isolated perforated pearl (Problem: report says: adjacent to earplug- not clear   
        which-, but locus (57) in plan is above shell that covers crown of head)  
     12 clustered rectangular pieces of nacreous shell, & in close proximity a small   
        concentration of painted plaster flakes, black line & blue detailing on rose;  N of Sk  
        in aisle at hight of elbow   
     2 nested modified Elliptio sp valves, against largest pyrite plaque, N, at knee-hgt  
     1 artifactual cluster consisting of: 1 bone & nacreous shell tweezers; 9 pairs of extra   
       shell pincer elements; 6 modified slender curved objects, perhaps penis bones;   
       1 bone perforator; 2 carved & glyphically incised bone perforators; 2 end-worked   
       bone objects; 6 unmodified large teeth of rodent (paca & pocket gopher, & poss   
       4 indiv represented); 1 sli-ghtly altered Unioid mussel valve; 2 minute cup-like shell  
       objects; ~150 tiny Olivella sp shells (spires removed, app not concentrated)  
    2 identical shell pincer pieces & 1 slender curved bone obj (poss spilled in transport)   
      W of pyrite plaque-triangle  

    48 pottery vessels, 3 on bench(w/Sk), 1 W of head close to S-wall ~ knee-hgt, &  
Figures 6-11C, -
13,  

       1 SW of rght foot & close to wall others in aisle; there are several sets of cylinders  and 6-18 
       ( 13, 7) & tripod plates ( 10) among them; 1 nestet (6)  
    1 alabaster ring- based bowl close to wall at height of elbow (SE)  

  
  1 wooden bowl (remains) filled w/ granulated specular hematite N of artifactual 
cluster  
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Table B-8. Continued. 

Date(s)  Name/Description Jade Source 
    1 larger wooden bowl w/ green-stuccoed rim & traces of probable cinnabar painting  
       poss Sk laying on jaguar skins, but badely decomposed very questionable  
       delinated area around head suggests the poss of a head dress  
       poss textile over Sk & proximate materials  
  Cinnabar: objects were laying on it & exposed surfaces coated in it: bracelets, necklace  

  
   parts, jade jaguar, stingray spines, & adjacent items;  select Sk-part too: shell on 
head,   

     lower rght leg, entire pelvis, area below feet w/ specular hematite particles  
  roof of grave above closure ( no capstones) mud intermixed w/ flint & obsidian; & not   
     layers, but pockets above  
  Bu 116 & 196 many similarities:  
  arrangements of beads & shells, almost identical in size & floorplan; division of   
  Bu-bench (or platform); sets of pottery vessels of graduated deco quality; use of aisle   
  for most pottery, 2 stone vessels, 1 of alabaster, 1 of jade mosaic (& associated   
  w/pearls); jade diadem; pearl-necklace & pendant  mostly of nacreous shell; pyrite   
  encrusted plaques (or mirrows); severed jaguar paws; UC: poss jaguar pelts as resting   
  place; grouped bone objects, & of jade, Spondylus & appear positioned w/hand(s)  
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Figure B-16.  Jade from Bu 196. Left, example of carved bar bead, 8.8 cm long (Coe 1988:51). Right, jaguar, height ca. 16 cm, 

between ca. 2 and 10 cm wide, and it is 3 1/2 pounds heavy (Coe 1969[1967]:65). 
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Table B-9. Tikal Burials 77, 8 and 6. 

No  Date(s) Name/Description Jade Source  

77 Late  single adult Bu found under structure 5D-11, an unfinished temple in the West Plaza 
C: 12-13, C1-
418, 

 Classic   1 jade pendant w/cinnabar, considered one of the finest carvings from Tikal, poss a & Cb: 74-75 
 >750     heirloom,  because the smooth back shows traces of a vertical inscription of four  Hb: 178-179 
      glyphs (has been called one of the most beautiful pieces of carved jade, it was stolen  Figure 6-9 
      from Tikal Museum in 1981 (Coe 1969[1967]:74; Harrison 1999:178).  
   2 jade earplugs  
   ? Jade buttton-like flares encirceling the head of sk.  
   ? Jade wrist bands of beads  
      roof over tomb made of logs that was overlaid by a woven mat " over which had been  
      sprinkled thousands of pieces of obsidian and flint."(>>) (>>)Cb: 75 
     
     

8 
692-
889  quite aged male LOOTED-- but pieced some of it together Cc: 487-490 

  
(??Jones's Ruler 
C)  ONLY IMPORTANT POINT ABOUT IT:   

   has architectual components similar to Burial 196;   
   poss also had several jag-paws around the corpse as in Bu 196  
   frag of alabaster (or calcite) ringstand bowl- as was found Bu 196  
   but no shell or jade frags found   
   slightly later than Bu 196  

6 889-?* 
a heavily 
shrouded  twice looted first by what author calls "Caban people", & by "Bernoulli's hatchet men" Cc: 603-604 

  adult female  *J&S: 6 
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Table B-10. Similarities between Tikal Burials 

Burial  with Similarities 
125 10 7 layers of lithics above 

 195 
not lithics, but has "Preclassic" & "Classic" (Manik) 
sherds  

 23 3 layers of lithics 
 24 poss layer of lithics-disturbed 
 116 < 1.5 tons of lithics above, 9m of flint leading to Bu. 
 196 not layers, but "pockets"of lithics 
 77 ?1 layer of lithics (thousands) 

10 48 circle of jade and red/ yellow around body 
 195 inside bundle J-beads & shell circle, poss. also 4 k'awi’ls 
 23 circle of 9 shells around body 
 24 circle of 9 shells around body J-shroud over body 
 116 circle of shells and jade unusual pattern ( 27 shells) 
 196 circle of shells and jade unusual pattern (59 J & 27 shell) 
 48 poss "shell-skull cap"  
 195 "shell-skull-cap" 
 23 "shell-skull-cap" 
 24 "shell-skull-cap" 
 116 "shell-skull-cap" 
 196 "shell-skull-cap" 
 48 top of bundle -?head w/jade 
 23 J-bead /mouth-head region 
 24 J-bead head 
 196 J-bead & shell at mouth area 
 116 9 J-square-plaques-like crown- around head 
 196 9 J-square-plaques-like crown- around head 
  J-bead under lft palm, stingray spine rgt palm- in Bu 10 
 195 J-bead at lft hand E, stingray-spine at groin 
 23 J-bead rgt hand 
 24 J-bead lft wrist, shell rght  
 116 shell bd lft hd, 4 diff.shells rght wrist 
 196 J-bead lft hand, & 1 J-bd, 1shell & 1pearl rgt hand 
   
 48 poss. 9 significant 
 23 9 significant 
 24 9 significant 
 116 9 significant 
 196 poss. 9 significant 
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Table B-10. Continued. 

Burial  with Similarities 
23  2-jaguar skins beneath body 
 116 coverlet of jaguar skin beneath body 

116  14 clusters of 5 jag-phalanx b-no claws, 10 at rght hip 

 196 
16 clusters of 5 jag-phalanx b-no claws, 10 betw low 
legs 

 8 poss clusters of jag- bones around body as 116 & 196 

116  
J-bead & pearl at groin, 8 st-ray spines among lower 
body  

 196 J-bead & pearl w/ 2 st-ray sp- at groin,  
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Table B-11. Commonalities between monuments and burials. 

Ruler  assoc Mons Burials Associated Features Burial Associated Features Stela 
Yax Ain I ?4? 10 if St 4 is his, wearing Teo- costume found  none, since it is not sure if St even is his 

First Crocodile   
items in Bu also strong Teo-influence- headless 
croc- has Jag-God in arm/hand  

   
assoc w/name? also  stylized Jade croc head- same 
as  & Jag-headdress, shell-necklace 

   name glyph, instead of animals head? & atlatl (spearthrower) in arm 
   jade -jaguar? mask in headdress,   
    Pendants of Jags & human-- later Jag protector  
   old tradition and enduring, body surrounded byJade  
   shells, creating a green-red/pink circle # 9 important   

Stormy Sky St 1, 28, 31 48 missing head, bundle burial, instead of head- 
fig on left wears same shell necklace as 
St4  

   Obsidian blade, hands missing too,  battle gear 
   2 companions, as on St. to young images on lft & rgt? 
   mask from headdress/  
   throat piece similar to St? 380 Jade-bead-neckl  
   also circle of green & red/pink around bundle  
     

Curl /Lizard Head  St 8, 10, 12 195 burial rich, but things are made of wood, stuccoed & St 10 &12 headdress may part of burial 
Animal Skull 14 fragment  painted, also Jade & shell circle bundle but like roll  

   headdress may same as worn on St 10& 12  
     

Shield Skull ? 23 carved Jade pectoral, second  heirloom  
    Jade collar  762 pieces in all, Spondylus like cap on   
   head  
   poss whole jaguar pelt, but could als be only claws  
   Jade shell-circle, stingray spine close to groin?  
   9 shells & Jade circle  

poss Jester to ? 24 no earornaments or anklets  
 Shield Skull   bird-head Jade pendant  

   1 Jade bead underleft wrist, 1 Spondylus under right  
    Jade headdress  
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Table B-11.  Continued. 

Ruler  assoc Mons Burials Associated Features Burial Associated Features Stela 
   9 shell & jade circle  

Ruler A 30, 16-A5, 116 161/2 pounds of Jade, see Fig B-12, he wears enough no mask and celts, but buried with great 

 TI/L1,2  to account for it, jade vase w/image w/pendant 
riches stelae and lintel riches are 
matched 

 Str5D-57  inside, poss shield made of 52 pieces jade, shell  by burial 
 capture of  Jade jewlery seems to match St & Lintels, except  
 Calakmul L  does not wear the pectoral seen in St 16, and Jade  
   diadem instead of the elaborate headdress?   
   has pearl &Jade bead in groin area  
   75 jaguar claw bones without claws surround body  
   in clusters, Jade- shell circle with extras around   
   head  

Ruler B 
21, 5-A8, 

20 196 Jade diadem, similar earspools to Stelae & Lintels in Stelae & Lintels bead collars 

 TIV/L1,2  5 strand Jade necklace, tubular beads >50 pieces 
longnosed pectoral not present, but 
neck- 

 Str 5D-52  with a 6th strand of baroque pears lace & pectoral could be from St 20 

   Jade pectoral human face with earspools, bird effigy  
but other jade jewlry very similar, 
except 

   and 93 Spondylus beads & 2 Jade necklac   no masks 
   has Jade bar flanked by stingray at groin  
   Jade bar bead left hand, Jade-, Spondylus bead, &  
   baroque pearl right hand  
   Spondylus “skull cap”  
   Jade & shell circle and cluster of Jag claw bones, no  
   claws, 1 Jade Jaguar figurine, pelt underneath? Sk  
   1 Jade mosaic vessel other half of pair mother  
   possible buried w/ shield   
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Table B 12. Calakmul Burials. 

Pers/Place Date(s) Name/Description Jade & other Source (of Info) 

poss.Ruler ~ 400 or  1 male > 30 y 
fully extended on back, head N, on a woven mat, right arm 
across Folan et al, 1995 & 

 earlier* ^on jade plaque 3 an  chest; Sk was on a "bed" of 5 dishes  (see Fig4-17) Pincemin D., 1994 

Str III,   individual is named 3 jade mosaic masks:  
*Pincemin et al, 
1998 

Tomb 1  poss occupant, but   1 face (170 pieces) w/shell eyes, lips & teeth; w/holes to tie to  see Figure 4-18 
  name is not men-      head, & has plaster backing  (similar masks at Palenque & Tikal) 
  tioned by later    1 chest (125 pieces) poss a long-fanged jaguar w/inscribed disk  
  Rulers name is as      ?Ik in in mouth, w/earplugs & hanging from it  see Figure 3-26 
  follows: 3 jade inscribed plaques^, each w/hole on top for suspension  Figure B-17 
  Glyph 5: Lord’s    (similar shown on Stela 43), &1 for his belt (92 pieces) w/shell  
   name is given     & pyrite, & 3 plain stone pendants (poss made a tinkeling   
   as "superfix" &     sound when walking)  
   long snout & jaw- 3 jade pairs of earplugs: 1 large pair w/pyrite mosaics over shell at  
  bone & postfix"    r&l of skull, 1 small pair w/ cest mask, 1w/ belt mask  
  Glyph 6: title 1 jade ring   
   32 jade beads, plain & carved (18 form a necklace or collar for the  
  NW corner    chest mask), 8 tubular  
  a "psychoduct"    2 pearls: 1 W of body & E of stingray spine at pelvis hght, & 1  
  9m long, to outside       on other side (E)   

  
on N-side of 
structure    8,252 shell beads: a cloth adorned w/ hundreds of shells arranged 

  (comparable to duct       in designs near Sk & other shells carved to represent human  
  in T of Inscription,        skulls  
  Palenque)    1 stingray spine W of body at pelvis height  
      3 Spondylus shells altered   
      several other shells among them Olivias  

      1 block of red pigment at left side of skull (E) 
fit in w/color 
arrangm?? 

      10 ceramics: 5 simple flat-bottemed orange dishes make "bed" 
          1 (E of skull) a tripod w/ handle in form of 3-dimensional   
          human head w/prominend noseplug, elaborate bird headdress,  
          necklace of large beads & a large shell or ?jade pendant &  See Folan 1995:323 
          hands are raised & body show markings of death, lower half  
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Table B 12. Continued. 

Pers/Place Date(s) Name/Description Jade & other Source (of Info) 
          of vessel 2 stylized serpents assoc w/apotheosis & similar to  
          EC Stela w/ bust of ancestor in mouth  
           2 vessels are staked, 1 circular dish inside a lack cup similar to  
          those known from Tikal, 1 vessel, directly in front of duct,  
          a bowl w/ lid that is divided into red & gray quadrants   
          surrounded by a ring of 4 jaguar prints & again those serpents  
          mentioned above,   
         1 vessel shattered- brilliantly painted stucco w/ 4 peccary   
          heads as legs  
   Cinnabar on Sk, mat & various textile frags  
Ruler b: 9 Oct  Yukom Yich'ak'K'ak' extended on back, head E, body wrapped (bundle): 1.textile  Carrasco Vargas et  
 649 "Fiery Claw"*    shroud made from local plant & trenched in resin & coverd      al. 1999 

  aka: Great Jaguar    w/latex & sealed w/resin, 2.animal skin, 3.fabric plants, resin- 
*Martin & Grube 
2000 

  Paw, GJP Smoke    latex-resin sealed, resting from on wood litter, head elevated ** Martin & Grube  
  robust adult male    to body)      in CV 1999: 49 
  45-60 y old  headdress: palm material polycromed & appliqued w/jade mosaic 
 (9.10.16.16.19 ~ 164 cm tall   
Str.II, Tomb4 3 Cauac,  shows pathological 3 jade-teeth-inlays in upper front (2 present, one missing)  
 2 Ceh) changes in spinal 1 jade pair of earplugs w/glyphs of an earlier style, poss heirloom 
St 9, Panel 6 a: 6 Apr   cord 2 jade bracelets, tubular bead w/ false pearls (mother of p) & shell 
 686 (9.12.  1 jade funerary mask (unique in style & execution) of precisely  
 13.17.7      fitting  mosaic pieces, nose 1 piece, w/ inscribed plaster band on 
 6 Manik,      lower  margin, & 2 j-earplugs, & 4 tiny teeth j-inlays, mask was 
 5 Zip)     covered w/ 2 layers of mortar ( 1.white, 2.brownish) & painted  
 sacrificed**:     in polychr, surrounded by clusters of jadeite & Spondylus   
 at Tikal (26R)    beads, beads orig. sewn onto cloth-mask positioned above right 
 8 Aug 695     side of cest jade mosaic fragments, & beads of bone, jadeite, 
 (9.13.3.7.18     Strombus sp, & Spondylus   
 11 Etznab     2 Spondylus shells covered pelvic area  
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Table B 12. Continued. 

Pers/Place Date(s) Name/Description Jade & other Source (of Info) 
 11 Ch'en)     8 sets of paws, poss feline arranged in similar fashion as   
         Bu 196 Tikal  
      14 pottery vessels: all ar of an especially fine variety w/icons incl. 
       Jester deity,1 polychrome Codex-style cyl  for drinking cacao, 
      1 polychr dish w/Jester God head in interior (sign of royalty), & 
      1 round-sided orange polych dish, interior walls glyph bands ar- 
      round Jester-G-head (center) that incl. the name Yukom'akK'ak  
      & that it is his (u'lak)  
   Cinnabar covered the body partially  
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Figure B-17.  The three jade plaques, each with a hieroglyphic couplet from Burial 1, 

Structure III at Calakmul (Fields and Reents-Budet 2005:181; original 
schematic drawing by Sophia Pincemin, redrawn by John Klausmeyer in 
Folan et al. 1995:325). 
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Figure B-18.  Vessel 8 with ruler's portrait from Burial 1, Structure III at Calakmul 

(Fields and Reents-Budet 2005:253; drawing by Sophia Pincemin in Folan et 
al. 1995:323). 
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APPENDIX C 
LIST OF CODES FOR REFERENCES IN TABLES 

C  : page numbers    Coe 1963: 

C1:      Coe 1963a: 

Ca:      Coe 1965: 

Cb:      Coe 1967: 

Cc:        Coe 1990:  

C&M:       Coe and McGinn 1963    

C&S:      Coe and Shook, Satterthwaite 1961:  

F&R:      Ferguson and Royce 1984:    

Ha:      Harrison 1963:     

Hb:      Harrison 1999:     

J:      Jones 1977:  

J&S:      Jones and Satterthwaite 1982: 

Marc:      Marcus 1976:      

M&G:       Martin and Grube 2000:    

Mi:       Michel 1989:       

M&M:      Miller and Martin 2004:    

S&Ma:      Schele and Mathews 1998:   

S&Mi:      Schele and Miller 1986:    

S:      Shook 1960:      

Ta:      Taube 1999:  

Tau:      Taube 2005: 

Tr:      Trik 1963:   
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